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Introduction
-A3sr.1",21.1X4611FINT,L

T_ he

American Association of Community and
Junior Colleges has been leading a three-
year effort to advance lifelong education by
developing recommendations that will help
to modernize outdated policy frameworks
that affect community colleges. The work
has been concentrated in our Policies for
Lifelong Education office and has been
supported by the W.K. Kellogg Foundation.

Much of the need for change is in the area
of state policy. The mission statements and
finance mechanisms (that control commu-
nity colleges) are products of the state policy
structure. Many are out of step with the
present times and even more inappropriate to
what we already know about the future.
State governments and community colleges
both need more modem policy frameworks
that will meet student needs, college needs,
and state government needs.

During 1980 the Association convened
assemblies in four states to develop specific
policy recommendations. The four states
were North Carolina, Florida, New York,
and California. Each state prepared a final
report detailing the concrete policy changes
needed to advance lifelong education oppor-
tunity. The assembly process that organizers
used was originally developed by the Amer-
ican Assembly at Columbia University and
has been successfully adapted and utilized
by AACJC since 1972.

This monograph reports on the recom-
mendations that were developed by each of

*Policies for Lifelong Education; Report of the 1979
Assembly. J. Gilder, Editor. American Association
of Community and Junior Colleges, Washington, D.C.

the four states. The final reports are
reproduced here with the names of the
assembly participants who worked in their
formulation. We are very grateful for the
contributions of every member of the state
assemblies, They prepared themselves in
advance and took their tasks seriously. Par-
ticipants prepared by studying the issue
papers which were distributed in advance,
and by reviewing the report of the January
1979 national AACJC assembly. The papers
prep_ ared especially for the state assemblies
are also included in this monograph.

The process at each of the assemblies was
similar. There were both large and small
group discussions followed by the prepara-
tion of a draft integrated statement of the
recommendations of the full group. This
draft report was reviewed in detail at the
closing session of each assemblywith
lively discussions in each case. It is the final
report from each group which is printed here
as a resource for further study and for action.

Jamison Gilder was the director of the
project office which convened the four
assemblies and disseminated their reports.
She was assisted in that work by Jessica
Rocha and Gloria Westpoint. We appreciate
the efforts of each of them.

Our Policies for Lifelong Education
project was also involved in activities for
policy change in needs assessment, federal
policy, cooperative agreements, and com-
munity forums. An executive summary of
the project accomplishments is included in
this report.

Edmund J. Gleazer, Jr.



State Polity Recommendations from
Four States: Summary and Analysis

_ _ his

chapter presents a summary and analysis of
the changes in state policy that were recom-
mended F--, a series of assemblies on lifelong
education in four states: North Carolina,
Florida. New York, and California. It dis-
cusses the three areas where change appears
most needed: mission, finance, and govern-
ance control. Also presented are discussions
of related policy on staff development, new
technology, cooperation, and private sector
linkages.

Three Critical Elements
The three most critical elements of
policy framework for lifelong education as it
affects community colleges are:
I . Mission statements for the institution
2. Finance mechanisms congruent with the

mission
3. Balanced governance control between

local and central authority.
Most of the state policy structures are in a
bumpy transition these days because of un-
certainty on each of these three policies.
There are many voices calling for moderni-
zation in state government, some prompted
by recentchanges in the political climate and
context, others by the increasing squeeze of
resources versus expectations.
__The policy changes recommended and

summarized here were formulated by over
two hundred persons across four states. They
believe that the community college will be
the institution at the very center of public
service in providing Lifelong education
opportunity to the spectrum of individual
citizens.

Jamison Gilder

Context
The community colleges in America have
grown rapidly, prospered, thrived on their
continuing adaptations, and in the process
extended more postsecondary learning op-
portunity to more individuals than ever
before. It has been a tremendous accom-
plishmein. for the nation. The aggregate of
changes within the community college
movement since its inception are startling
when viewed w .11 the perspective of dec-
ades. And one of the newer but inescapable
facts of life for us all, including these
wonderfully flexible colleges, is the acceler-
ating rate of change. It has brought on an
enormous need to modernize the old policy
structures that we used to operate well with
years ago, and to devise entirely new policy
structures to serve us in new roles unimag-
ined ten or twenty years ago.

The needs are sizeable and still growing,
but so is the talent available in the commu-
nity college movement. The members of
these four assemblies were a well-informed,
dedicated, and experienced group. They
refused to produce unrealistic recommenda-
tions that would probably be unattainable in
the foreseeable future. Instead they debated
the practicality and strategy of their rec-
ommendations, and they deliberately aimed
them to different audiences, which varied
state by state.

The assemblies recognized that change is
needed at every 'level of existing policy
including federal, state, local, institutional,
departmental, even single offices such as
counseling or student aid. It is the sum of the
small incremental adjustments thi. ill
finally determine how, where, when, to
whom, what subjects, why, and at what
GP



costs we offer some individuals the op r-

tunity to learn something they need to know.

The State Policy Framework
The state policy framework for lifelong
education is composed of the state laws,
administrative regulations and guidelines,
financing formulas, governance structures,
authorized programs, personnel practices,
and collective bargaining agreements that
affect both the community colleges and the
individual learners. It is also composed of
the operating procedures of agencies and
institutions, scheduling practices, eligibility
guidelines, information and counseling
objectives, outreach strategies, modes of
teaching, arid methods of evaluation,

State policy frameworks grow increasing-
ly more complex v,ery year, a fact already
known by n.ony frustrated community col-
lege faculty, students, administrators, and
trustees based on their own past experiences.
They are try_ ing to function within a policy
framework that has simply become out-
mcided, bearing less and less relationship to
their central interests and activities. The
aggregate earlier policies have had specific
positive and negative effects on the com-
munity colleges in their role as primary
resources for adult learners_ in their neigh-
borhoods. It is precisely because the nega-
tive effects of inappropriate policies have
steadily increased, and because they inhibit
individual learning for more and more stu-
dents, that the time has come to update the
policies, to bring them in line with the times
and the learners of the 1980's and 90's.

Purposes of the efforts
The purpose of the Policies for Lifelong
Education project was to lay the groundwork
for changing those policy frameworks that
affect lifelong education at the federal, state,
institutional, and association levels but are
found wanting. There have been several
successes in the areas of federal policy,
namely the revision of Titles I and IV of the

Higher Education Act and the Education
Amendments of 1980. There were important
positive changes in the Educational Outreach
(Title I) and Student Financial Aid (Title IV)
programs.

Another significant change was in the
mission of the American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges. The new
mission adopted by the board in June, 1980,
represents a more modern and relevant di-
rection for the national organization. It says
that:

The Mission of AACJC is to organize
national leadership -and services for indi-
vidual and community development
through lifelong education,'

Several steps were taken during the
Policies project in anticipation of and im-
plementation of the new mission_ A national
assembly was convened in 1979 to develop
the first specific policy recommendations in
lifelong education. Seven of the recom-
mendations of the national assembly dealt
directly with state policy; they are presented
below for the reader's reference.

To further expand the specificity of these
suggested state policy changes, the series of
four assemblies was convened in 1980 in
North Carolina, Florida, New York, and
California. The primary purpose of the
assemblies was to formulate policy recom-
mendations specific to the circumstances of
community college systems in eae:i of the
states. Another purpose was to examine the
consistent elements of a modernized state
policy structure that could be shared with
other states. The three most critical common
elementsmission, finance, and control
are outlined above, and are discussed in
more detail in subsequent paragraphs. (Each
of the four state assemblies produced an
itemized final report of their recommenda-
tions for wider circulation, discussion, and
action; each is printed in another section of
this monograph,)

The following sections discuss those
policy features that recurred among the four
reports and briefly discusses the &cum-

a n co in separate states where needed.



Earlier State Policy
Recommendations: The
National Assembly
There were seven recommendations from
the 1979 national assembly on Policies for
Lifelong Education that dealt specifically
with state policy. These are reproduced
below as background to the individual state
recommendations,

To the State Governments, the National
Assembly recommends:

That state (and federal) agencies strongly
support. tt e position that a well-funded
lifelong education program is essential to
the achievement of our national goals of
lowering the rate of inflation, increasing
productivity of workers, and decreasing
unemployment,
That states change the current patterns of
funding based on the generation of full-
time equivalent students.
That interstate projects for lifelong educa-
tion be established and supported by state
boards and coordinating agencies con-
cerned with education.
That state governments develop funding
models to facilitate lifelong education
among public and private sectors.
That state agencies responsible for lifelong
education work to develop communication

. networks and coordinated planning be-
tween public and private agencies.
That the special circumstances of lifelong
education be recognized in funding mech-
anisms such as state aid formulas, student
financial aid formulas, and tuition
charges. Included in revisions would be
provisions for state aid to part-time stu-
dents and revised standards for deter-
mining aid for independent students.
Economic status of the individual or
community should not be allowed to stifle
the motivation for lifelong education,
That each state appoint a task force on
lifelong education to ensure a continual
dialogue between provider and consumer
of lifelong education, to improve the de-
livery system of lifelong education, to
conduct hearings at the local level on life

long education, and to arrange for com-
munity task forces on lifelong education.

Specific State Policy
Recommendations
The most important and fundamental policy
cham:e involves t_he mission of the commu-
nity colleges_ No longer limited to the lower
divi:,ion and transfer colleges of the 195(1's
and I 960's, today's community colleges arc
comprehensive community educational re-
sources serving an astonishing variety of
individuals. Providing opportunity for life-
long learning is the community college role
for the 1980's. This is clearly reflected in the
mission statement of their national associ-
ation. "The mission of AACJC is to orga-
nize national leadership and services for
individual and community development
through lifelong education. Each state
needs to be more specific and direct in stat-
ing the mission of its community colleges.

In the four states where specific efforts
have been made to suggest policy changes in
lifelong education, there have been several
consistent themes. Each state reflected a
need for policies that would provide a
maximum of flexibility to local institutions
in allocation of money and in new program
development. There was also a recurring
judgment in each state that the funding
formulas need revision in order, to provide
adequate and timely funding for lifelong
educaticin activity. The need for funds to
provide support services to lifelong learners
on an equitable basis with traditional stu-
dents was also heard repeatedly.

The analysis below reports further details
of the state policy recommendations from
the assemblies in North Carolina, Florida,
California, and New York:

Mission,- Foremost in the recommenda-
tions on state policy was that lifelong
education for individual and community
development should continue to be a major
mission of community colleges, with all
segments of the colleges participating. The
colleges will need more flexibility to re-
spond faster with new and different con -
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figurations of course content, scope, and
sequence. This implies also that the states
re-define the roles of differing institutions in
lifelong education, with a goal of statewide
planning and coordination to eliminate un-
necessarily duplicative programs. Advisory
committees at the local level should be used
in this process to assist in determining needs
of particular populations, such as senior
citizens. The planning and coordination
process should identify learning needs that
are not 'currently being tilled by existing
services.

Assembly participants in these states felt
that community colleges have the primary
responsibility fur providing education for
adults in their local service areas, but that
lifelong education need not be the exclusive
responsibility of any one agency.

In modernizing state policy, it was specif-
ically recommended that the lifelong edu-
cation missions of the community college
systems be supported with regard to:

internal and external constituencies;
expectations of comprehensive programs
and services;
new learners' needs in the changing
culture;
special student groups: and
staff and faculty commitment to the
mission of the system.

Equal Opportunity: The states re-affirmed
their commitments to equal opportunity, and
expanded this to say that it meant keeping
costs-to-students low and providing aid to
the disadvantaged. They also recommended
that state policy for lifelong learners be
based on a ,thilosophy of equal access tem-
pered by the realization that learners come to
education with differing motivations, apti-
tudes, and abilities.

Education must be accessible to learners
in order to promote the concept of lifelong
learning, and that accessibility is based on
the cost to the learner. Programs for lifelong
learning should be supported by public funds
to the degree possible in order to provide
such programs at the lowest cost to the adult
learner, thus ensuring continued access to
education for this population_

Fur ling Formulas: Specific and consis-
tent policy recommendations were made to
change the present finance formulas. The
patterns of lifelong learning require newer
funding methods based on total enrollments
and the needs of individual learners rather
than "equivalents, Formulas to provide
public support fbr the changed mission of
community colleges were suggested, along
with changes in the methods of providing
student support services,

In state policyrnaking, the funding for
lifelong learning should be apportioned
equal to the funding of traditional programs.
Specifically, when the program structures
and funding formulas are being revised,
consideration should be given to the extra
costs of servicing a predominantly part -time
student population. This would include sup-
port of such cost centers as counseling,
registration, facilities, and equipment.

Participants in the assemblies suggested
the creation of a funding system based on
total enrollments and services rather than the
current full-time-equivalent-based enroll-
ment process (FTE). They felt that the large
numbers of part-time students participating
in lifelong education necessitates a more
modern funding fomiula, and that such new
methodology would enable institutions to
provide the same scope of services to part-
time students as are normally available to
full-time students. Five other features of a
recommended funding formula were: ( I)
that it provide timely resources to allow
effective planning and implementation of
lifelong education; (2) that it be adjusted to
provide equal incentives to institutions to
offer extension and curriculum programs
based or local community needs (considera-
tion could be given to differential funding
based on program costs): (3) that a policy be
established for acquiring funding at variable
rates, recognizing that education costs vary
by tyar of program and enrollees, that funds
should be provided on a differential scale,
and that a force should be created to report
changing needs directly to advisory budget
committees, legislative committees, county
commissioners, and finance departments; (4)
au equitable formula that does not make it

8



fiscally advantageous to a college to offer
certain courses and not others; and (5)
changing the state funding formula for credit
and non-credit programs to include other
recognizable self-directed adult learning
activities.

Future funding for lifelong education
opportunity should not be exclusively a state
government responsibility, however, but
shou'd include business and industry as
additional sources of support. One state
assenthlY recommended that research be
conducted to identify alternative models for
funding lifelong learning, including models
from other nations as well as the United
States, and to study the economic impact of
lifelong learning programs on the individual
and also on publicly supported health and
social service agencies (such as mental
health, offender rehabilitation, and programs
for the aging).

Assembly participants asked their state
policy makers to recognize the special
strengths and primary responsibilities of
community colleges in their local service
areas. It also advised states to document
community college contributions by con-
ducting economic impact studies.

Illarbnum Local Flexibility: Strong rec-
ornmendations were made in each state to

\ retain the maximum aexibility in each local
institution to respond to its citizens. The
flexibility was considered critical in both
allocating money and in developing new
programs. Policies for allocation of fiscal
resources and program offerings in adult and
continuing education should be determined
at the local level. State regulatory agencies
should encourage this flexibility aril local
autonomy to educational institutions, par-
ticularly for program development. Also,
policies and procedures adopted by state
agencies must be equally applicable to all
institutions receiving public funds.

Participants in one assembly exptessed
strong 'dissatisfaction with central control
and regulations that increase costs and in-
hibit tl-ie responsiveness, flexibility, and
successful operation of institutions that
operate 'under central control. Boards of
tnistecs cif community colleges were recog.-

9
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nized as being in the best position to identify
local lifelong learning needs. It was recom-
mended that the state executive and legisla-
tive branches not impede the prerogatives or
capabilities of the local boards to quickly
and effectively respond to needsexerting
particular flexibility in responding to adults.
Outreach programs, length of classes, meth-
ods of instruction would be adaptable and
locally determined. Policies would clearly
spell out the matter of accountability in
connection with lifelong education,

Staff Development: Three states also
called specifically for a state policy mech-
anism to provide for staff development for
those serving adult learners. Personnel pol-
icies at individual institutions also need to be
reviewed and adjusted where necessary to
ensure effective institutional response to
lifelong learners, New staffing patterns,
leave policies, and exchange agreements
may be needed.

Colleges should consider the use of staff
and program development and other ap-
propriate funds to ensure that all staff and
faculty understand adult learners and are
competent to deal with them as individuals
and in groups. Colleges should also consider
the possibility of providing peer counseling,
and an emphasis on the need to convey an
attitude of acceptance of the student, ir-
respective of the student's age or purpose of
attendance.

Support funds should be sought so that
institutions and systems could act coopera-
tively in these development efforts, sharing
resources and ideas (particularly in utilizing
new delivery systems).

Part -time faculty and lifelong !earning
needs are intertwined as a managerial and
organizational problem. There is a need to
assure equal quality control measures for
part-time as for full-time faculty. Specif-
ically, one assembly recommended that
community colleges provide appropriate in-
service training activities for faculty (includ-
ing part-time) designed to utilize their talents
to their till potential.

Staff development programs for both full-
time and part-time faculty should emphasize
teaching strategies for and sensitivity toward
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adult learners, their motivations, and helpful
delivery services. At the same time, a more
sophisticated productivity model than the
"load hour is needed, (The load hour is a
unit of measure of a faculty member's
productivity.)

The New York Assembly specifically
recommended that the board of regents re-
view the "full time majority of faculty in
terms of its consistency with goals of life-
lone education and the learning society, and
with the experience of many successful adult
learning programs, They felt such a rule
limits the desired flexibility of programs.
The review should examine measures of fac-
ulty competence and other services available
to students, rather than simply numerically
count full- and part-time faculty. But staff
development is also needed for persons other
than faculty. Trustees, presidents, and other
administrators could be brought together in a
series of regional meetings to discuss chang-
ing student needs and institutional responses.
Trustee and administrative development
should be designed as a continuing process.

Use New Technology: Rapid advances
and lower costs for new technologies led to
several recommendations that states explore,
encourage, and provide for utilization of the
new ways to serve adults in their learning.

Acknowledgement and planning consid-
eration must be given to the forces of tech-
nology that are impacting the society and
culture at an accelerating rate. For example,
the integration of the mini-computer, the
video screen and the telephone, as well as
radio and television, have enormous possi-
bilities to enhance opportunities for learning.
Specifli:ally. the groups recommended that
colleges be provided with resources and
incentives to provide nontraditional learning
modes of instruction with reward systems
that encourage faculty to engage in these
new technologic delivery systems. Tech-
nically-oriented business and industry should
have a major partnership with the colleges in
applying new teehnologies to expanding
educational opportunities geared to lifelong
educational needs.

Colleges should also be encouraged to use
new technological methods, and to develop

new strategies to meet the needs cof the non-
populations, such as home -hound or

institution-bound students.
In North Carolina, the state assembly

participants pointedly recommended that all
providers be ensured equitable program-
matic access to a comprehensive statewide
public broadcasting system that could be
used by all North Carolina educational de-
livery systems. It would follow that policy
control of the broadcasting system would be
shared among the public schools, the com-
munity and technical colleges, and the state
university. Other experimental and pilot ef-
forts with satellite relay, computer delivery,
PBS, and mixed media should be supported.
Present providers of education opportunities
should also pursue effective delivery through
available, existing technology.

Cooperation and Consortial Efforts:
Three of the four states suggested policy
incentives to encourage cooperation and
collaboration. Lifelong education in the
community college is a shared responsibility
with all those in the community; in some
instances, shared, cooperative ventures
among the various agencies need to be de-
veloped. One group recommended that the
state education department encourage volun-
tary consortial approaches when evaluating
proposals for participation in state or fed-
erally funded programs.

Another state specifically suggested
developing a new "index of cooperative ef-
fort and providing rewards for such efforts.
Specifically, the Florida assembly asked the
Division of Community Colleges to create
an index to measure the extent and scope of
a college cooperative enterprise, and that a
reward system be developed to encourage
such innovation. This index methodology
should gauge the level of cooperative activ-
ities and their degree of impact.

Community colleges should serve as a
catalyst for promoting cooperative efforts
among public and private agencies to build,
equip, and staff joint-use facilities, Exam-
ples of these facilities include libraries,
schools. --ecreation facilities, auditoriums,
health fa, sties, and child service clinics.

0



Seed money should be provided to foster
cooperative local projects to address identi-
fied problems. These demonstration or pilot
programs could be funded by a $.05 per citi-
zen (in Florida) allocation to the cooperanne
agencies.

Litmages (Ind Res-nu Sharing: Assem-
bly participants felt that business and indus-
try could be better served by closer linkages
and resource sharing, and that state incen-
tives could be very helpful, particularly in
the areas of more advanced technology.

The state policy should provide the neces-,
sary incentives to industry and business to
establish cooperative relationships and
programs with the community colleges,
especially in areas of advanced technology.

'New legislation should be written and enact-
ed to allow greater flexibility in partnership
efforts between industry and colleges to ful-
fill lifelong education needs, including state
aid for contractual courses offered by public
institutions.

Two year colleges should develop, and
disseminate specific intOrniation about These
industry-education linkages for the purpose
of establishing new linkages at thevalocal
level.

Revise Regulations: fn fight of new life-
long education goals, it may be necessary to
change some of the older state agency regu-
lations that may no longer be appropriate to
all learners. State policy should recognize
the potential diversity of lifelong education
providers and ensure that all providers re-
ceiving public funds are subject to the same.
standards,

Greater consideration should be given to
life-learning experiences in student place-
ment and credit accepted for such learning,
Credit by examination must receive more
acceptability. State and local policies should
encourage non-traditional learning strategies

in both credit and non-credit prograins. this report implies, there is v. need to gener-
ate understanding among policymakers at
state and national levels that will lead to
required financial support.

The four state assemblies provide models
for the ,communication process, The recom-
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devices could include performance demon-
strations. personal satisfactions, or other
learner self-assessments.

Efforts should be started immediately to
develop alternate or additional accountability,
methods for determining the perceived suc-
cess levels of students who are enrolled in
non-tradit:onal programs'or institwions, For
example. different measures are needed, to
reflect the success of the .'eraduate- well
as the success of the -early leaver" with
marketable skills,

Summary
There are several areas within the state pol-
icy frameworks where the need for change ,
seems to recur among a number of states.
The most important and critical of the
needed changes ire I1 the clarification of
institutional mission statements in lifelong
education, 2) the adjustment of local and
state financing mechanisms to be congruent
vial the clarified mission, and 3) a more
stable balance between the local and central
governance authorities to allow for the im-
plementation of a clear mission.

The mission statement is obviously cre-
,

ated to help the institution, or the state, to
clarify what kind of purpose the institution
will have, the sort of continuing objectives it

will follow. The dilemma in the four states
a's well as in other parts of the country is this:

whether to emphasize the traditional transfer
function in the community or to set the col-
lege on a c, r2 that will include lifelong
education.

The mission statement, moreover, will
need to recognize the economic climate that
may aid or hinder realization of goalsand
to deal intelligently with it. Community
colleges that pursue lifelong education do so
even as local tax Support declines or is
supplanted by more distant state support. As

Additional measures should be developed
for deterrn irling individual student success
(other than certification of time expended,
persistence to graduation or transfer, or
specific class completion). Such measuring



mendations of the participants point the way
tt elimination of barriers to lifelong educa-
tion. The future of the enterprise is much
more certain as the result of their delibera-
tions and recommendations.

At its final meeting, the Policies for Life-
long Education project advisory committee
suggested future efforts be concentrated on
action, research, and linkage. A focused
approach within one state was recommended
in order to achieve the coordinated changes

of mission, finance, and governance (out-
lined by the project's four state. assemblies).
Research efforts to continue building the
community college rationale for lifelong
education and adult learning were also ad-
vised. The cori:-nittce stressed the impor
tance of linkag,.n with other mutual intei.e,,t
groups in both the public and private sector.
Their linkage suggestions were especially
strong in the Areas of manpower training and
development.
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Policies for Lifelong Education
1978-1981 PrOjec -Summary

Q. What was the nautre of the project?

A. The Policies for Lifelong Education
Project was a three-year effort (from 1978
through 1981) led by AACJC to advance
lifelong education through development of
more favorable policy frameworks. The
project activities were designed to formulate
specific new policy recommendations for
changes in the local, state, federal, and
Association policy structures. The types of
activities involved were assemblies, public
hearings, community forums and courses by
newspaper, information gathering, analysis,
and dissemination. The project was sup-
ported by the W.K. Kellogg Foundation of
Battle Creek, Michigan.

Q. What did the project accomplish.Q ?

A.. In the Association, a new five-year
mission statement and continuing objectives
were adopted: "The mission of AACJC is to
organize national leadership and services for
individual and community development
through lifelong education. "The Association
also successfully adapted it mechanism for
convening community fortims to allow the
community college itself (and the issues of
its proper future mission) to beconie the sub-
ject of a series of national forums involving
150-200 colleges.

In the local communities,' the project en-
gaged nearly 450 community colleges and
other local groups in a review of the issues of
the community college role in the process of
"Education for Community Development."
It further involved approximately 150-290
colleges in conducting forums and the as-
sociated courses by newspaper. The project
also described the nature and extent of
rnmmunitv college cooperative agreements

with other community groups. These new
data were made available to all colleges
through an article in the Community and
Junior College Journal, and a summary
brochure was widely distributed.

Four assemblies convened in North Cam-
lina, Florida, New York, and California
produced detailed and itemized reports of
policy changes recommended at the state
level. Each of the four reports was widely
circulated within the states. A summary and
analysis were prepared and distributed to the
full membership of AACJC. The three most
critical parts of the state policy framework
for lifelong education are the mission state-
ments, the finance mechanisms, and the
balance of local versus central control for
individual colleges.

The project contributed to the federal Edu-
cation Amendments of 1980 by providing
testimony at hearings dealing with lifelong
education. The staff also shared information
and ideas with other groups and colleges in
support of the federal Education Outreach
and the Student Financial Aid programs.
The project director served on a number of
task forces to study the needs for student
assistance among adult learners.

Q. Are there any products I can use in my
own work?

A. There is a book by AACJC President
Edmund J. Gleazer, Jr., Values, Vision and
Vitality. There is a full report of the 1979
national assembly with the policy recom-
mendations developed by nearly 100 promi-
nent participants; this report also includes a
set of six issue papers about lifelong educa-
tion and community colleges. There is a
book about recommended changes in the

71n
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state policy frameworks. It reports on the
results of a series of four 1980 state assem-
blies, and contains a summary and analysis
along with the background issue papers pre-
pared for the assemblies.

There is a brief video cassette showing
how televised public hearings on lifelong
education were produced in Charlotte, North
Carolina. The video ca=ssette is available on
,--tt.volving loan from AACJC and may be
copied for future use. It contains information
on how the local coordinator organized a
committee, established testimony guide-
lines, arranged for an important panel. of
state politicians to hear the testimony, con-
vened the hearings, and created a separate
committee for follow-up. The tape also
shows excerpts of soma of the testimony.

There is a report detailing the nature, ire
quency, and sources of support for over
10,000 existing cooperative agreements
between community colleges and other
community groups. This report appears in
the November issue of the 1980 Community
and Junior College Journal. The data have
also been summarized in a brochure and dis-
tributed to colleges and cooperating groups,
and is available from AACJC. Other mater-
is include the press kits developed for the
series of community forums and courses by
newspaper on Education for Community
Development. The kits contain six articles
discussing the issues, illustrations, press re-
leases, public service announcements, fea-
ture stories, and several other brochure and
publicity items. They are designed for use by
individual colleges in cooperation with local
newspapers. The kits were prepared by the
Courses by Newspaper staff, University
Extension, University of California at San
Diego.

Q. How will this work be continued?

A. The efforts have been drawn into the
mainstream of AACJC activity with the
adoption and implementation of the new
1980 mission statement and continuing ob-

jectives. The work will also be extended by
building coalitions with those active groups-
already cooperating with community col-
leges. These relationships will be important

in the work for policy change. One example
is the joint effort with the Study Circle
project in New York to produce materials
and mechanisms that serve a variety of local
constituencies.

There are also three groups active in
North Carolina, Florida, and New York as a
result of the state assemblies there. They are
addressing different problems and reflect the
power of circumstances in state change
efforts.

Q. Who were the people associated with
the project?

A. Edmund J. Gleazer, Jr. , president of
AACJC, was chairman of the project advi-
sory committee: Jamison Gilder was project
director. Dr. Gilder was assisted by Gloria
Westpoint, staff assistant,' Jessica Rocha,
secretary, and Mona Lapides, secretary. The
members of the advisory committee were
Clarence Blount, Wilbur J. Cohen, J. Wade

James F. Gollattscheck, Harold H.
Hodgkingon, Gloria Johnson, Roby Kidd,
Jr., Norman Kurland, Bart L. Ludeman,
Carrie Meek, Jules Pagano, John Roueche,
Col. Robert N. Wag_ gener, and Norman E.
Watson.

Q. What can I do?

A. Get involved in changing the policy
structures that affect your institution. Learn
how to participate in the social, institutional,
political, and media processes that go into
changing policy. Work with the state gov-
ernment agency to clarify the mission of the
community college in lifelong education.
Propose and seek support for a new finance
formula that goes along with a changed
mission. Explain to both local and state
officials and radio, televKion, and news-
paper editors the importance of local control
and flexibility in responding to community
needs. Continue efforts in staff development
to help those serving adult learners. Study
how expanded cooperation and use of new
technologies will influence the need for
policy adjustments in your system and col-
lege. Stay in touch with AACJC to share
information and ideas.

14



NORTH CAROLINA ASSEMBLY
ON POLICIES FOR
LIFELONG EDUCATION
(Background Papers
and Final Report)

Winston-Salem,
North Carolina
May 28-29, 1980

11

Sponsored by the American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges, the North
Carolina Community College Trustees
Association, and the North Carolina
Community College Presidents Association.
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Issues and Problems in Lifelong
Education in North Carolina: One Step
Towards Resolution

The
American Association of Community and
Junior Colleges is to be commended for ;lav-
ing developed and implemented a national
project that focuses on the issue of policy for
lifelong education. While there are many
issues and problems involved in providing
lifelong educational opportunities for the
leasner, the key to resolving most of them is
that of the development and implementation
of app_ropriate policy.

H. James Owen has addressed the specific
recommendations of the 1979 AACJC
Assembly on Lifelong Education and has
detailed the implications of the recommen-
dations for North Carolina. In so doing he
has also presented a comprehensive over-
view of the educational demographics of the
state.

This paper will attempt to define lifelong
education, identify the major issues and
problems in providing lifelong education for
the people of Nooh Carolina, and propose
one step that should be taken that may lead
to the resolution of the major issues and
problems.

What Is Lifelong Education?
According to Aristotle, "All men by nature
desire knowledge. In the Handbook of
Terminology for Classifying an.1 Describing
the Learning Activities of Adults prepared by
the National Center for Higher Education

Grover J. Andrews is assistant vice chancellor for
extension and public service, North Carolina State
University,

Grover J. t ldrews

Management Systems in 1978, lifelong edu-
cation is defined as learning activities,
including all skills and branches of knowl-
edge, using all possible means, and giving
the opportunity to all people for full devel-
opment of their personalities. It considers
the formal and nonformal learning processes
in which children, young people, and adults
are involved during their lives." From the
same source lifelong learning is defined as:
(1) the process by which a person acquires
knowledge and skills through his/her life
span, in order to maintain or improve occu-
pational, academic, or personal develop-
ment;
(2) includes, but is not limited to, adult basic
education, independent study, agricultural
education, business and labor education,
occupational education and job training pro-
grams, parent education, postsecondary
education, pre-retirement and education for
older and retired people, remedial education,
special education programs for groups or for
individuals with special needs, and educa-
tional activities designed to upgrade occupa-
tional and professional skills, to assist
business, public agencies, and other orga-
nizations in the use of innovation and re-
search results, and to serve family needs 'and
personal development.

Richard E. Peterson of the Educational
Testing Service in his book Toward Lifelong
Learning In America, which was published
in l979, says "Lifelong learning is 'a con-
ceptual framework for conceiving, planning,
coordinating, and implementing activities
designed to facilitate learning by all Amer-
icans throughout their lifetimes..

16
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From these definitions of and information
about lifelong education and lifelong learn-
ing, there are many useful elements with im-
plications that may be significant in the
accomplishments of the objectives of this
conference. However, there are two major
points t6 be emphasized. First, there is the
matter of the comprehensive nature of the
concepts. They include all of the learning
activities of individuals and groups, in
school from pre-school to post-graduate, and
out of school to include all forms of
learningformal, informal, and nonformal
regardless of source or provider, Second,
the concepts imply a dynamic process that is
continuous and is not fixed in time, mean-
ing. form or substance.

The concepts of lifelong education and
lifelong learning therefore reflect the chang-
ing social, political, and economic structures
within the United States. Just as this society
is in a state of visible transition, so is the
formalized educational component of our
society in visible transition. Many hope that
:his transition will lead to significant reforms
in the educational structures that will enable
our existing institutions to meet the lifelong
educational needs of the country. The poten-
tial for reform is present. The realization of
the potential rests on the policy decisions
that will be made and the policy imple-
mentation that takes place.

Who Provides Lifelong
Learning Opportunities?
The list of providers of formal lifelong
educational opportunities in the country is
endless and diverse, and the number of
learners is almost overwhelming. The first
comprehensive national study of adult learn-
ing activities conducted by Johnstone in the
early 1960's revealed that approximately 25
million adults were engaged in some torn of
formal !earning experience annually.

Nearly ten years later, in the early 1970's,
the Commission on ,,Nontraditional Study
headed by Samuel Gould estimated that the
number had grown to 80 million. Perhaps

the best estimate came in 1978 from The
College Board project on "Future Directions
for A Learning Society. It estimated that
58,4 million adults were involved in formal
learning in 1978, The figures released by
The College Board are presented in the Fig-
ure, with a breakout of participants among
16 major provide- classifications. If should
be of interest to this assembly and is signifi-
cant to note that of the estimated 58.4 mil-

.
lion participants, only 12.4 million were
enrolled in "school." These data could pro-
vide the basis for many research activities,
but perhaps one topic basic to this assembly,
could very well be "why are not more of the
other 46 million adult learners ,:oming to our
educational institutions ?"

Who are the lifelong education providers.
in North Carolina? First and foremost are the,
community colleges and technical institutes
and colleges. Based on the founding princi-
ples and subsequent modifications to the
state system, these institutions were intended
tc supply opportunities for lifelong educa-
tion. The 16 public universities are also
involved in lifelong education, primarily
through their extension, continuing educa-
tion, and public service functions. Many of
the state's 38 private colleges and universi-
ties have begun lifelong educational activ-
ities. In addition, there are many other
providers operating in North Carolinathe
numerous proprietary institutions and or-
ganizations, business and industry, and
professional organizational programs, gov-
ernment, and social-community organiza-
Cons. The range of lifelong, learning
activities in North Carolina would probably
parallel th'e national statistics presented by
the College Board in the Figure.

Issues and Problems
Because of the large and diverse group of
providers, there are numerous problems in-
volved in developing an effective state-wide
policy for lifelong learning,

Basic among them are role and purpose
who is responsible for what and where is
duplication acceptable or unnecessary:

17



financewhat funding sources we available
to whom and what reallocations of available
funds should be made by whom for which
providers; and coordinationhow is ade-
quate coordination and cooperation going to
be achieved without over-regulation?

Generally the issues and problems can be
viewed from two perspectives: those that are
external to the individual providers, and
those that are internal within a providing
institution.

External issues deal with the role, pur-
pose, and scope of the providing institution,
and, where appropriate, for the systems such
as the community and technical colleges arid
the Consolidated University of North Caro-
lina. Of paramount importance also is the
issue of public support and legislative ap-
propriations for the two systems that are
controlled independent of each other, and
appear to some to duplicate programs at
some levels, and to mpete for students and
resources.

In spite of complex and sometimes per-
plexing situations, there are good examples
of effective cooperation that benefit the
lifelong learner: the North Carolina Rural
Renaissance Project; the Governor s Com-
munity School Program; the Wake County
Community Schools Project; the ABE
Consortium; the Consolidated University
Independent Study Program, which has co-
operative agreements with a few of the
community colleges; the offering of college
credit courses by institutions on campuses
where such is not authorized; and transfer-
articulation arrangements between the com-
munity colleges/institutes and the senior
colleges and universities.

While these and the numerous other co-
operative programs currently in operation
are individually effective; there are too few
such programs and the effort is probably
fragmented arid uncoordinated when viewed
from the state as a whole. Another factor to
be considered is that good cooperative pro-
grams are not always acceptedsomeone,
somewhere will object and-all too frequently
may be heeded.

Internal issues and problems for lifelong
education institutions may be generally iden-

titled with peculiar differences formed with-
in the various types of structures. These are:

( I) Purpose, role, and commitment. Serving
the lifelong learner involves a specific pur-
pose and role definition with a strong com-
mitment from the administration, including
governance, academic administration, and
instructional staff. Achieving agreement on
purpose and role, and securing actual com-
mitment to the concept of lifelong learning is
sometimes difficult at best. External control
and authorizing bodies must also agree to
and support the lifelong education role.

(2) Administrative Organization. Designing
an appropriate organizational structure for
the institution to facilitate the lifelong educa-
tion mission of the institution is essential.
Such an organization should recognize and
provide for the involvement of lifelong
learners, user groups, and other providers.

(3) Resources. The resources of the institu-
tion must be organized, allocated (some-
times reallocated), and accounted for in
direct reiation to achieving the lifelong learn-
ing mission of the institution. This includes
physical facilities, financial assistance
programs, instructional staff, and learning
resources.

(4) Instructional Concepts and Student
Achievement. Lifelong learning usually calls
for additional (and different) learning proc-
esses, instructional modes, and assessment
methods for measuring student achieve-
ments. Working with lifelong !earners is dif-
ferent and calls for an understanding of the
learners involved, their needs, and requires
new or modified instructional-learning
services (instruction, counseling, advise-
ment, evaluation, scheduling, and program
delivery).

(5) Assessment and Evaluation. Apart from
the differences needed in assessment and
evaluation of student achievements through
the instructional program of the institution,
the lifelong learning institution must design
and engage in an on-going system of institu-
tional assessment and evaluation. This
would include needs assessment of potential
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learners- and the outside achievements of
previous learners in order to maintain an up-
to-date curriculum and relevant instructional
staff,

Obviously there are other issues and prob-
_,, lems; however, many of these will be in-

cluded in the five major areas mentioned
above.

What Should Be Done in
North Carolina?
The basic question is what can the state of
North Carolina, or any state for that matter,
do to develop and make operational (effec-
tively) a policy for the coordination and
delivery of lifelong education to meet the
needs of all learners at Wi levels from a large
and diverse number of providers. How can a
policy for total education for the total popu-
lation of the state be so constructed and
implemented to achieve such a worthy goal?

The news media are currently- providing
extensive coverage of a proposed open
university for America in order to provide
access to the many citizens of this country
who do not have access to education. While
such a goal is worthy, would such a projet be
necessary if the educational resources al-
ready in place 'within our country, and
especially within North Carolina, were
skillfully coordinated to serve all the people?
The answer would obviously be no!

North Carolina has a wealth of education-
al institutions and other providers of educa-
tional programs and courses. The , numbers
of institutions alone are sufficient and the
geographical distribution throughout the
state is such that with proper coordination
and planning a program of lifelong education
can be conveniently delivered to all of the
state's citizens. In order to achieve such a
program the State of North Carolina needs to
identify, develop.- and implement an appro-
priate means for conceiving, planning, co-
ordinating, and implementing a unified
program of lifelong education for all its
citizens through its existing educational
institutions and systems.

Governor's Conference
The governor of North Carolina, who is al-
ready on record in support of total education
for the citizens of North Carolina, should
host a governor's conference on lifelong
education for the citizens of North Carolina.

The governor's conference should be
jointly sponsored by the North Carolina
Community and Technical College System,
the University of North Carolina, and the
North Carolina Association of Independent
Colleges and Universities. The conference
should involve representatives of all other
provider groups, business and industry, pro-
fessional organi-mtions, local governments,
citizens groups, and legislative educational
committee nvrnbers.

The conference should focus on the de-
velopment of a state-wide policy that would
provide the framework for achieving opera-
tionally the coordination, support, and de-
livery of a program of lifelong education for
all citizens of North Carolina in meeting the
total educational needs of the state.

Preliminary to the governor's conference
on lifelong education for the citizens of
North Carolina, the governor of the state
should commission a state-wide study of
lifelong learning activities currently in
operation and identify and document lifelong
education needs. Such a study would pro-
vide the data base needed for successful de-
liberations. Accurate information on what
exists and what is needed would be essential
for fair and equitable decisions to be made
on policy, role, scope and purpose, program
development, and resource needs and
allocation.

Major problems of boundary mainte,
nance, including both geographical and pro-
gram boundaries, resource allocation, and
new program implementation, cannot be
successfully resolved in the absence of a
comprehensive policy that unifies the edu-
cational mission and resources of the state
for the achievement of total lifetime educa-
tion (plan and program) for all citizens.

Should the idea of a governor's confer-
ence on lifetime education for the citizens of
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North Carolina be accepted, it would be
necessary to take the following steps:

( I) A planning committee, representative of_
providers and consumers, should be appoint-
ed by the governor to address the following:

a. Identify and define the scope and
specific objectives for the conference.

b. Define the role and scope for the pre-
liminary survey to be made of lifelong
learning activities within the state.

c. Prepare a proposed program and
schedule for the conference to be presented
to the governor.

2. If the proposed program is acceptable and
feasible, the governor should authorize the
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conference and the survey and announce the
program.

3. The governor should appoint a steering
committee to coordinate the statewide sur-
vey of lifelong education providers and to
implement the governor's conference on
lifelong education.

The governor's conference on lifelong
education for the citizens of North Carolina
would be the first step towards achieving a
successful coordination and delivery of the
rich and diverse educational resources of this
state to effectively meet the lifelong educa-
tional needs of all the citizens.

Maybe this conference can encourage that
this first step be taken in 1981.

Figure

Sources
Agricultural Extension
Community Organization
Private Industry
Professional Associations
College and University Part Time
City Recreation
Churches and Synagogues
College and University Extension ant

Community Education
Government Services
Public School Adult Education
Federal Manpower Program
Military Services
Graduate and Professional Education
Trade Unions
Community Education
Free Universities

Toth

School
Nonschool Millions)

(NS) 12.0
(NS) 7.4
(NS) 5.8
(NS) 5.5
(S) 5.3

(NS) 5.()
(NS) 3.3

(S) 3.3
(NS) 3.0
(S) 1.8

(NS) 1.7

(NS) 1.5
(S) 1.5

(NS) .6
(S) .5

(NS)

58.4
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Recommendations of the 1979
AACJC Assembly on Lifelong
Education: Implications for North
Carolina

It
is most fitting that the first of four state
assemblies on lifelong education be held in
North Carolina. Governor James B. Hunt,
Jr., of North Carolina wrote the keynote
statement for the 1979 Assembly at Air lie
House. There he spoke to the six broad goals
identified by the blue ribbon commission
that he had proposed in 1975 while lieu-
tenant governor. That commission reported
out its blueprint in 1977 in its study entitled
Total Education: The Duty of the State.
Edmund J. Gleazer, Jr. in his book entitled
The Community College: Values, Vision, and
Vitality, states that "North Carolina has
developed a clear-cut statement regarding
lifelong learning. He notes that the goals
identified in Total Education are right on
target, as they relate to the needs of the
adults" of North Carolina in the areas of
manpower development, accessibility, illit-

-eracy, citizenship skills, cultural renais-
sance, and the use of resources. Following
the Assembly, Governor Hunt sent the Airlie
House report and recommendations to the
remaining 49 governors, calling upon them
to establish task forces to focus on lifelong
education.

Governor Hunt noted the changing back-
grounds, needs, and conditions of students
now coming to the community college sys-
tem. The typical student enrolled in degree

Grover J. Andrews is amtistant vice chancellor for
extension and public service, North Carolina State
University, Raleigh.

H. Jars es Gwen, Jr.

or certificate programs in North Carolina
'community colleges is likely to be about 26
years of age, female, employed full- or part-
time, and attends class pan-time. The typical
continuing education student is likely to be
female, married, living with her spouse, and
about 38 years old. She is likely to be work-
ing full- or part-time, enrolled in occupa-
tional extension courses, and attending
classes in the evening at an off-campus site.
He cautioned that the future policies'devel-
oped at the state and local level "must
accommodate the changing educational
needs and interests of all our citizens."

As far back as the early 1960's, North
Carolina's leadership in total lifelong edu-
cation was exemplified..Governor Terry
Sanford stated that the community college
should be an institution that undertakes
everything not being taken care of else-
where. By that he mean: educating the
illiterate, uplifting the underprivileged, and
retraining the unemployed.

North Carolina is one of only a, few states
that embody the clear program assignment in
law and regdation to eduate-and serve adults
through a -complete spectrum of program-
ming within its community college system as
opposed to sharing this responsibility with

,post-secondary area vocational schools and
the public schools. The mission of the North
Carolina community colleges includes voca-
tional, technical, and college transfer, or
college parallel programs. In addition, they
are responsible for adult basic education,
adult high school, general education devel-
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opment testing (GED), new and expanding
industry training, in-plant training, related
apprenticeship programs, adult general and
continuing education programs, along with
the bulk of training under the Comprehen-
sive Employment and Training Act of 1973
(CETA).

The North Carolina System is composed
of 58 institutions of which '23 are community
colleges and 35 are technical institutes/.
colleges. These institutions served an un-
duplicated headcount of 565,000 different
persons during 1978-79, or over 14% of the
state's population Over the age of 18. This is
one person in seven of all adults in the state.
This age group of 18 and above is the age
cohort that the community colleges are
charged with serving in North Carolina. This
level, of service would only be possible in a
state where industrial development is a high
priority goal, where institutions are within a
30 mile commuting distance of 99% of the
population, and where the staff and faculty
in each institution clearly K`' and understand
their missions.

North Carolina pioneered in. the elemen-
tary and secondary school annual testing
program as well as in the required basic high
school competency exam prior to gradua-
tion. Along with the development of com-
munity schools in North Carolina and an
emphasis on innovation and non-standard
delivery (as is being developed under the
Rural Renaissance Project in 10 community
colleges and technical institutes), North
Carolina can lead the way in lifelong educa-
tion opportunity for all its citizens.

This North Carolina Assembly in
Winston-Salem is one of foul state assem-
blies being scheduled during 1980 and 1981.
One of the major purposes of these assem-
blies is to-develop more detailed and specific
recommendations related to lifelong educa-
tion that are tailored to fit the needs of a
particular state. We must show the rest of the
nation that this recognition of North Carolina
was no accident

In approaching this assignment, I re-
viewed Policies for Lifelong Education:
Report of the /97V Assembly, American As-
.yociation of Community and Junior Colleges

and the 45 recommendations developed by
the Assembly. Rather than repeat the total
recommendation and then comment on each
one in turn. I took the liberty of reducing
each to one succinct sentence prior to each
commentary. To relate the implications of
these recommendations for the State of
North Carolina is the purpose of this paper.

Community Colleges
Tne American Association of Community
and Junior Colleges at its 1979 Assembly
recommended that community colleges:

1. Adopt policies and practices that foster
lifelong education.

The policy framework for the operation of
North Carolina's community colleges is
quite amenable to serving the needs of life-
long education. The statement in the North
Carolina Constitution concerning education,
the 1979 revision of state statute embodied
in Chapter 1151, and the North Carolina
Administrative Code adopted by the State
Board of Education, provide a flexible
framework. The real job of meeting the
needs of people exists on the local level.
Local institutions need to periodically ex-
amine their rules and regulations to ensure
that their policies do not operate as barriers
tcr lifelong education activities. The frame-
work is there at the state level.-It is up to the
local community colleges and technical in-
stitutes to implement in accordance with
their local community needs.

We must not forget -with whom we are
dealing. The Profile of North Carolina
Community College and Technical Institute
Students by Ronald W. Shearon, et al.
(1980), gives us current data on who the
students are who are being served and what
the differences are between students enrolled
in curriculum and continuing education
programs. We also know how student pro-
files are changing and what factors are
presently in operation in our community
colleges and technical institutes that attract
students to them. Data such as these can be
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used to take a more critical look r ito-
tional policiesrecruitment, irLforrr tion
services, counseling, ar:1 *If jp ration of
evening and off-campus programs to cur-
riculum and extension ,,tu-i.-1?;s. The major
conclusions of the Shearon study ni=.ed tear

North Carolina Comatanity Coles and
Technical Institutes:

serve a mature adult student population
enroll students who perceive their local
institution as the major vehicle for etuca-
tional opportunity
are "on target in providing occupational
training for the people of North Carolina'

ti have a large proportion of students wit
are unaware of the support services C.-A
are available
are attractive to students because of the
programs available, location and low cost
have been undergoing a change in the
nature of their comprehensiveness
generally serve an increasingly repre-
sentative cross section- of the state's adult
population
serve unique sub-populations that are not
by themselvqg representative of the state

_adult populatiton
are undertaking recruitment efforts that
weigh heavily in students' decisions to
attend
will find it necessary to offer programs in
locations even more accessible to students
in the years ahead, and
are encouraging lifelong learning rather
than one time only enrollments.
These conclusions about the students

served in the North. Carolina community
colleges and technical institutes should have
a direct bearing on the presidents and trust-
ees in the community college system as they
consider the policies and guidelines that they
develop for use in the 1980's.

2 . Join hands with other groups to meet
community needs identified through local
needs assessments.

Do you and the staff of your institution know
the reasons why students are enrolled in your
particular local community college' or tech-
nical institute? Do you know what factors
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influenced their enrollment or how much
factual knowledge the public has about your
institution? Do you know how important
public transportation is or what effect the
presence or lack of it has on enrollment at
your institution? What is the informal or gut-
level reaction about the quality of the edu-
cational opportunities available at your
institution? Am there any specific barriers in
the minds of people who are attending your
institution? Is your institution viewed as a
racially diScriminatory institution and one in
which minority persons are not welcome?
How relevant is the programming that you
offer to the local needs of business and in-
dustry'? How would persons in your service
aria react to self-instructional techniques or
television instruction or other nontraditional
delivery systems? These and a host of other
questions need answering in each commu-
nity in which our local institutions serve.

Community-based education implies join-
ing hands with groups in the community to
develop cooperative links with individuals
and with various organizations and agencies.
Community colleges and technical institutes
in North Carolina, with their open door
policies, their low tuitions, their accessibility
to 99% of the population, and their programs
that meet community needs, should be the
types of institutions in the community that
could serve as catalysts for ensuring the life-
long pursuit_ of education by citizens of
North Carolina.

3. Translate local needs into prioriry state-
ments and present these to local, state, and
national funding agencies.

How can you present priority statements of
local needs to state and national funding
agencies if you don't know what the local
needs are? Each institution should have an
increasingly significant institutional research
component operating in cooperation with the
local chamber of commerce, the local eco-
nomic development office, or the county or
area planning office. Through these link-
ages, important data can be gathered and
priorities can be set within funds available.
Each community college and technical insti-
tute also should Lave an increasingly signifi-

4
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cant role in resource development. We are
not going to be able to meet the needs .)f our
local communities with available state and
local funds alone. It will take a knowledge of
outside funding sources, such'as fouqatioris
and the federal government, along with other
existing local funds, to provide the needs in
each local community. An institution will be
better equipped to obtain these funds if it has
its local needs in priority order and readily
identified. These needs can then be used to
make presentations and solicit funds on a
continuing basis as the needs of women,
minorities, senior citizens, the underem-
ployed, and handicapped are identified.

4. Conduct community forums on lifelong
education and publicize recommendations.

North Carolina has pioneered in this regard.
An early set of hearings was conducted by
Central Piedmont Community College in
Charlotte and was broadcast live on June 5,
1979, throughout North Carolina. Through
this approach, adult citizens may be heard
and their needs expressed. In addition, their
needs in programming can be identified.
People who want and need educational
services can express themselves. Many of
the persons involved in such forums are non-
students who are in great need of the types of
programs that our institutions provide.
Video-cassette summaries of the hearings,
planning, and follow-up of the Charlotte
project are available on loan from AACJC.
All of our institutions could profit from
reviewing this cassette, then conducting a
similar local hearing or incorporating the
community forum as part of an overall
community needs assessment program.

The March, 1980, edition of the Commu-
and Junior College Journal outlines a

national program for community forums to
be held in the fall of 1980. The six topics for
discussion are:
a. What is meant by "education for com-
munity development'"?
b. What is the nature and purpose of com-
munity education "?
c. Who provides community education'?
d. Whom does community education serve?
e. Who needs community education?

1. Who will pay for and control community
education?

It is expected that each one of our institu-
tions will hold a local forum tr permit dis-
cussion on this topic of "education for
community development." These forums
could have great impact on North Carolina
as we strive to realize our goal for lifelong
education for all our citizens.

5. Define clientele to be served and shape
programs that best meet consumer needs.

It is often difficult for some institutions to
share what they believe . their turf" and to
collaborate with other agencies in the com-
munity to shape education91 programs that
will meet consumer news. However, we
know the percentage of people in our service
areas in North Carolina that are in need of
adult basic education. We also know the
thousands of persons we serve who are
without high school educations. Before we
can raise the economic level of the citizens
of North Carolina through appropriate
occupational training, we must be sure they
have the basic skills of mathematics and
writing and speaking to profit from our
programming. The community needs survey
approach, discussed in recommendation 3, is
a very significant way to meet this recom-
mendation and determihe community needs.

We often hear it said that we don't have
time to do the analysis and the planning and
the shaping of our programs because "we
are too busy doing what we're doing." This
is one of our problems. We do not have the
time or the manpower or the funds to do
everything that our communities need. It
certainly is to our advantage to be aware of
what other agencies in the community can
provide and for the local community college
or technical institute to provide services in
the areas that it can do best.

6. Seek outside funding for p ssionul
development to prepare staff counselors
try better meet adult needs,

How many times have you heard it said that
if we just had counselors that understand the
world of work, the occupational needs of our



society, and the goals of students, how much
better off we would be? How often have you
heard people say if we could only get faculty
members who know how to deal with the
adult learner and that know how to relate to
persons who are over the age of 30? These
are both vital concerns to be addressed.
However, with few exceptions, the people
you are employing now are the people who
will continue in the job. Therefore, staff
development is crucial to the enhancement
of lifelong learning in North Carolina,

The General Assembly in the last se4ral
sessions has not provided any additi9nal
funds for staff development in our institu-
tions. It appears as though the only way
these functions are going to be accomplished
is through consortia of local institutions,
recruitment of outside funds, Title III Pro-
grams, foundations and the like, and by
taking advantage of organizations such as
the National Council of Staff and Organi-
zational Development of the American
Association of Community and Junior
Colleges. Educational or industrial leaves
for counselors and faculty members are also
extremely important in the professional
development of faculty members, coun-
selors, and administrators.

7. Make z better aware of their role in
lifelong education and their impact on the
adult learner.

Faculty need to be aware that many of the
very students that we are trying to serve in
lifelong education are relatively underpre-
pared to meet the challenges of the new
education that they desire. We have some-
where in the vicinity of 57 million people in
our country who have not completed high
school. Furthermore, in North 'Carolina.
roughly 25 percent of the adult population is
functionally illiterate, Faculty and staff
members need to be sensitive to the needs of
these learners. Developmental education in
one form or another will normally be re-
quired by approximately one-third of all the
students who enter our institutions. All
faculty members, therefore, are not going to
he dealing with the brightest and most capa-
ble people in all-of their classes.
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To make the jokot faculty in our instita,
tions more tolerable, however, we need to
devote much more attention to the a.stiss,,
meat and intake of students, One o
funding sources that is oftentimes available
for assessment capabilities is the funds
provided by the local prime sponsors or
balance-of-state prime sponsors under
CETA. Part of our king-range planning as
well as institutional research and budget
preparation should provide opportunities tor
faculty and staff to become more aware of
their responsibilities in dealing with adult
learriers and more aware of the needs of the
adult learners.

S. Take the initiative through the office Of the
president in seeking outside funds` and join
with other agencies to establish a community
educational information center.

This recommendation speaks to a difficult,
yet rewarding task. It proposes that represen-
tatives from other organizations and institu-
tions in the community be brought together
under the initiative of the local community
college or technical institute, and that a
community educational information center
be established. Funds to establish such cen-
ters could come from Title I of the Higher
Education Act or from CETA funding.

I have had experience with a center of this
nature that was named the "One -Stop Joh
Education Center. One of the things that
lifelong learners get tired of is spending a --

lifetime trying to find the answers to the
concerns that they have. Example: the ques-
tions of senior citizens; the handicapped;
those in need of student financial aid; those
in need of testing, counseling, and assess-
ment; those desiring services from voca-
tional rehabilitation; or those who need
employment service thus are very special-
ized in nature. However, the compartmen-
talization of departments and bureaucracies
in our society is such that each one tends to
be familiar with and knowledgeable of only
that to which it is directly assigned. There-
fore, the person is shuttled or directed or
moved from place to place and may have tn
deal with four or live locations before re-
ceiving the answers to one question, They
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then become disenchanted and worn out. If
funds can be provided in a community with
outside support and if persons from the vari-
ous agencies are out-stationed in a location
near the center of town or near public trans-
portation, the magnitude of these concerns
can be alleviated to a great extent.

. Take the lead through the trustees in
developing and interpreting policies to -il-
itate lifelong learning services.

This recommendation speaks to the role of
the membership of our boards of trustees. It
requests them to familiarize themselves with
local [-weds and tostovide-local leadership in
developing policies so that lifelong learning
can be realized. Trustees are leaders in our
community. They are highly respected and
are involved in many elher community pur-
suits in addition to their activities with the
local community college or technical insti-
tute. Trustees, through their involvement in
local activities as well as through their role in
developing and approving policy statements
in our local institutions, should consider the
impact of the policies on the facilitation of
services to all citizens without regard to their
age, sex, economic condition, or other
barriers.

American Association of
Community and Junior
Colleges
The American Association of Community'
and Junior Colleges ( AACJC) 1979 Asse-
bly recommended that AACJC:

I. Request the President of the United Sm
to include the concept of a learning soci,
in United States positions on domestic and
international human rights.

A good start has been made in that the 197(2
AACJC Assembly on Lifelong Education
developed a bill of rights for lifelong learn-
ers in which it was stated that:

Every adult American has the right to
continue to learn throughout life;
Every adult American has the right to

equal opportunity for access to relevant
learning opportunities at each stage of life;
Diversity and access to educational oppor-
tunity are important to democracy in the
United States;
Any index of the quality of lite in the
United States includes opportunities for
growth and self actualization as a right of
the learning society;
Neither age, nor sex, nor color, nor creed,
nor ethnic background, nor marital status,
nor economic status, nor disability should
create barriers to the opportunity to con-
tinue to grow through participation in
organized learning activities;
Coping, living, and working are dimen-
sions which exemplify the range nf learn-
ing needs of the teaming society; and
Public investment in the learning society is
an investment in human capital and in the
human condition.
This type of statement and proper ap-

proaches to the office of the President of the
United States by AACJC should be useful in
accomplishing this recommendation.

2. Request the President of the United States
to convene a White House Conference on
Lifelong Learning.

Coupled with the bill of rights for the life-
long learner as outlined in Recommendation
I above, this request could give some need-
ed visibility to lifelong education in national
policy. It could also focus attention on a
national scale to the needs of the lifelong
learner.

The National Advisory Council on Exten-
...)n and Continuing Education is a presi-

dential council established by Congress. On
September 30, 1979, the National Advisory
Council made a special report to the Presi-
dent and to Congress in the area of lifelong
education. Unfortunately, there was. not any
representation on the presidential council
from two-year colleges and technical insti-
tutes. The bulk of the people representing
education were from the university level.
Steps should be taken by the AACJC prior to
the convening of any White House Confer-
ence on Lifelong Learning to ensure that the
views of the two-year colleges are better
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represented in our national circles and before
the President of the United States,

3. Approach outside uling sources such
the National institute of Education (NIE) to
support develop_ ment of additional national
clearinghouse rises on lifelong educa
topics.

Thi :ornmunity Services Camlvst, the jour-
nal of the National Council on Community
Services and Continuing Education of the
American Association of Community and
Junior. Colleges, contains a clearinghouse
entitled Catalyst Exchange, The Catalyst
Exchange is an idea /information sharing
exchange about successful innovative pro-
grams in community services and continuing
education." Another valuable national
exchange is entitled Community-Based
Programs that Work. This Exchange is
conducted by COMBASE, a cooperative for
the advancement of community-based post-
secondary education. This Exchange has
been in existence since 1977 and contains
useruT dascriptions of community-based
programs that work in communities through-
out the United States. Probably the oldest
and best known clearinghouse for junior
colleges is ERIC, the Educational Resources
Information Center at the University of
California at Los Angeles. While ERIC is
not solely a clearinghouse for continuing
education and community service program-
ming, it does have a considerable amount of
data in these areas. With these models in
existence and with a national commitment,
agencies such as the National Institute of
Education or the W.K. Kellogg Foundation
could be encouraged to support a national
clearinghouse on lifelong education topics.

4. Request the President of the United States
to keynote an AACJC-sponsored "National
IssueS Forum" as a model for a series of
community forums on lifelong education
involving a diverse number of community
groups-

The 1979 Assembly recommended that
AACJC ask the President to announce the
beginning of the planned fall community

2
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forums program through the use of the mass
media. We in North Carolina, are mindful
of the fact that this fall the country will be
engaged in a presidential election campaign.
This may or may not be the time for such a
national issues forum to gain deserved public
attention. However, the fall of 1980 is clear-
ly established as the time fo community
colleges across the country to conduct corn-
munity forums in their own locations.

AACJC has also received a small grant
from the W.K. Kellogg Foundat;on for a
mini-course by newspaper program on these
same six topics identified in the education
for community development theme, and it
will be timed for use with local community
forums in the fall and winter.

It would be well to note at this point that
the 1980 AACJC annual meeting much dis-
cussion centered on the miSsion of the Asso-
ciation. A draft was developed in which the
mission statement was formed as follows:

Mission: The mission of the American
Association of Community and Junior
Colleges is to organize national leadership
and services for lifelong education for
individual and community development.

You will note the twin focus on lifelong
education and community development as
stated in the proposed mission of AACJC for
the 1980's. Furthermore. continuing objec-
tives to support this mission statement were
discussed as follows:
O To encompass in membership as fully as

possible all community, junior, and tech-
nical colleges.

O To represent the interests of member insti-
tutions in Washington at foundations and
other decision-making centers of national
significance.

O To encourage working relationships
among other institutions and agencie. at
local, state, national, and international
levels having similar concerns for individ-
ual and community development.

O To promote the growth, acceptance, and
effective practice of the concept of lifelong
education for individual and community
development.
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To alert member institutions to trends and
issues which present significant oppomi
nities or constraints and to make policy
recommendations.
To provide vigorous. national leadership
in education for employment and econom-
ic development.
To provide leadership in making available
that education which enhances the quality
of life for the individual in the community.

Those of us in North Carolina will note
the emphasis placed upon employment and
economic development, cooperative work-
ing relationships, and lifelong education
which are hallmarks of the operation of our
system here in North Carolina.

AACJC, in 1978, under a grant from the
W.K. Kellogg Foundation, initiated its
Policies for Lifelong Education project,
designed to bring about improvements in
policies and to encourage greater commit-
ment to lifelong education. This center is
helping to support the proposed mission and
continuing objectives of AACJC, along with
its other functions. In addition to the national
and state assemblies in which we are
involved, the project is focusing on the
dissemination and publication of the recom-
mendations that we reach. Furthermore, the
center is promoting public hearings as a part
of local needs assessments. Staff are avail-
able to give interested local institutions
technical assistance on how to plan and con-
duct these hearings. The project also has
done research among community colleges
and technical institutes to determine the
number of existing cooperative agreements
that presently are in force between commu-
nity collegeS and local community agencies
or groups. Their survey sample indicates that
the typical institution has already in place 99
such cooperative agreements. Larger insti-
tutions have up to 1,000. In addition, of
course, the fall community forums, the
simultaneous course by newspaper on edu-
cation for community development, coupled
with the recent field-based description of the
future community college by Edmund
Gleaner, all serve to support the mission and
continuing objectives of AACJC.

5. Continue u.) work with th
Chamber of Commerce and oth

1 improved linkages bete

i d
cps to

en business
and community colleges to (...dance liframg
education.

Two of the forums of last year's AACJC
wrivention demonstrated an increased em-
phasis in this area. They were entitled
Community Colleges and Chambers of
Commerce: Partners in Community Growth
and Articulating with Industry: The Role of
Vocatioruil Education and Economic Devel-
opment. In North Carolina, we are most
concerned with economic development and
its relationship to the community college or
technical institute. This has long been a
leading objective of our institutions.

We were most pleased to read in the
March 24, 1980, edition of the Chronicle
Higher Education an article entitled Drive
to End Shortage of Skilled Workers Pro-
posed by Educators and Industrialists." The
article contained recommendations of an
Assembly sponsored by AACJC, the Amer-
ican Vocational Association (AVA), and the
American Society for Training and Devel-
opment (ASTD). The conference delegates
called for:

A national program to define job markets
and provide information on which to base
cooperative training and education
programs;
A national commitment to continuing edu-
cation programs that would help workers
upgrade their skills and attitudes, and train
for new positions;
Education delivery systems such as
competency-based instruction that would
permit students to enter and transfer to or
from any high school, post-secondary
school, military labor or industrial educa-
tion program; and
A program to identify and publicize effec-
tive working relationships that education
and industry have already established.
This Conference also called on other

organizations, such as the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce and the National Alliance of
Business (NAB), to support a national effort
to facilitate industry-education collabora-
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hon. We, in North Carolina, would agree
wholeheartedly with the objectives outlined
at this Assembly. We also should seek to
implement them with our local chambers of
commerce. ,local industrial development
leaders, and local chapter of the National
Alliance of Business (NAB).

6. Provide leadership in su.rii.,m
rrf national groups concerned wailfi rthering
lifelong education and examining the prime

fine es impinging on lifelong education.

This recommendation urges AACJC to take
the lead in developing such a coalition. To
my knowledge, no steps have been taken
along this line. However, AACJC does
belong to a coalition of ,adult education
organizations (CAEO) along with 24 other
agencies interested in promoting adult edu-
cation. This coalition was formed in 1970.
Suzanne Fletcher of the Center for Commu-
nity Education at AACJC is presently vice
president of the group. If this recommenda-
tion is going to be implemented, it would
seem that an organized follow-up from the
national and state assemblies is needed, with
a three- to five-year long-range plan and an
annual work plan tied to the mission and
continuing objectives of AACJC,

7. Promote at I fr among its member
institutions cooperative community-based
approaches in the delivery and development
qflifelong education services.

Among the projects that provide technical
assistance to our institutions in North Caro-
lina in the area of lifelong education are
AACJC programs in the area of policies for
lifelong education, minority women and
small business, cooperative programming,
with the Small Business Administration, the
Older Americans Project, the Center for
Community Education, the Energy and the
Way We Live Forum, and the community
forums and courses by newspaper projects.
Most of these projets have had support from
'private foundations or government agencies.
All of these projects have provided technical
assistance to institutions here in North
Carolina,
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8. Communicate directly with !carne
and obtain their input as policies on if Ir
education are developed.

We would hope that in attaining this objec-
tive that AACJC would seek to receive the
input of students= leaders in our institutions
as well as students who belong to the U.S.
Association of Evening Students and other
organizations. The participation of people
who are engaged in lifelong education is

essential in developing the overall policies.
One of the problems encountered in this
approach, however, is when we ask to hear
from the people being served, we often miss
the people who arc not being served. These
are the persons for whom barriers have been
erected. For instance, in student financial
aid, the U.S. Office of Education does not
provide assistance to students in our institu-
tions v-ho are enrolled on less than a half-
time, credit hour basis; it does not
provid istance to students who are not
enrollco a degree or certificate oriented

gram in which academic credit is 'being
earned; and it does not provide assistance to
students who do not meet financial need
eligibility guidelines. Thus, some people arc
being missed. However,. the state of North
Carolina, through its low tuition program
and program of extension courses, has tried
to consider the needs of all students in setting
its tuition program. Since the establishment
of the commuity college system in North
Carolina 17 years ago, the quarterly tuition .

rate has increased approximately $17.00
during those 17 years. This is to the great
credit of the state in reaching the lifelong
learner.

9. Work with the national organizations of
governors, mayors, and state legislators to
seek implementation of policies more
able to lifelong education.

To this recommendation, I would add the
need of AACJC to work cooperatively with
the regional organizations such as the South-
ern Regional Education Board (SREB) and
the Western Interstate Compact for Higher
Education (WICHE). Since it is the spokes-
_ _an for two-year colleges in our country,
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AACJC would be the most effective institu-
tion to work with these regional organiza-
tions. The Center for Community Education
at AACJC has worked cooperatively inn the
last several years with the U.S. Conference
of Mayors in assisting with programs in
community education and community de-
velopment for urban areas. This is an
example of the types of activities that should
be enlarged and extended by AACJC in
working with other groups at the national
level.

State and Federal
Governments
The American Association of Community
and Junior Colleges (AACJC) 1979 Assem-
bly recommended that state and federal
governments:

1. Strive for the goal of providia,;,,. appropri-
ate opportunities for lifelong learning for all
citizens without regard to previous training,
sex, age, handicap, ethnic backgrount, or
economic circumstances.
Community colleges in North Carolina are
committed to this goal. This was highlighted
by Clark Kerr in his keynote address to the
1980 AAOC Convention. He noted that the
next two decades can be times of great ex-
pectations and great challenge. He called the
period of the 80's and 90's the period of
renewal. A period in which we would need
to help secondary schools because they were
not working well and furthermore we would
need to adapt to new students. He predicted
that by 1990 25 to 30 percent of all students
enrolled in higher education would be mi-
nority students,

Dr. Cleaner in his book noted that "36
percent of the U.S. population between the
ages of 16 and 65 is in a career transition
status. These people are largely the unem-
ployed people looking for work or the people
dissatisfied with their current jobs and con-
sidering new careers. These are precisely the
people who can profit most from North
Carolina's community colleges and technical
institutes.

Review the Higher Education Act- as
amended in /976 by Congress and rt v i ve the
current law into a more .tie lifelong
education act.

The Higher Education Act is currently
undergoing congressional reauthorization.
Representatives of AACJC have been in-
vited by the House Subcommittee on Post-
secondary Education to testify specifically
concerning Title I of the Higher Education
Act, which concerns itself with community
services and continuing education. In North
Carolina, the bulk of the funding under Title
I has gone to universities and four-year
colleges. Since the inception of Title I legis-
lation in the 1970's, approximately five
percent of the funds allocated to North
Carolina have been allocated to community
colleges and technical institutes. Another
point to remember is it's one thing to _ve

legislation written and it's another thing to
have funding authorized to support the legis-
lation previously written. Title 1(B), Section
131(8) of the Higher Education Act states
that "American society should have as a
goal the availability of appropriate opportu-
nities for lifelong learning for all of its
citizens without regard to restrictions or
previous education or training, sex, age,
handicapping conditions, social or ethnic
background, or economic circumstances.

The reality is that we are not at this point
as yet. Congress will need to, revise the
Higher Education Act and authorize ap-
propriate funding if the needed impact on
lifelong learning is to occur here in North
Carolina.

3. Enact an 'Urban Extension Act" to pro-
vide funding incentives for the development
of urban extension programs similar to the
cooperative extension programs in rural
areas.
Dale Parnell, in an article in the Community
and Junior College Journal entitled "Urban
Extension Act: Needed Federal Support,"
brought this concept to our attention. He
noted that the resources of the federal gov-
ernment must be brought to bear on the
problems of urban areas more directly than
have most projects under Title I of the
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Higher Education Act. He noted that, un-
fortunately most of the money under Title I
of the Higher Education Act has gone to the
graduate schools of our universities for re-
search. He advocates that it's "time to move
from research into action. Parnell notes
that "more community-based need studies
and urban prototypes are required. City
governments and community colleges are
ready-made partners to join together in
efforts aimed at our urban society and the
demands of a complex urban life. The re-
sources of the federal government are
required. But an even greater requirement
would be city and community college lead-
ers who see the potential of a new coopera-
tive effort."

It's a long way from Manteo to Murphy,
with many rural areas in between, Nonethe-
less, the Urban Extension Act, if written to
apply to urban places over, say, 20,000-
25,000 population, could have a positive
impact upon North Carolina,

4. Establish and support interstate coopera-
tive projects on lifelong education through
state boards and coordinating agencies.

't.gencies such as the Southern Regional
Aucation Board (SREB) and the Western
terstate Compact for Higher Education

(WICHE) do exist and could assist in this
area. The state boards and coordinating
agencies must bring to the attention of these
groups and others, such as the National
Center for Higher Education Management
Systems (NCHEMS), that lifelong education
is indeed an important area of study. Often-
times, these regional and national groups
focus on funding mechanisms, enrollment
reports, program reviews, and the like,
which are the top needs and priorities identi-
fied by their constituencies. Frequently, the
studies and models developed by these agen-
cies tend to be more traditional in form and
do not present the overall breadth of topics
and indicators that would be necessary to
address the concerns of the lifelong learner.

5. Develop funding models at the state level
to facilitate lifelong education in both the
public and private sectors.
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In 1979, the Board of Governor ;; of the
California Community Colleges developed a
long-term finance plan: Recommendations
for the 190' s, In developing the plan, the
Board noted that 211 of the states, mostly
those with a small number of community
colleges, use negotiated budgets or aggre-
gate cost methods rather than formulas for
distribufing state monies to community
colleges. The remaining 30 states use a
formula method of funding. These 30 states
fall into two categories: ( I ) those states that
use a single funding rate for instructionI0
states, and (2) those that use ''lnle rates
for instruction-20 states. T _r states
with a system of over 25 community col-
leges tend to use multiple instructional rate
formulas. Multiple instructional rate formu-
las are the most frequently used allocation
techniques across the 50 states. The most
noticeable .rend the Californians encoun-
tered was toward greater use of multiple
instructional mie formulas by other states.

Most of th,' available data are based on
full-time students. California studied eight
states in revising its finance plan in the wake
of Proposition 13the property tax-cutting
measure that eroded local support for com-
munity colleges. These states were Florida,
Illinois, Maryland, Minnesota, New York,
Texas, Virginia, and Washington. Each of
the eight states maintains a mission state-
ment similar to that of the California com-
munity colleges. "In theory, most states
view the elements of their mission as having
equal priority (Virginia is the notable excep-
tion). One notable exception to lack of
prioritization is in the area of 'non-credit
instruction.' None of the other eight states
provide support for instruction which is di-
rected at meeting avocational or recreational
needs of the community." With these data
in mind and the realities of funding in sight,
it is evident that there is a long way to go
before total lifelong education is a reality
throughout the 50 states.

6. Develop communication networks and
coordinated planning between public and
private agencies with state agencies respon-
sible for l t _long education taking the lead.
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This recommendation gets back to the need
for communication, aniculation, and co-
ordination among agencies involved in life-
long education_ This is not an easy task: in
fact, it is one of the most difficult tasks that
exists in lifelong education planning. One of
the continuing objectives supporting the
proposed revised mission of AACJC for the
19)40's is "to encourage working relation-
ships among other institutions and agencies
at local, state. national and international
levels having similar concerns for individual
and community development. This con-
tinuing objective must be reached if lifelong
education is to attain the level of involve-
ment that we all desire.

7. Direct each state under the aegis of the
Education Commission of the States (ECS)
to develop a positive fin-ward-looking master
plan that takes into account lifelong educa-
tion needs.

In reviewing accountability and master
planning for its statewide finance plan, the
California Community Colleges Board of
Governors noted that "most state officials
feel that their master planning process is
either lacking or nonexistent. Very few
states incorporate output measures into their
planning efforts. Those states that do tend to
rely on the number of degrees and certifi-
cates awarded. Illinois uses the greatest
number of elements in its planning and re-
source allocation process for community
colleges. Since many states do not have the
broad programmatic assignment that North
Carolina has, and since definitions are weak
nationwide in what constitutes lifelong edu-
cation, community education or avocational
and recreational instruction, much spade
work must be done before this recommenda-
tion could be implemented. For this to work,
lifelong education must be operationalized
and made to sound useful and valuable to the
legislators and other policy makers in each
state. Some high-flown philosophical state-
ment developed in Europe, or at the
United Nations may not set well with legis-
lators and other policy makers and create just
the opposite effect of what was intended.

One of the most interesting approaches to
overall planning tar the l9 O's involving
community colleges was the recently com-
pleted Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in
Higher Education study entitled, Giving
Youth a Better Chance: O' `ions for Educa-
tion, Work and Service. En a move hack to
what some might call the "good old days,
the Carnegie Council noted that "we must
find ways to break up the big monolithic
high school and its deadly weekly routine.
We believe that instruction in the basic skills
and general knowledge can he concentrated
without loss of achievement in three effec-
tively used days per week. The Council
also encouraged earlier entry from high
school into college and additional programs
combining the last year or two of high school
with college, The Noah Carolina State
Board of Education, through a 1979 amend-
ment to the North Carolina Administrative
Code, has greatly facilitated this concept by
providing for early admission and joint en-
rollment between high schools and commu-
nity colleges and technical institutes in North
Carolina,

In dealing with community colleges and
technical institutes, however, the Council
recommended that we should concentrate
most applied skill training at the post-
secondary level and particularly in commu-
nity colleges." In addition, the Council
recommended that "we create programs in
community colleges where young persons
can be prepared for jobs and placed in jobs
on a part-time basis while attending col-
lege. Thus, they spoke broadly to the
community college and its role and respon-
sibility for youth. In terms of planning and
master planning, the Council noted that
"this role for youth can become the sixth
great role for the community college in
addition to: (a) academic transfer programs.
(b) technical training, (c) terminal general
education, (d) community service programs
instruction in non-academic, non-vocational
subjects as requested by members of the
community, and (e) community-based pro-
grams such as conferences and cultural,
events." This approach of the Carnegie
Council would tie in directly with the pol-



ivies, practices, and goals of the North
Carolina Community College System and it
should be studied with great care fin- possible
implementation.

8. Revise state aid formulas, studen n-
cial aid formulas and tuition charges to ac-
commodate lifelong education so that there
are provisions for activities like state aid to
part-time students and revised standards for
determining aid to independent students.

If this recommendation is going to succeed,
lifelong learning must be operationalized
and made to sound useful, valuable, and
needed in North Carolina. Times of reces-
sion and higher levels of unemployment are
precisely the times when people most need
lifelong education to qualify for jobs that
require more advanced training and thus
become more flexible in the job market.
However, a conflict exists hem since state
and federal governments tend to have fewer
funds available to distribute at these tales.

While many lifelong 'camel's are part-
time students, it was pointed out by one
expert in 1977 that "part-time students t,.re
full-time voters." Another fact worth noting
is that lifelong learners tend to be older and
those persons in their 30's and 40's tend to
have far better voting records than people
18-25 years of age.

Before state aid formulas can be revised to
accommodate lifelong education, the per-
sons who devise these formulas must be
convinced that education is more than just a
one-time thing that someone gets in elemen-
tary school, high school, and after one
"shot" at act. amunity or four-year college.

We need to point out something that is
already well known. People will change
their occupations minimum of three to five
times during their working lifetimes. Re-
direction of these persons is going to be a
necessity. Many of the occupations. people
will need to be trained for during the 80's
and 90's have not yet been created. Other
factors are that 10 to 15 'percent of the stu-
dents currently enrolled in North Carolina's
community colleges and technical institutes
already possess a baccalaureate degree or
higher. We are already experiencing retrain-
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ing of people in their early 20's since North
Carolina certified over 5,000 teachers last
year while having jobs for approximately
1,900.

In the area of tuition in North Carolina's
community colleges and technical institutes.
we are in a most enviable position as com-
pared with other states. We certainly have
done the job in carrying the message to the
legislators and policy makers in terms of the
impact of the barrier of high tuition to meet-
ing lifelong educational needs. The data in
the Shearon study on a Profile of Students in
North Carolina Community Colleges and
Technical institutes (1980) would be most
helpful in supporting recommendations in
this area.

9. Allocate federal funds to the states to con-
duct an on-going educational needs assess-
Ment, as mid! as a system of educational
brokering using the agricultural extension
service as a model where appropriate.

The topics in this recommendation were
spoken to in an interesting way by Robert
Glover in his Report of the National Forum
on Learning in the American Future: Future
Needs and Goals far Adult Learning 1980-
2000. This is a report of the College En-
trance Examination Board (CEEB) and their
future directions for a learning society, which
was funded by a grant from the Exxon Edu-
cation Foundation. The forum agreed that
"lifelong learning should he a high priority
future goal, increasing in importance from
1980 through the year 2000 in the time,
money, and effort invested in adult learn-
ing." Educational brokering was ranked as a
low present and low future priority. Resist-
ance reflected in the comments seems to
argue that educational brokering is an un-
necessary duplication of services offered by
schools and colleges, and that accurate
information about 'available opportunities,
rather than bias counseling is the problem.
They pointed out that "brokering might not .
he as important as once thought because of
higher education, consumerism, and increas-
ing pressure on colleges to maintain en-
rollment. Also, they noted that "too many
duplicate organizations exist. Excellent
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service could be provided through consolida-
tion.- Notice the emphasis put on accurate
information about available opportunities.

In a recent study of North Carolina high
school dropouts conducted by the Research
Triangle Institute, approximately 41 percent
of those interviewed said that the reason they
had not taken advantage of vocational or
occupational programming in the commu-
nity colleges or technical institutes of North
Carolina was that "the thought hadn't oc-
curred to me.-

In the Future Directions for Learning So-
ciety report, the highest present priority and
highest future priority went to the following
statement: "to provide learning opportuni-
ties for people of all ages and conditions in
life, suited to their own individual needs and
aspirations.- In relating to this statement in
a practical way, however, the forum noted
that many community colleges were already
doing this effectively. "Individual needs and
aspirations must be geared to available jobs;
learning opportunities are not enough."

The agricultural extension service may be
an appropriate model, and it is cited by Dale
Parnell as a model for the urban extension
act. However, his proposed concept of edu-
cational brokering is not uniformly support-
ed. From my experience, though, the notion
of on-going educational needs assessment on
a state and local basis .would be supported
and is needed.

10. Establish a task force on lifelong educa-
tion within each state to ensure continual
dialogue, improve the delivery system, con-
duct local community forums, and establish
community task forces on lifelong education.

The suggestion to establish task forces that
focus on lifelong education was made to the
governors of the remaining 49 states by
Governor James B. Hunt of North Carolina
following the 1979 AACJC assembly on
lifelong education. In the recommendations
contained in Total Education: The Duty of
the State, North Carolina has an outstanding
blueprint to base the dialogue upon in the
conduct of community fomms. Jamison
Gilder, in her Lifelong Education: The
Critical Policy Questions (1980), spoke to

this issue when she said, "Still another
problem is the need to demonstrate to tax-
payers and legislators that lifelong learning
is of economic value and deserves high pri-
ority in times of tight budgets, Measures of
learning, productivity, and outcomes that
hak meaning for the public arc needed.
Coniitunity colleges and other agencies
offering lifelong learning must be prepared
to report to the public the results of their
services in terms the public can understand
and sup_port.

The topics for task force consideration and
community forum debate are also well set
out in a survey conducted recently by
Edmund Gleazer when he surveyed 400
community college presidents and asked
them to indicate the issues of concern for the
community colleges in the 1980's. Among
the major future problems identified were:
( 1 ) changes in financing and fiscal arrange-
ments, (2) the need to clarify and revise
mission statements, (3) loss of local control
over community colleges, and (4) prolifera-
tion of specialized accreditation programs.

The establishment of a North Carolina
task force on lifelong education would cer-
tainly be an appropriate activity in 1981 fol-
lowing the establishment of the State Board
for Community and Technical .Colleges.
Building on the strength of the pastunder
the State Board of Educationthe new state
board could utilize such a task force to assist
in planning a program for the 1980's as well
as in implementing the goals in Total Educa-
tion: The Duty of the State.

11. Orient presently funded manpower pro-
grams, such as CETA, as much as possible
along the lines of lifelong education.

CETA programs in North Carolina have
given a tremendous boost to the concept of
lifelong education, They have supported in
great measure training for youth, the dis-
advantaged, minorities, women, and the
handicapped. Funds have been provided for
linkage studies between public schools and
community colleges, as well as for centers
for displaced homemakers and job training
for persons with limited English-speaking
backgrounds. Even in the area of Title II and
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Title VI, public service employment, the
persons hired under CETA funding tr: -ite
and local government or nonprogrorganiza-
dons must now set aside approximately 20
percent of their work schedule for training.
The concept of employment and training as
established by the North Carolina Employ-
ment and Training Council and as imple-
mented by the local prime sponsors and
balance-of-state prime sponsor for CETA
programs in North Carolina is focused and is
directed toward employment and training of
those persons who are CETA eligible. While
it still can be improved, the policy frame-
work appears to be tied rather well to the
policies and needs of lifelong learners in
North Carolina.

12. Develop policy guidelines at the federal
level for the improvement of information
sharing, communications, consultation, and
planning for federally supported lifelong
educational efforts.

This recommendation would be of great
benefit to North Carolina as would the im-
provement of the overall federally supported
lifelong educational effort under a revised
Title I or under a newly enacted urban exten-
sion act. Too Intich of lifelong educational
research and activities are compartmental-
ized along the lines of universities, commu-
nity colleges, community education groups,
public schools, and other agencies. Knowl-
edge of the information gained and commu-
nication that would provide improved
models and planning at the local level would
be highly desirable.

13. Allocate funds through the National
Institute of Education (NIE) to fund further
research on lifelong education efforts to
include cost-benefit studies.

In March of 1980, Herbert E. Stxiner, in a
paper prepared for the joint AACJC, AVA,
and ASTD Conference in Racine, Wiscon-
sin, said that the United States "must adopt
a philosophy which sees education and train-
ing throughout life as an absolutely neces-
sary national investment in human resource
development. Without such an investment
strategy, we will continue to be plagued with

unemployment, underemployment, low pro-
ductivity, and inflation," We must have a
cost-benefit analysis of the value of lifelong
education to our society through knowledge-
able research or the goals which we seek will
not be forthcoming because they won't sell.

There are more organized ways to leant
today than ever before. These methods are
often in constant competition with one
another. We have a tremendous need to
overcome the absence of basic skills and
weakness in the three R's among our adult
population. We know that 85 percent of the
jobs that will become available in the 1980's
will require an associate degree or less. This
puts the community colleges and technical
institutes of North Carolina right on target.

We are also seeing an increasingly grow-
ing number of professional areas that require
recertification every three to five years to
maintain licensure. Engineers, dental hy-
gienists, nurses, pharmacists, lawyers,
physicians all face such prospects. Many
more occupations will be added to this' list by
legislative or licensing board action. The
community colleges and technical institutes
of North Carolina can fill a tremendous need
because even if these persons stay in the
same job, lifelong education is a require-
ment for them to Stay current,

Certainly no better cost-benefit could
occur than for community colleges, and tech-
nical institutes to work with employers to
develop classes on campus or in-plant to en-
roll existing employees in the skills building
areas that are needed. Classes could be
conducted by contract with businesses to
cover fees, books, and supplies. In addition,
they could be offered before or after work,
especially on a shift basis, as in a plant or
factory. One of the important areas _often
overlooked in a cost-benefit presentation is
that these classes set up for groups of exist-
ing employees should include employees of
city; county, state, and federal governments
as well. The secretary, as well as the sanitary
engineer, needs continual skills updating.

Cooperative education and cooperative
apprenticeship programs most appropriately
can fill the needs of the lifelong learner and
are very much a part of our planning in
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North Carolina. In addition, the need for
open-entry and open-exit programs must be
developed and be more widely used. These
can be based on competencies so that differ-
ent learners may be in the same group and be
at different levels, and the instructor can
then become a ''facilitator'' rather than
professor in meeting their needs. This
will also promote closer program articulation
between community colleges and high
schools in North Carolina.

Another cost-benefit point is that our insti-
tutions could better use assessment of prior
learning experiences. We need to revise and
publicize our institutional testing programs.
and particularly to adopt prior learning test-
ing. activities that have been proven. such as
the college level examination programs
(CILEP),

The National Institute of Education (NIE)
and the W.K. Kellogg Foundation would be
appropriate resources for the resource de-
velopment officers in North Carolina com-
munity colleges and technical institutes to
consider for providing funds to conduct cost-
benefit studies of the value of lifelong
education training in our system.

14, Revise the federal income toff laws to
provide federal income tar deductions for
education eipendituresfor credit, noncredit,
vocational, and avocational programs_

This rewunendation hits right at the
p()ckethook'. The age old question would be:
If this tax deduction were adopted, how
would the federal government make up the
lost revenue at a time when it is attempting
to balance the budget'? The American Soci-
ety ,tor Training and Development (ASTD)
recently successfully introduced a tax reform
bill to change the Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) treatment of employer education as-
sistance as taxable employee income. If an
urban extension act or a proper revision of
the Higher Education Act is really important
to Congress, that body certainly could con-
sider such an income tax deduction as well.

Whether or not this income tax deduction
would extend to credit, noncredit, vocation-
al, and av()cational programs is question-

able. Congress would likely tie it to directly
related job improvement and job seeking

therefore. the lawmakers would have
draw a line somewhere la keeping with

past practices. no doubt they would make a
distinction between credit and noncredit or
between vocational skill building and avoca-
tional programs, allowing a deduction for
the one but not tOr the other, Such a deduc-
tion could be a boon to North Carolina, es-
pecially if its income tax laws were similarly
revised.

/5 legal and procedural ree rictions
education at both the .slate

and federal levels by eliminating prohibi-
tions against unemployment insurance bene-
ficiaries enrolling in educational pro
and restrictive welfare policies that impede
participation in lifelong education.

I am not sure how this recommendation
would be :cepted in North Carolina. Many
aaf our citizens feel that the current welfare
program is a give-away, and that there aren't
enough restrictions on the program. For this
recommendation to meet any degree of suc-
cess in North Carolina, it would have to
build upon programs, such as the Work in-
cereive Program (WIN), and be directly tied
tar a person obtaining needed job skills for
work on a full-time basis, which would get
the individual off the welfare rolls and on the
tax rolls ()I the state and federal government.
If these linkages could be shown, then most
of the citizens of North Carolina would like-
ly be supportive of lifting these legal and
procedural restrictions.

The main problem is that, a person can do
well enough on unemployment benefits,
food stamps, aid to dependent children, and
other welfare benefits that the incentive of
being trained and becoming a productive
worker is often missing. And rather than
blame the individual, he or she should be
congratulated for taking advantage of all
available opportunities, But certainly life-
long education and the motivation and en-
couragement that goes along with it is a key
to the breaking of this unemployment,
underemployment, and welfare cycle.
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lfi. Encourage accrediting and licensing
bodies to take into account lifelong educa-
tion policies in their review proc(sses.

The Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools, the regional accrediting agency in
the south, has developed over the last several
years a standard or evaluative criteria to
address lifelong education dealing with
special activities. Special activities programs
are defined as "external or special degree
programs; off-campus classes and units; in-
dependent study programs; correspondence
and home study, conferences and institutes;
short courses and workshops; foreign travel
and study; media instruction including radio
and television; on-campus programs. The
objective of this standard is to permit institu-
tions to function properly in the area of life-
long education. It is very significant that the
Southern Association "does not wish to be
restrictive regarding new special activities
programs of a member institution but rather
sczks to encourage innovation and an imag-
inqti ve approach to providing quality instruc-
tion according L) the educational needs of
the co;I;ges and constituents. The South-
ca:': Association has therefore taken lifelong
education into account in developing its
standards for Llccreditation and reaffirmation
of accreditation of member institutions in the
st nth.

The more difficult situation may exist
with licensing boards and specialized pro-
giamn. !iccrediting bodies. These bodies
are cftev; related very directly to the profes-
sion th.i! iiY.y serve and are likely to be less
amenable to innovation that might take into
account lifel2;,g learner needs.

I 7 . Strongly support the position that a well -
funded lifekmg education program is essen-
tial to the achi,,,wernent of our national goals
of lowering the rate of inflation, increasing
productivity of workers, and decreasing
unemployment.

This recommendation was supported and
echoed by the recent assembly, cosponsored
!Iv AACJC, AVA, and the American Soci-
,..ty for training and Development (ASTD).
Pavicipants noted that lifelong education and
iraining is an absolutely necessary national
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investment_ In addition, they call urxn the
President to call a White House conference
to draw attention to the need for a national
policy designed to increase the productivity
of workers and to decrease unemployment.
It must be shown that lifelong education is a
benefit to society to the extent that it should
he funded in the face of rising prison popula-
tions, increased pressures on social security,
and rising health care costs, The competition
that lifelong education faces from these other
societal problems is tremendous. People in
North Carolina would agree with the goals
espoused in this recommendation. The key
to their support would he to demonstrate that
there is a positive relationship between these
recommendations and goals and the results
of lifelong education in our society.

/8. Change the current patterns of finding
used at the state level that are based upon
the generation of full -tine equivalent (17E)
students.

Part of the thinking here is that a majority of
the students enrolled in the community
colleges and technical institutes of North
Carolina, as well as in the nation as a whole,
now attend on a part-time basis; however, it
takes as much effort to recruit, enroll,- and
Maintain the records and library facilities for
a person who attends part-time as it does for
-one who attends full-time. In the fall of
19Th, part-time students comprised 61 per-
cent of the students enrolled nationwide in
credit programs in community colleges.

Another important concept in dealing with
community college enrollments of minor-
ities, handicapped, and Older students is that
more resources are required from the two-
year colleges for these persons to be success-
ful than for the traditional student coming to
the community college right out of high
school with high ability levels. We usually
expect over one-third .01 the students in our
North Carolina community colleges and
technical institutes to need some type of
developmental or rematlial instruction at
some point. The cost of this type of instruc-
tionalong with tutoring, testing, and other
support servicesis. high. The fact is that
many of thew persons are part-time students..
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and thus generate less funding on a per per-
son FIE formula; this means that the institu-
tions are being short-changed to support this
population and their greater needs.

Labor, Business, and
Industry
The American Association of Community
and Junior Colleges (AACJC) 1979 Assem-
bly recommended that labor, business, and
industry:

1. Recognize that educational development
can profit from Ands derived from business
and industrial capitalization as well as from
federal, state, local, and foundation sources.

This recommendation prods business, indus-
try, and labor to be aware of the great poten-
tial of industrial capitalization in the area of
lifelong/ education. It points out that many
new markets for technological development
in counseling, referral, and instruction are
alread producing large numbers of dollars
for e urational development. Certainly co-
opera ive arrangements involving the train-
ing nd development of personnel from
busi ess and industry are important. In
addi ion, forums at the national and local
leve s that focus on the relations of busi-
nes and industry to lifelong education are
val able. Business and industry must be
con inced that unless comorations invest in
the 1 greatest resource of allthe human
resourcethe country will continue to be
plagued with rising inflation, low worker
prOductivity, underemployment, and high
levels of unemployment. We must enter into
cooperative projects that can demonstrate to
our state and national leaders that our com-
munity colleges and technical institutes can
train workers that business and industry can
place either in an employment or coopera-
tive employment mode. This may best be
accomplished by local education-work
councils or local private industry councils
under the Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act (CETA) in which educational
institutions, business, and industry work
together to assess the skills that are needed,

to determine the number of jobs that are
available, and to determine the training
necessary to hold those jobs.

One of the ways that the task can be ac-
complished is to establish centers; go out
into the community in a variety of locations.
For example, during the period 1976 through
1978, Guilford Technical institute operated
programs in 205 different locations in
Guilford County in 15 different categories of
agencies, the largest of which were business
and industries: also included in this category
were public schools, rest and nursing homes,
community centers, retail stores, govern-
mental facilities, and churches.

Community colleges can't be allowed to
ossify and become unduly regimented as
many four-year colleges and universities
hav,: become. The success of our commu-
nity colleges and technical. institutes in North
Carolina depends upon remaining current
with the needs of business and industry. And
this costs money. The only way it can truly
be accomplished is with the support of
business and industry over and above the
support we receive from state and federal
governments.

2. Provide periodic paid educational leaves
to allow workers to participate in lifelong
educational experiences throughout their
work lives.

Some larger businesses in North Carolina
already provide educational leaves; how-
ever, a recent survey conducted by the
Greensboro Chamber of Commerce did not
indicate that this was widespre4 among
businesses in Guilford County. Probably it is
not widespread throughout the state:

Before business and industry can allow
workers to enter into paid educational
leaves, they must foresee a direct relation-
ship between increased productivity as a
result of die educational leave and the cost of
the loss of productivity occasioned by the
absence of the employee. In the interim, we
should attempt to enroll employees of exist-
ing firms in skills building areas and up-
grading training that is _cost effective for the
employer. Certainly if this approach is sue-

-cessful and works positively, the business
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would be much more likely to consider paid
educational leaves that would cover the
entire cost of the training for the employee.

3. Provide assistance in meeting lifelong
education needs of workers, especially when
such changes as relocation or retooling of
an industry take place.

In North Carolina industries have announced
plans in the list three years to invest $6.5
billion in new and expanding industrial
plants. This investment means over 100,000
new jobs. The reason that these plants are
relocating to North Carolina is that we have
many of the needed resources the land, the
work ethic, and the available manpower to
be trained. However, a shortage of skilled
manpower still exists in North Carolina in
several areas.

At his news conference on April 24,
1980, Governor Hunt proposed a compre-
hensive system-wide strategy for upgrading
skill training in North Carolina. It directly
involves the community colleges and tech-

.nical institutes and "will require close
coordination with private industry and that is
why I am proposing that we offer signifi-
cantly more 'cooperative apprenticeship'
training programs. The cooperative
apprenticeship program would offer class-
room instruction in the community college
or technical institute combined with on-the-
job training at an industrial location.

Business and industry will not be excited
about contributing to. lifelong education
needs for workers unless they really need
those workers and unless government can be
a partner in the process. North Carolina is
doing an outstanding job in attempting this
partnership. The states that this recom-
mendation mainly speaks to would be the
northern/states, which are the source of
much "sunbelt" migration.

Discuss jointly with institutions of higher
education the development of financing for
lifelong education to result in specific
ttttttuall supported proposals.
For this recommendation to bear fruit, sup-
port of the concept must be held at the high-
est executive levels of both the community

college or technical institute and the business
or industry involved. Gilder, in Lifelong
Education: The Critical Policy Questions,
noted, "The president of the institution and
the ranking officer of the corporation .must
be fully dedicated to the success of a-col-
laborative program or it is doomed to fail.
Support staffs must be willing to make the
counseling, registration, and teaching
changes which are necessary." Mutually
supported and mutually advantageous goals
and proposals must result from these col-
laborative efforts. It has been done and it can
continue to be done.

All Persons Concerned with
Lifelong Education
The American k ation of Community
and Junior Col;e- cIC) 1979 Assem-
bly rccommcndei ; persons concerned
with lifelong educanin,

I . Support the concepl Of educa
as a- means for all citizen.; to develop com-
petencies which will en ,;,a, them to live
productive and satisfying lives.

We are beginning to look more closely at the
capabilities or competencies of people to
accomplish a job than whether or not they
have a given diploma or certificate. In fact,
some people would go so far as to say that
all persons should be awarded baccalaureate
degrees at birth. Then competencies could
be developed without the persons having to
be concerned about whether or not they are
working toward a baccalaureate or other
degrees. Business expects this of people who
come to them. If competencies exist for a
given training program, then the person who
inquires about the capability of a completer
can learn exactly what the graduate of that
program is able to do and what he is not able
to do. This type of evaluation is often more
valuable to an employer than whether the
person has a particular diploma or certifi-
cate. This statement, of course, will not hold
up in most instances where the certificate is
based upon a level of competency such as a
Pittsburgh Certification Test in welding or
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an electrician license awarded by the state of
North Carolina.

The North Carolina Department of Com-
munity Colleges is presently working in
many vocational and technical areas,
seeking faculty, industrial, and business
input to develop catalogs of competencies
for programs such as air conditioning, heat-
ing, and refrigeration; diesel vehicle
maintenance; and in the near future, auto-
motive mechanics.

2. Encourage the federal government and
the foundations to support .research, devel-
opment. and dissemination activities which
will provide ,new insights into adult life
changes, adult self-awareness patterns, and
the demands and rewards for lifelong
education.

In support of the statement that we have a
long way to go in convincing people of the
values and rewards of lifelong education, we
shoi 'd note again the recent Glover Study
from the College Board entitled, Report of
the National Forum on Learning in the
American Future: Future Needs and Goals
for Adult Learning 1980-2000. This national
forum on lemming in the American future
involved 1,556 policy decision makers, edu-
cators, and scholars. They supported life-
long learning as a concept more than almost
any topic discussed at the forum. However,
when it came to financing and providing
financial aid part -time lifelong learners,
these opinion leaders placed a very low pri-
ority on the future importance of this topic as
well as a very low present ,priority for its
implementation. It is evident that it will take
a great deal more hard evidence and research
on the demands and rewards of lifelong
education, framed in well developed pro-
posals to the federal government and the
foundations, before much success can be
had.in this area.

3. Promote the concept of a continuous study
of national needs and issues which may be
met through lifelong education with particu-
lar ,attention to the arts and humanities as
educational resources.

Funds should be provided from the national
level on annual basis to each of the states
so that planning and research on a continu-
ous basis can be conducted in North Carolina
and other states to determine the areas which
lifelong education needs to address in this
state.

In his opening comments to the 1980
AAC,IC Convention, Edmund Gleazer said
that- we must stimulate cultural and 'political
activities among our citizens. He urged that
we should emphasize improved "training for
the vocation of citizenship. He indicated
that today we need a more informed and
enlightened eitizenpi, but that this has not
been one of our central goals.

With 85 percent of the jobs becoming
available during the 1980's requiring an
associate degree or less, and with an, occu-
pational orientation of paramount concern in
North Carolina, we need to do all we can to
gather data on our state occupational needs.
If a community college does a needs study
and finds out that it needs to alter a curricu-
lum or program, how will this be accom-
plished if the people involved aren't really
interested in changing? If we find from an
occupational needs analysis that we need
1,000 welders in a given area, do we force
people to enroll in a welding program that
will meet the community need or do we
allow them to enroll in any program they
desire? It has long been the case in our
country that we do not force people to enroll
in a given program. Thus, we allow market
conditions to prevail and a shortage will exist
for a while before it is overtaken by trained
people. Roger Yarrington, in his article,
Good News for Occupational Education,"
in the March, 1980, Community and Junior
College Journal, noted that to serve lifelong
education, community colleges must "be
flexible, adaptive, and responsive to the
needs of students in the community." Is
your institution ready to do what it takes to
"gear up" for the lifelong learner or do you
think that your institution is already there'?
Adult learners look at the community college
as only one of the four or five places they,
visit during the course of a given 24-hour
period. We must 'keep this in mind in our
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programming decisions. After people have'
obtained the skills to get a good job, then
they can devote time to studying many of the
finer things in life" such as poetry, phil-
osophy, religion, music, and art-which they
did not have time for and often did not have
the inclination to study when they were
younger. The arts and humanities must be
maintained as an option so that the engineer
can find out that there is more to life than
merely solving a particular engineering
problem.

4. Encourage educational agencies to re-
examine their mission and service priorities
in light of societal changes through compre-
_hensive community needs assessments to
better provide for the needs of the older and
part-time student.

Yarrington, in his article, Good News for
Occupational Education, states that we
must offer "programs to persons at times
and places and in ways that facilitate their
participation arid success." The Shearon
study in North Carolina stated that a large
proportion of students in North Carolina
community colleges and technical institutes
were unaware of the support services that
were available to them. The availability of
support services needs to be improved in
each of our institutions. The availability of
instructional skills labs, counseling, veterans
affairs offices, financial aid, job placement,
and student activities for the student engaged
in lifelong education is pften lacking. Even
if the set-vices are available, many students
are not aware of them because of the part-
time nature of their involvement in the insti-
tution as well as the fact that they may go to
one campus or center during, one quarter and
then to another center at a different time of
day during the next quarter.

Through a careful examination of mission,
as AACJC is currently undergoing, commu-
nity colleges and other educational-agencies
will be better able to become more aware of
the needs of the older and part-time student.

5. Constantly keep in mind the needs of the
educational consumer by regularly consult-
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ing the consumer of lifelong educational
services prior to the final development of
courses, pogroms, and schedules.

We must develop innovative ways to present
the courses, programs, and schedules that
we offer to the adult learners in our commu-
nities. Informing the public is the key to
success. While we are presently dealing With
slightly over 14 percent of the adult popula-
tion of the state at any one time, we should
be making a greater impact in our communi-
ties because we are within 30 miles of 99
percent of the state's population. What
factors mitigate against improving that level
of service?

Certainly, we have all learned that if an
institution desires to start a weekend college
or an audio-tutorial program or courses by
newspaper or television, the consumers or
users of these types of programs need to be
involved in the decision to conduct them.
Participation by the consumer is vital if the
program is going to succeed, but too often
there are times when we have learned this
after the failure of our first attempt. Suppose
an institution desires to convert from a
standard schedule to a four-day-a-week
operation, ostensibly for energy conserva-
tion? What effect would such a change have
on the lifelong learner? What effect would it
have on those persons who, even with the
schedule availability the way it presently is
are not being reached? Such a schedule may
make the staff and faculty happy, but it will
also close out three days of the week for the
lifelong learner and would certainly not
improve utilization of facilities.

North Carolina is doing much to provide
opportunities for WI its citizens to benefit
from lifelong education. We are well on our
way. But much remains to be done to im-
prove our programs, and the AACJC recom-
mendations discussed in this paper provide
us with many possible plans of action. It
seems that our community colleges and
technical institutes are indeed well-suited to
the development and delivery of lifelong
educational services, and we look upon this
mission as a definite opportunity and chal-
lenge as we enter the decade of the 80's.
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Final Report: North .Carolina Ass-em
on Policies for Lifelong Education

orth
Carolina is one of the outstanding states in its
commitment to educate its citizens for the
changing times. Governor James B. Hunt is
already on record in strong support of life-
long learning and of education for individual
and community development. In his, as in
preceding administrations, the state has ex-
pressed its commitments directly through the
postsecondary instiutions, programs, and
services. The fight against illiteracy in North
Carolina is widely admired in other states.

In January, 1981, a new phase of com-
munity and technical college history begins
with the creation of a State Board for
Community and Technical Colleges. It was
in the context of much previous progress,
imminent system structural changes, and
rapid social and educational change that the
members of the North Carolina Assembly
came together to discuss policies for lifelong
education and to hammer out the following
set of specific recommendations.

The Assembly recommends
to the legislature and
state government:
1. That education must be accessible to
learners in order to promote the concept of
lifelong learning, and that accessibility is
based on the cost to the learner. Programs
for lifelong learning should be supported by
public tax 'revenue in order to provide such
programs at the lowest cost to the adult
learner and therefore enure continued ac-
cess to educational opportunities.

2. That funding mechanisms be adjusted to
provide equal incentives to institutions to
offer extension and curriculum programs
based on local community needs. Considera-
tion could be given to differential funding
based on program costs.

3. That the state of North Carolina provide
funds as necessary to ensure that all citizens
of the state have opportunity to acquire basic
functional skills.

4. That priorities for lifelong education and
funding mechanisms be developed jointly
between state and local groups 'reflecting
local history, needs, and circumstances as
fully as possible.

5. That community college students enjoy
fair and equitable treatment with regard to all
programs and services supported by the
state, regardless of age.

6. That the community and technical college
system be encouraged to provide lifelong
education opportunity to local community
groups and groups with special needs.

7. That appropriate governmental bodies re-
affirm their commitment to lifelong learning
in order to meet the future needs of a chang-
ing and dynamic North Carolina society.

8. That alternate methods of adult learning
be supported and the use of non-traditional
delivery systems be facilitated.

9. That all providers be ensured equitable
programmatic access to a comprehensive
statewide public broadcasting system which
could be used by all North Carolina educa-

C.?
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tional delivery systems. Policy control of
such broadcasting should therefore be shared
among the public schools, the community
and technical colleges, and the universities.
Other experimental and pilot efforts with
satellite relay, computer delivery, Public
Broadcasting System, and mixed media
should be supported. Present providers of
education opportunities should also pursue
effective delivery through available, existing
technology.

10. That more effective articulation among
education systems be developed, especially
noting the unique,relationship of community
colleges and community schools.

The AsSembly recommends
to the governor:
I. That the current administration request
state budget finds to attack adult illiteracy in
North Carolina. The governor should con-
tinue his leadership to determine societal
priorities and willingness to provide ade-
quate funds to assure that all citizens possess
or acquire the basic (reading, writing, com-
putational and other coping) skills needed to
function effectively in society. He should
also lead the way to determine societal pri-
orities and willingness to provide funds to
assure the provision of lifelong educational
services for social fulfillment, vocational
and avocational opportunity, and rehabilita-
tive needs of the adult populace of our state.

2. That the governor's balanced growth and
development program include lifelong edu-
cation as a vital component of the quality of
life of North Carolinians.

3. That appointees to boards, committees,
councils, and other groups concerned -with
education be briefed (and regularly updated)
on North Carolina needs for lifelong learn-
ing. Also, proponents of lifelong education
should take it upon themselves to relay new
needs to the governor and to such committee
and council members.

The Assembly recommends
to the State Board for
Community Colleges:
1. That a broad-based "blueribbon con-
ference be convened to:
a. develop a policy for and working defi-

nition of lifelong education for the com-
munity college system, covering goals,
objectives, scope, and clienteles;

b. develop an articulation and coordination
plan with other delivery agencies and
systems, utilizing existing mechanisms,
such as the Joint Advisory Committee and
the Liaison Committee (see #2 below);

c. develop priorities among Lifelong Learn-
ing experiences including: basic educa-
tion, occupational education, quality of
life education, sophisticated technological
education, and deg_ ree education;

d. develop a public information system to
generate an understanding of lifelong
learning;

e. study the feasibility, suitability, and tim-
ing for a proposed Governor's Confer-
ence on Lifelong Education in 1981-82,
jointly sponsored by the North Carolina
Community and Technical College Sys-
tem, the public schools, and the Univer-
sity of North Carolina. The potential
conference could also include other North
Carolina provider groups and legislative
educational committee members.

2. That communications and coordination of
efforts among adult education providers
build upon the existing Joint Advisory
Committee and Liaison Committee. Specifi-
cally, these committees should be asked to:

a. compile an inventory of current programs
and activities in adult education provided
by public and private sectors;

b. identify audiences being served, under-
served, or not served by those current
educational programs and activities;

c. seek clear definition and delineation of
programs and a reasonable division of
labor between the various sectors of adult
education in meeting lifelong learning
needs;
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d. develop general objectives to ensure the
-overall quality of educational programs
and services provided for the adult
learner.

3. That the new state board should be clearly
on record in support of its lifelong education
mission. That education for enlightened and
responsive citizenry (including skills to lead
effective lives) be continued as a mission of
the community college system, and that cur-
rent efforts to increase literacy be improved.

4. That the Board of Community Colleges
devise a statement of purpose for its 58 insti-
tutions, within the state legal framework, as
to the role in providing lifelong education.

5. That the lifelong education mission of the
community college system be specifically
supported with regard to:

a. internal and external constituencies;
b. expectations of comprehensive programs

and services;
c. new learners' needs in the changing

culture:
d. special student groups;
e. staff and faculty commitment to the

mission of the system.

6. That a policy be established for acquiring
funding at variable rates, recognizing that
education costs vary by type of program and
enrollees. Funds should be provided on a
differential scale. A standing task force or
other group should be created to report
changing needs directly to advisor), budget
committees, legislative committees, county
commissioners, and finance departments.

7. That efforts should be begun immediately
to develop alternate or additional accounta-
bility methods for determining the perceived
success levels of students who are enrolled
in non-traditional programs or institutions.
Different measures are needed, for example,
to reflect the success of the "graduate" as
well as the success of the "early leaver
with marketable skills. An exercise for pub-
lic awareness should be initiated to alert and
inform the North Carolina public that ac-
countability is expanding beyond the previ-
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ously typical collegian model into new
utilization patterns

8. That equitable representation the
community .and technical college system he
sought on all local, state, and federal policy
committees affecting lifelong education,
including federal commissions, the Southern
Regional Education Board, and State Agen-
cy for Title I, E1C, and future programs.

9. That support funds be sought for develop-
ment of faculty, administrators, and support
staff for effective services to adult lifelong
learners. Institutions and systems could act
cooperatively in these development ellons,
sharing resources and ideas (particularly in
utilizing new delivery systems).

10. That funding for institutional and indi-
vidual support services be provided to credit
and non-credit part-time students, on an
equitable basis with the traditional full-time
students.

1 1 . That a study be replicated in North
Carolina similar to the Knowles study, in
California on measures of student success.

12. That the president of the North Carolina
Board of Community Colleges:
a. develop a system of reporting that reflects

the broad concept of lifelong learning;
b. initiate policies and procedures which

encourage the use of contemporary tech-
nology for delivering services and for
reporting:

c. make adequate provisions for student and
institution support services necessary for
lifelong learning.

The Assembly recommends
to individual community
colleges:
I. That local community and technical col-
leges serve as the lead action agencies for
lifelong education; that education be offered
to local residents at such times, places, and
locations as are most convenient to the



learners. Broad community involvement
should be fostered in both planning and
implementation of local and cooperative
program offerings.

2. That local needs assessments be con-
ducted to identify and respond to lifelong
learning needs.

That additional measures be developed for
determining individual student success
(other than certification of time expended,
persistence to graduation or transfer, or
specific class completion). Such measuring
devices could include performance demon-
strations, personal satisfactions, or other
learner self-assessments.

4. That student services be expanded:
a. for part-time and non-credit students;
b. for wider understanding of what services

are available;
c. for increased access to federal student-

aid;
d. for more off-campus delivery sites.

'5. That facility and equipment needs and
resources be reviewed and assessed with
regard to deliver), systems for adult students;
possible facilities sharing, or renovation.

6. That campus workshops be offered on
effective approaches to adult learners, moti-
vation, and helpful delivery services.

The Assembly recommends
to the presidents and
trustees associations:
I. That pending legislation to mandate co-
operation-with public schools be studied for
its impacts on the lifelong education delivery
plans, goals, and mission of the community
and technical college system.

2. That trustees, presidents, and other ad-
ministrators be brought together in a series
of regional meetings to discuss changing
student needs and institutional responses.
Trustee and administrative development
needs to be designed as a continuing proc-
ess. The assembly recommends that funds
for such development be sought, and that
effectiveness measures be studied.

3. That personnel policies at individual insti-
tutions be reviewed and adjusted where
necessary to ensure effective institutional
response to lifelong learners. New staffing
patterns, leave policies, and exchange agree-
ments may be needed.

4. That local community consumers of life-
long education services be encouraged to
voice their expectations of service and
support. When appropriating bodies hear a
need and response from their constituents,
understanding of local mission and pro-
gramming is increased.
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Recommendations of the 1979
AACJC Assembly on Lifriong
Education: Implications for Florida

Through
the daily deluge of news reports and our own
personal experiences, we have become pain-
fully aware that our "future shock" has
become our "current event" And, as we
become more cognizant that many of our
communities are coming apart at the seams,
people are disenchanted with leadership,
inflation is rampant, shortages threatenthe
statistics and projections are staggeringwe
realize that old answers do not fit new ques-
tions. We do not have the competencies to
meet the challenges.

Problems of individuals reveal the dearth
of cJmpetencies they possess to cope with
getting old or being handicapped; being
unemployed, possessing few job skills, or
changing careers; being unable to read or
write or even speak the native language of a
new homeland; being alienated, abused,
incarcerated, or generally discriminated
against; or simply being unable to-"make
in a changing world.

On a positive note, efforts abound to ad-
dress these problems. We recognize that
what we need is a "learning society." But,
much of our policy formulation has floun-
dered, our cooperative thrusts have revealed
competitive interests, and effofts at address-

Benjamin R. Wygal_ of Florida Junior
Col leg6 at Jacksonville, discusses the implications for
Florida of the recommendations of the 1979 Assem-
bly on Lifelong Education conducted by the Amer-
ican Association of Community and Junior Colleges.
Dr. Wygal was a participant.

Benjamin R. Wygal

ing needs have made us aware of limited
'available resources. Yet, Atyierica' com-
munity colleges represent a network and
resource that can provide a mechanism for
Americans to get involved in analyzing life-
long education needs, developing policies to
facilitate meeting those needs, and increas-
ing cooperation among community groups.
The American Association-,of Community
and Junior Colleges (AACJC) is already
providing leadership in this regard.

With the aid of a grant from the W.K.
Kellogg Foundation, AACJC "has under-
taken the resOnsibility to advance lifelong
learning through development of more
favorable policy frameworks. This Policies
for Lifelong Education project has already
resulted in a national assembly on the sub-
ject. Four state-level assemblies are now
under way. The first was held in North
Carolina in May, 1980. This Florida Assem-
bly is the second.

A major purpose of this meeting is to
analyze the policy recommendations devel-
oped in .January, 1979, at the National As-
sembly on Policies for Lifelong Education,1
to relate them specifically to Florida, and
then to formulate recommendations that
more specifically address Florida's needs for
lifelong education.

This discussion paper is modeled after a
similar presentation by H. James Owen pre-
pared for the North Cgrolina Assembly. The
format provides a summarized statement of
each recommendation of the National As-
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-

sembly, followed by comments. In some
cases, 1 have Consolidated recommenda-
tions, hoping to facilitate organization of
discussion.

First, let us take a brief look at Florida and
its community colleges.

Florida is one of America's fastest grow-
ing states. In 1980, the population is esti-
mated to be over nine million and in 1990 it
is expected to reach, at least 10.7 million.
Today, over seven million people are poten-
tial clients for lifelong educationthat is,
they have reached their sixteenth birthday
(beyond compulsory school attendance) or
are older. These conservative estimates and
projections do not include the potential 'im-
pact of refugees.

The rate of growth in some areas of
Florida is such that it produces problems in
Communities and institutions that are over-
whelming and potentially can render them
unable to perform adequately. There is a
great need for frequent updating of demo-
graphic data.

People retire to Florida. Great numbers of
older people continue to migrate to the state.
And while the need to educate for creative
use and adaptation of these 'retirement years
is important, these individuals traditionally
may not view eddcation as a lifelong proc-
ess. The old and the young appear to be on a
collision course as they compete for dimin-
ishing rcsources..

Just over one-half of the adult population
has completed high school. There is a large
and growing non-English speaking minority
whose culture and language make its educa-
tional needs unique. Florida has one of the
largest prison populations in the country.
Florida is inadequately served by public

Jransportation, and the cost of gasoline has
become prohibitive for many.

There has been much interest in post-
secondary education in Florida. 1':n 1980
legislature passed a sweeping =higher educa-
tion bill that was vetoed by the governor
because of confusions and uncertainties in
the bill. Just this past year the Joint Execu-
tive and Legislative Commission for the
Study of Postsecondary Education complet-
ed its work. There have been many studies

over the years. It was one of them that re-
sulted in the establishment of an outstanding
community college system.

In 1957, Florida initiated a long-range
plan to develop and implement a statewide
system of community colleges. By 1972, the
28th college district had been established--
Florida had substantively reached its goal of
providing post-high school education oppor-
tunities within commuting range of 99 per-
cent of its population.

The national recognition that Florida has
received for its community college system is
well deserved. There is local authority
vested in district boar& of trustees that
provides for a conuriunity-based concern for
educational needs at a policy-making level.
Essential statewide coordination is provided
by State Board'of Education Rules and the
recently established State Community Col-
lege Coordinating Board. The annual un-
duplicated headcount enrollment for the 28
colleges is now over 700,000. About one
half of these students are enrolled in the
broad area of adult continuing education,
which includes community services.

The first statement of purpose for com-
munity colleges included the three major
areas of adult continuing education, in-
cluding community services, occupational
education, and general and academic (or
university parallel) education. Those three
major categories still provide the framework
for a plethora of lifelong learning activities
still developing in the 28 college districts.
Even as campus facilities are still expanding,
instruction has been taken off campus to
some 2,000 other locationschurches, pub-
lic schools, community centers, and indus-
triesin order to provide better services.

Nine community colleges have responsi-
bility for adult basic education and are
authorized to offer high school courses and
award high school diplomas. In each of the
28 community college districts there is a
coordinating council for vocational and adult
education and community instructional serv-
ices. Community instructional services
(CIS) funds are allocated by the coordinating
councils after significant community prob-
lems have been identified and prioritized.



Unfortunately, funding of community
college programs has not kept pace with in-
flation. When comparing purchasing power
adjusted for inflation, the colleges receive
fewer dollars per student than ten years ago.

AACJC Recommendations
to Community Colleges
The American Association of Community
and Junior Colleges at its 1979 Assembly
recommended that community colleges:

1, Adopt policies and practices that fcistcr
lifelong education.

Most, if not all of Florida's community col-
leges appear to be committed (at least on
paper) to the philosophy of lifelong educa-
tion as evidenced by such statements as:

The College strives to promote an envi-
ronment conducive to lifelong teaming,
One in which individuals can attain
knowledge and develop skills and atti-
tudes to meet the ever- changing needs of
daily living (Florida Junior College at
Jacksonville).

. . Lifelong learning opportunities for
those who seek personal development
through educational offerings and activ-
ities (St. Petersburg Junior College).

Have policies and practices really
changed to fulfill this philosophy?

Tremendous strides have been made in
providing access to non-college credit
classes by taking classes to the people. But
support services have not been made as
accessible. College credit, by planned pro-
gram, is not as accessible. We Cannot say
that the quality of instruction is equal or even
adequate in every geographic location.

Most policies and procedures are designed
for the degree-seeking student and are fre-
quently frustrating and irrelevant to the life-
long learner. Some of us test all first-time
students, we collect considerable demo-
graphic data, some collect information for
clubs and organizations, some have applica-
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tion deadlines and expect students to register
well before classes begin, and we are all
funded by FTh formulas and are assumed to
be on specific semester or quarter calendars
(Report of the 1979 Assembly on Policies fir
Lifelong Education, p. 107).

Many of these policies and procedures
persist even though we know better: our stu-
dent goals inventory studies have shown that
many of our students have different goals for
themselves than we traditionally ascribe to
them; and we know that our students are
older (average age almost 30 now), there are
more part-time than full-time, women out-
number men, and the community college is
not the most important thing in their lives.

How do we update our policies and pro-
cedures so they really will foster lifelong
education? How will we continue to update
them as our clientele continue to change in
composition? Who should be involved in the
updating and at which levels? The develop-
ment of processes to accomplish this update
is obviously of great importance.

Florida's community colleges need help-
ful recommendations regarding which kinds
of policies and procedures need updating and
how to go about putting the effort into
motion.

2. Join hands with other groups to meet
community needs identified through local
needs assessments.

The "non-traditional" student has become
the norm:

. . those who cannot afford the time or
cost of conventional further education;
those whose interests and talents are not
served by traditional education; those who
have been displaced by automation and
who- Mist retool themselves in mid-
career; those whose previous educational
experiences have precluded their acquir-
ing the necessary skills to move into the
higher echelons of learning; those whose
educational progress has been interrupted
by illness, military service, or other tem-
porary conditions beyond their control;
those who are elderly and have come pas-
sively to accept the questionable blessings
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of retirement; and the multitudes caught
up in the lockstep of tradition, believing
mistakenly that college is four walls,
semester-length courses, earning a de-
gree, only for the culturally and intellec-
tually elite, and, most significant of all,
beyond their reach. (College Leadership
trr Community Renewal. pp. 20-2 I . )

Where to find these "non-traditional
students and all the other so-called target
populations is the opening question of
needs assessment. The remainder of the
agenda deals with their educational needs.
But no single model exists for a comprehen-
sive needs assessment. An eclectic approach
is required. And here is where cooperation
comes in.

A survey in Jacksonville revealed that
over 200 agencies and organizationsother
than churchesoffered some kinds of edu-
cational or social services. Most such orga-
nizations see needs assessment as important
if quite elusive and include in their activities
surveys and other efforts in this regard. And
there is great overlapping of efforts. Can
Florida's community colleges become cata-
lyzing agents to consolidate and direct these
diverse and duplicative analyses?

Moreover, since these other organizations
are also delivering services, can Florida's
community colleges provide leadership in
developing a coordinated design for solving
social problems'? For example, can the com-
munity instructional services program be
better used to effect cooperation? Various
examples of cooperation do exist and should
be shared.

Cooperation with community organiza-
tions reqUires sonic concessions on the part
of the community college: Is it willing to
share in the of projects? Is it willing
to share both the leadership function and the
decision-making function? Is it willing to
share responsibility'? And is it willing to
share the credit for successes? (College
Leadership for Community Renewal. p. 59.)

3, Translate local needs into priority state-
ments and present these to local, state and
nrttirrruil funding agencies.
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This is, obviously, the next step. However,
the best intentioned cooperative efforts can
break down when responsibilities for imple-
mentation begin to be divided. Can the
community colleges effectively provide
leadership in promoting more jointly spon-
sored programseven mergers of programs
and organizationsand learn to give as well
as receive'?

Community instructional services (CIS)
funds in Florida are administered by the state
commissioner of education. The local co-
ordinating councils for vocational and adult
education are required to approve identified
and prioritized lists of significant community
problems as well as the activities designed to
address those problems. There is required
coordination among community college dis-
tricts and public school districts. There is
indication that this coordination is not effec-
tive in some districts. What can be done to
improve cooperation in this regard'?

Funding agencies, including the Florida
legislature, are looking with favor on co-
operative activities and giving priority to
funding such efforts. The Southeast Florida
Educational Consortium is looked upon with
favor by the legislature. Capital outlay
projects, which include community involve-
ment and support, are also receiving special
attention. More unity of effort needs to be
shown to all kinds of public and private
funding sources at local, state, and national
levels. How can Florida's community co:
leges better meet this challenge?

4. Conduct community forunL tin lifelong
education and publicize reconunendatiohs.

A number of Florida's community colleges
have conducted forums and charettes on
topics such as "Energy and the Way We
Live," and in developing their own mission
statements. AACJC is actively promoting
the idea that every community college in the
nation conduct a community forum in the
fall of 1980 on the topic of "Education for
Community Development. Topics for dis-
cussion have been suggested:

a What is meant by education for commu-
nity development?



What is the nature and purpose of com-
triunity education?
Who provides community education'?
Whom does community education serve?
Who needs community education?
Who will pay for and control community
education?

(Community and Junior College Journal,
March 1980) --

Who should take the lead in urging all 28
community colleges to conduct such
forums? Can these forums be designed to
really obtain input on defining and meeting
needs of lifelong education'?

AACJC President Edmund J. Gleazer,
Jr., stated in the March 1980 issue of the
Journa/..

. the college needs to work with other
educational institutions and agencies in its
communitydo enlist a broadly representa-
tive planning committee, to identify the
facets of these topics that are of most
concern to its community, to commission
the collection of additional background
materials needed for informed discussion
in its community, to plan how to involve
as many citizens as possible in the dis-
cussions.

Will present financial and human re-
sources permit this kind of planning?

Finally, how can the unserved and even
uninterested portions of the population be
involved?

5. Collaborate with other community agen-
cies to define clientele to be served and
shape programs that best meet consumer
needs.

Obviously, cooperation and collaboration
are essential to a successful approach to pro-
gramming for lifelong education. Can we
gain insight from these other agencies to

'help us understand better that where the
content of competency development has
failed us that the process by which indi-
viduals become lifelong learners (when they
continue to develop knowledge, skill and
attitudinal competencies) might succeed?
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As pointed out earlier, many policies and
practices that are designed for the degree-
seeking student (and to lit traditional mind-
sets) should be revised in order to remove
harriers to access. But, we should consider
also that

the ultimate barrier for adults who
want to learn is a conceptual one. Most
educators tend to mean schooling when
they speak of education, and education
when they speak of learning. Conversely,
most adults seem to actually want the ex-
perience of teaming when they approach
education, and they often discover that
access to education means schooling.
(The Adult Learner: Needs and Opportu-
nity, p. 9.)

There is a population out there that does
not recognize the need for education. How
can we cooperatively effect communication
with these citizens that will result in changed
attitudes and interests? It is necessary to
involve them in the process.

6. Seek outside funding for professional
development to prepare staff zd counselors
to better meet adult needs.

This is a worthy challenge for Florida's
community colleges, but should we not first
examine our priorities and spending patterns
under the present staff and program develop-
ment' program? Two percent of last year's
state funding for community colleges is set
aside for staff and program development.

7. Make faculty better aware of their role in
lifelong education and their impact on the
adult learner.
This is a continuing staff development chal-
lenge. It is estimated that at least 90 percent
of all full-time community college faculty in
Florida are on a continuing contract. Few
new positions are available and more faculty
are spending entire careers in one institution.
The characteristics of the learner with whom
they are dealing have changed and will con-
tinue to change. The way faculty respond
will determine the extent to which many life-
long learners will be able to benefit from the

5
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system. How can the colleges motivate
faculty to become more attuned to lifelong
education, especially when dealing with a
collegial setting, academic freedom, and
"non - compulsory" staff development?

8. Take the initiative through the office of the
president in seeking outside flinch and join
with other agencies to establish a community
educational information center.

A great amount of frustration can be experi-
enced when a person looks for help and then
is "bounced" around from one agency and
then to another. After a stop or two the per-
son may inst quit trying. The concept of a
community educational information center
that provides information, counseling, is
fen-al services, as well as "brokering"
services, is a sound one, The One-Stop
center in Jacksonville was designed and
initiated to do just this. But coordination,
turfisrn, and financing prevented the con-
th-luation of the experiment. What are the
processes that a community college pres-
ident in Florida might follow in initiating
such a project? What are the sources of
funding that might provide the start-up
financing (the "carrot ") for the endeavor?
How can one be sure that the enterprise will
result in individualized service to the client
and not merely serve the special interests of
the agencies'?

9. Take the lead through the trustees in de-
veloping and interpreting policies to facili-
tate lifelong learning services.

Florida's community college trustees are the
first-line contact between the community
and the colleges. It is their responsibility to
constantly test the mission of their local
community collegeto keep it simultane-
ously before the faculty and .staff and the
community at large. They must insist that
the mission or purpose statement be regu-
larly studied and updated. And when they
vote on the curriculum and the budget, they
give tangible support to the purpose of the
institution.

Who will remind the trustees of their duty,
especially with regard to lifelong education?
The State Community College Coordinating

Board is certainly a key leader. The Trustees
Commission of the Florida Association of
Community Coll' ges is a viable avenue for
professional development.

Recommendations to the
American Association of
Community and Junior
Colleges
The American Association of Community
and Junior Colleges (AACJC) 1979 Assem-
bly recommended that AACIC.-

1. Request the President of the United States
to include the concept of a learning society
In United States positions on domestic and
International human rights, and

2. Request that he convene a White House
Conference on Lifelong Learning.

This Florida Assembly could play a very
supportive role on these two recommenda-
tions by urging the governor and the cabinet
to adopt and send to the President a strong
statement supporting lifelong education, es-
pecially with regard to the accomplishmentS
and potential of Florida's community col-
leges, and challenging the chief executive to
include the concept of a learning society as
part of the U.S. position in domestic as well
as international rights. Further, it should
request a White House conference on life-
long education.

How can such action be best coordinated
with AACJC and other states' initiatives'?
How can we be sure that community col-
leges play a central role in activities such- as
a White House conference (sometimes we
end up being left out)?

3, Approach outside funding sources such as
the National Institute of Education (NIE) to
support development of additional national
clearing_ house services on lifelong education
topics.

This Florida Assembly should consider ways
in which it could assist AACJC in supporting
the development of a national clearinghouse.
An adequate data base on lifelong education



topics would reveal the breadth and depth of
activity by community colleges and further
suggest the potential of our institutions, For
example, the National Center for Education
Statistics shows that from 1969 to 1975 the
proportion of adults taking courses at
community colleges increased considerably,
while it decreased in universities and other
four-year institutions.

In the May 31, 1980, issue of CETAC
Briefs, the acting director of the National
Institute of Education, Mike Timpane, said
that he foresees that the new office of educa-
;onal research and improvement, .vvIricli M-

cl s NIE, would promote the development
of "models for systematic and effective
coordination for research and development
efforts. With the NIE and the Fund for the
Improvement of Postsecondary' Education
both in the same constellation, we can ob-
viously look for more comprehensive co-
ordination of issues.- This should give us a
clue as to the potential in this area.

4. Request AACJC to sponsor a -National
Issues Forum as a model for a series of
community forums on lifelong education
involving a diverse number of community
groups.
Among the responses by AACJC to this
recommendation have been the further de-
velopment of community forum topics,
mechanisms, 'models, and other suggestions;
significant discussions at the annual conven-
tion; continued emphasis on the Policies for
Lifelong Fducation office of AACJC; pub-
lication of articles and reports; this Florida
Assembly; and a course by newspaper de-
signed to coincide with the fall community
forums. Can this Florida Assembly assist
AACJC in requesting the President to be-
come involved in announcing the fall
community forums?

5. Continue to work with the national
Chamber of Commerce and other groups to
develop improved linkages between business
and community colleges to advance lifelong
education.

One of the continuing objectives adopted by
the AACJC Board of Directors in 1980 is:
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To provide vigorous leadership in education
for employment and economic development.

It appears to be more im)rtant than ever
to maintain and strengthen linkages with
business and industry during those times of
fiscal restrictions. State legislators are asking
questions such as "how many times should
we train a given individual' ?" The national
Chamber of Commerce and other business
and industry organizations can certainly help
further lifelong education as a means of
developing investment in human capital in
the U.S.

'Nhat recommendations can this Florida
Assembly make to AACJC to help improve
linkages with business and industry?

6. Provide leadership in starting a coalition
of national groups concerned with furthering
lifelong education and examining the prime

rces impinging on lifelong education.

The reason AACJC decided years ago to
settle at One Dupont Circle in Washington,
D.C.the home of many national educa-
tionally oriented groupswas to be able to
associate with other such national groups.
Now that community colleges have emerged
as such a significant part of higher educa-
tion, AACJC can provide better leadership
with other associations. But the circle of
influence must continue to be expanded to
all kinds of national groups and interests
playing some sort of role in lifelong educa-
tion. AACJC can become a catalyst for
action at the national level just as the local
community college can at the local level.

Can this Florida Assembly assist AACJC
by helping identify Floridians who are active
in those other national groups and who may
be able to assist in developing such a
coalition?

7. Promote and foster among its member
institutions cooperative community-based
approaches in the delivery and development
of lifelong education services, and

8. Communicate directly with the learners
and obtain their input as policies on lifelong
education are developed, and
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9. Work with the national organizations of
governors, mayors, and state legislators to
seek implementation of policies more fewer=
able to lifelong education.

The Purposes stated in the AACJC Cons i-
tution are:

The Association shall promote the sound
growth of community and junior colleges
and shall create in them an atmosphere
conducive to learning. It shall contribute
in every practical way to the development
of a better human environment in Arner-
ica by working for the extension of full
educational opportunity to all Americans
on an equitable basis, qualitatively and
quantitatively, and by striving for the
elimination of all forms of discrimination
whether by race, creed, sex, or financial
condition.

To carry out these purposes, the AACJC
Board of Directors has adopted the following
as a statement of mission:

The mission of the American Association
of Community and Junior Colleges is to
organize national leadership and services
for individual and community develop-
ment through lifelong education.

Obviously, these activities fall within the
objectives of AACJC. Again, hOw can this
Florida Assembly assist AACJC in the
recommendations?

Recommendation 8 speaks to communi-
cating openly and directly with learner~ and
obtaining information from them. Is this
appropriate? Will AACJC have to solicit
help from local community colleges in order
to make these contacts'?

State and Federal
Governments
The 1979 Assembly of the. American Asso-
ciation of Community and Junior Colleges
(AACJC) recommended that state and fed-
eral governments:

. Strongly urge Congress to support the
Higher Education Act's goal of providing
appropriate opportunities for lifelong learn-
ing for all citizens vithout regard to previous
training, sex, age, handicap, ethnic back-
ground or economic circumstances, and

2, Review the Higher Education Act as
attnenaled in /976 by Congress and revise the
current law into a more effective lifelong
education act, and

3. Enact an "Urban Extension Act'' to pro-
vide funding incentives for the development
of urban extension programs similar to the
cooperative extension programs in rural
areas, and

9. Allocate federal funds to the states tar

conduct an on-going educational needs as-
sessment, as well as a system of educational
brokering using the agricultural extension
service as a model where appropriate, and

14, Revise the f_ederal income tax laws to
provide federal income tax deductions for
education expenditures for credit, non-
credit, vocational, and avocational
programs.

At the time of this writing, the Higher Edu-
cation Act is still in conference as is the
Urban Extension Act. The role of the corn-
munity colleges as provided for in these acts
needs to be considered with a view toward
protecting and expanding their position.
Flexibility is needed to open more avenues
of service to lifelong learners.

Future legislation and appropriations at
the federal level need to be developed to
assist in needs assessment, cooperation, and
educational brokering. Also, various lifelong
education incentives need to be provided by
adjusting existing policy on income tax
deduction.

But the real issue for this Florida Assem-
bly with regard to federal legislation is how
we may more effectively influence it.

Presidents of community colleges occa-
sionally receive newsletters from national
organizations urging them to write their con-
gressmen. I doubt that many letters go out.
AACJC and the Association of Community
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College Trustees (ACL1 ) hold federal af-
fairs workshops that are effective for those
who attend. But more follow-through and
mobilization at the grass roots is needed.

What can this Florida Assembly recom-
mend that community colleges and local and
state agencies and organizations do in order
to be more productive in influencing federal
legislation'? Should local boards of trustees
periodically dicuss in regular meetings
legislative issues, take positions, and effec-
tively communicate those positions to their
representatives in Washington? Does the
Florida Association of Community Colleges
(FACC) have a role to play at the federal
level'? Should the State Community College
Coordinating Board (SCCCB) deveiop a
priority for federal legislative activity. Can
some ,sort of federal clearinghouse or co-
ordinating mechanism be developed in
Florida? There is great potential for im-
provement in this area.

4. Establish and support interstate coopera-
tive projects on lifelong education through
state boards and coordinating agencies.

The Southern Regional Education Board
(SREB) has great potential for providing
support and cooperation through boards, and
coordinating agencies operating at the state
level. Recommendations could possibly
flow from the State Community College
Coordinating Board to the State Board of
Education, and the governor urged to contact
his fellow governors in the south in order to
make a recommendation to SREB that it
provide leadership. It should be noted that
all of the governors of the southern states are
members of SREB.

A question that comes before this Florida
Assembly is: Does the "1202 commission
play a role here?

Who should devise the content of such
projects and how should the input and de-
velopment process_work'?

5. Develop riding models at the state level
e lifelong education in both the

public and private sectors, and

S. Revise state aid formulas, student finan-
cial aid formulas and tuition charges to
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accommodate lifelong education such that
there are provisions for 'activitie: like state
aid to part-time students and revised stand-
ards for determining aid to independent
students, and

18. Change the current patterns of fitn ling
used at the state level that are based upon
the generation of frill -time equivalent (FTP)
students.

Here is the hard question: How do we con-
vince our state legislators of the importance
of the concept of lifelong education and how
do we get their commitment to assure realis-
tic lifelong educational opportunity? A pos-
sible response here would be to demonstrate
to the legislature the economic benefits of
lifelong education so that funding decisions
might follow. -

In Florida, the funding is FTE oriented,
that is, semester hours and clock hours
simply based on the traditional concepts of
"schooling." What would a non -VIE driven
formula look like'? What would be some of
the suggested output measures?

In dealing with the legislature, it should
be noted that the community colleges have
been the good guys of higher education;
that is, we have not caused many problems,
everyone loves us, and we have not caused a
serious crisis. It is a mixed blessing. We
don't get that much attentionor funding
from the state. We have fallen behind the
universities and the K- 12 program in keep-
ing up with real dollars per student over the
last 10 years. Then what recommendations
does this Florida Assembly have to help us
convince legislators of the importance of
lifelong education? How can we involve the
grass roots and how can we show a coordi-
nated effort? What recommendations would
this assembly make to the Community Col-
lege Presidents' Council, the FACC, and the
SCCCB to help them better approach the
governor and the legislative leadership?

6. Develop communication networks and
coordinated planning between public and
private agencies with state agencies respon-
sible for lifelong education taking the lead.
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10. Establish a task force on li elong educa-
tion within each state to ensure continual
dialogue, improve the delivery system, con-
duct local community forums, and establish
community task forces on lifelong education.

Elizabeth Cobb, president of the Florida
Adult Education Association, laments that in
Florida "there exists no entity to act as a
strong enough voice for Adult and Commu-
nity Educational Services. She goes on to
recommend that the desired state of affairs in
Florida would be "increased interaction
among members of the adult education
community, legislators, government heads,
business and industry leaders, in order to
foster new linkages among organizations, to
maximize resources, and to enrich the
common understanding of the learning needs
of adults.

Again, the key question is: Who will pro-
vide the leadership? Which organizations
should this Florida Assembly challenge to
see that a task force is established and that
networks of communication and coordinated
planning are set up?

7. Direct each state under the aegis of the
Education Commission of the States (ECS)
to develop a positive forward-looking master
plan that takes into account lifelong educa-
tion needs.

Some 20 years ago, planning took place to
meet the tidal wave of enrollment. Con-
siderable change has taken place in the
community college student body since that
time. For example, the Policies for Lifelong
Education brochure published by AACJC
states that:

the number of adults in basic and
secondary education more than doubled
between 1972 and 1976, with over 50% of
the participants in 1976 black, Asian, or
Hispanic. That these students are poten-
tially community college students is illus--
trated by the fact that the number of
people over age 36 enrolled in two-year
colleges increased by at least one-third
over a two-year period. Ninety-three
percent of the increase in enrollment over

the fall of 1974 was attributed to growth in
the enrollment of women. Over one-third
of the first-time freshmen in two-year
colleges are from families with 'incomes
of less than $13,000. Students in commu-
nity colleges are older, married, atteni,
part - time, and from less affluent homes
than those in other segments of higher
education.

The recommended master planning
should also address the issue of recurring
education, that is, how many times shall we
educate" an individual. This Florida
Assembly should strongly recommend to the
appropriate agency that such master plan-
ning take place.

It should be noted that the State Depart-
ment of Education took the initiative in plan-
ning for lifelong teaming in Florida as early
as February, 1977. A national invitational
conference was held in Orlando, Florida, in
1977 in order to give definition and direction
to Florida educators in setting policy based
on the federal law as defined in the 1976
Education Amendments of the Higher Edu-
cation Act (especially part BLifelong
Learning). Educators nationwide met in
Orlando to discuss lifelong learning and
improving access to education for all citi-
zens. Many of thri recommendations from
this conference have been implemented.

1 1 . Orient presently funded manpower pro-
grams, such as CETA, as much as possible
along the lines of lifelong education.

This Florida Assembly should recommend
that community colleges get actively in-
volved with the CETA local prime sponsors.
They should initiate action to get representa-
tion on the manpower advisory councils and
should be urged to study carefully all of the
provisions of CETA in order that they might
best understand how to orient programs
along the lines of lifelong education.

12. Del-, lop policy guidelines at the federal
level fo the improvement .of information
sharing, communications, consultation and
planning for federally supported lifelong
educational efforts, and
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13. Allocate funds through the National
Institute of Education (NIE) to fluid Arther
research on lifelong education efforts to
include cost-benefit studies, and

17. Strongly support the position that a well-
landed lifelong education program is essen-
tial to the achievement of our national goals
of lowering the rate of inflation, increasing
productivity of workers, and decreasing
unemployment_

Valid cost-benefit studies might just repre-
sent the very best persuasive evidence for
federal agencies to give greater support to
the concept of lifelong education as a critical
response to our national goals of strength-
ening the country economically.

This Florida Assembly should recom-
mend a plan of action for community col-
leges and state agencies to work with
AACJC in achieving these recommenda-
tions. Once again, how can Florida develop
more influence on the Washington scene?

15. Revise legal and procedural restrictions
regarding lifelong education at both the state
and federal levels by eliminating prohibi-
tions against unemployment insurance bene-
iciaries enrolling in educational programs

and restrictive welfare policies that impede
participation in lifelong education.

Carefully revised policies and procedures
could contribute greatly to breaking the
unemployment, underemplcyment, welfare
merry-go-found. Current restrictions that
impede participation in lifelong education
reduce the potential of helping people
bc-ome economically productive. This non-
productivity creates criticism and disen-
chantment on the part of the public at large
with the entire welfare program.

Once again, the Florida Assembly needs
to suggest, to the appropriate agency, that
strong recommendations for change be
made. Are Florida's community colleges
ready to meet the needs of greater numbers
of learners that might be generated by re-
moval of these restrictions?
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16. Encourage accrediting and licensing
bodies to take into account lifelong educa-
tion policies in their review processes.

The Commission on Colleges of the South-
ern Association of Colleges and Schools, the
regional voluntary accrediting association, is
currently in the process of revising its stand-
ards for accreditation. It appear; that there is
receptivity on the part of the Commission to
make the standards consistent with the con-
cept of lifelong education. In fact, for the
past few years, it has demonstrated its
awareness by giving greater attention and
consideration to Standard IX on Special
Activities.

In its process of revising the standards, the
Commission on Colleges is currently estab-
Eshing work committees. The timing is right
for this Florida Assembly. It should make
recommendations as to who should contact
the Commission to keep abreast of develop-
ments and grasp opportunities for input. Ob-
viously, Floridians will be serving on these
committees, and appropriate contacts should
be made with them.

Labor, Business, and
Industry
The American Association of Community
and Junior Colleges (AACJC) 1979 Assem-
bly recommended that labor, business, and
industry:

I. Recognize that ducational development
can profit from fluids derived from business
and industrial capitalization as well as from
federal, state, local, and foundation
sources.
The new and expanded markets for tech-
nology in the instructional, counseling, and
referral fields are producing more business,
which in turn provides more industrial
capitalization that can be used in the educa-
tion development field. The time is ripe to
convince those industries that the concept of
lifelong education should be integrated into
future development. These enterprises
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should team up with the best thinkers in the
lifelong learning arena.

The conferees in the Florida Assembly
should be aware of the enormous amount of
state funds that go to purchase commercially
produced educational technology. How can
community colleges best communicate the
need for those industries that produce this
material and equipment to begin develop-
ment along lifelong education lines?

2 _ Provide periodic paid educational leaves
to allow workers to participate in lifelong
educational experiences throughout their

k lives.

While many enterprises provide opportuni-
ties for professional and skills upgrading
through tuition reimbursement, attendance at
conferences, etc. (business and industry
themselves are very big in the education
field), apparently little is being done to pro-
vide time off for employees to develop non-
work lifelong education competencies. The
need is great for all workers going through
life transitions requiring educational support.

This Florida Assembly should recom-
mend that AACJC compile a catalog of
model programs for lifelong education
leaves for workers, Similar information
should be gathered specifically for Florida.
Once model programs and other information
are secured, how can these best be presented
to businesses, industries, their state associ-
ations, and labor unions?

3. Provide assistance in meeting lifelong
education needs of workers, especially when
such changes as. relocation or retooling of
an Uulustry take place.

In planning to meet the lifelong education
needs of workers, we must take into account
growth and greater potential in alternative
work styles such as: job-sharing, job re-
structuring, job enrichment, and profession-
al part-time work. Business and industry
should be sensitized to providing greater
flexibility and greater opportunity for life-
long education.

Florida's industry services program can
conic into play in providing help to indus-
tries in work force development when re-

locating and retooling. Should the industry
services' guidelines include recommen-
dations for other than skill-development
education'?

This Florida Assembly should recom
mend information gathering on model prac-
tices and develop a plan for presenting this
information to business and industry in
Florida.

4. Discuss jointly with institutions of higher
education the development of financing for
lifelong education to result iin specific
mutually supported proposals.

The industry services program represents a
joint education/industry approach to job-
skills development. Might this program be
expanded to include other than job-skill
development?

This Assembly should recommend to
!Deal community colleges that they initiate
discussions with local business and industry.
Many excellent examples of cooperation can
be found in all of Florida's community
colleges, but most are job-skill oriented.
Business and industry should recognize that
competencies which employees need in
order to live more productive lives include
more than just job competencies; but, for
example, they include competencies in citi-
zenship, the use of community resources,
leisure time, family relations, and self-
advocacy.

Cooperation with business and industry
requires the personal attention of the college
president and trustees.

Recommendations to All
Persons Concerned with
Lifelong Education
The American Association of Community
and Junior Colleges (AACJC) 1979 Assem-
bly recommended that all persons concerned
with lifelong education:

Support the concept of lifelong education
as a means for all citizens to develop com-
petencies which will enable them to live
produc 've and satisfying lives.
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Perhaps the most important outcome of this
Florida Assembly will be the renewed com-
mitment on the part of the attendees to the
concept of developing a "learning society.
Such commitment can provide the follow-
through impetus for urging Florida's com-
munity colleges, AACJC, state and federal
lawmakers and agencies, and business and
industry to join in building a better environ-
ment for lifelong education.

It is hoped that each of us attending the
Assembly is continuing to strive to meet new
objectives and not passively accepting our
present level of achievement. As we spend a
lifetime continually developing competen-
cies to meet the demands of our changing
world, perhaps our enthusiasm will be
infectious.

2. Encourage the federal government and
the foundations to support research, devel-
opment, and dissemination activities which
will provide new insights into adult life
changes, adult self awareness patterns, and
the demands and rewards for lifelong
educatiOn.

An analysis of statements, about lifelong
education in the Higher Education Act, Title
I-B, Section 131, made by the Education
Division of HEW inclut' the following:

The American people need lifelong
learning

The American people need lifelong learn-
ing to enable them to adjust to social,
technological, political, and economic
changes.

Lifelong learning has a role in developing
the potential of all persons including im-
provement of their well-being, upgrading
their workplace skills, and preparing them
to participate in the civic, cultural, and
political life of the nation.

Lifelong learning is important in meeting
the needs of the growing numbers of older
and retired persons.

Learning takes place through formal and
informal instruction, through educational
programs conducted by public and private
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and other institutions and organizations,
through independent study, and through
the efforts of business, industry, and
labor.

Planning is necessary at the national,
state, and local levels to assure effective
use of existing resources in the light of
changing characteristics and learning
needs of the population.

More effective use should be made of the
resources of the nation's educational insti-
tutions in order to assist the people of the
LinitM States in the solution of commu-
nity problems in areas such as housing,
poverty, government, recreation, employ-
ment, youth opportunities, transportation,
health, and land use.

American society should have as a goal
the availability of appropriate opportuni-
ties for lifelong learning for all of its
citizens without regard to restrictions of
previous education or training, sex, age,
handicapping condition, social or ethnic
background, or economic circumstance.

The general framework is there. Recom-
mendations that should be addressed by this
Florida Assembly are included under the
section of Recommendations to the Federal
and State Governments. (Incidentally, Flor-
ida does represent some unique research op-
portunities because of its older population.)

3. Promote the concept of a continuous study
of national needs and issues that may be met
through lifelong education with particular
attention to the arts and humanities us
educational resources.

Again, this issue was_ addressed under the
section on recommendations to State and
Federal Governments.

Giving attention to the great resources of
the arts and humanities underscores the need
to always include other than job-skill com-
petencies in lifelong education planning.
This Assembly should recognize the wealth
of resources Florida has in the arts and
humanities and make recommendations on
processes to identify and include them in
planning.
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4. Encourage educational agencies to re-
examine their mission and service priorities
in light of societal changes through compre-
hensive community needs assessments to
better provide for the needs of the older and
part-time student.

Mission re-examination is crucial to making
any educational agency or organization
viable. We must constantly test the apr-o-
priateness of activities against our mission.
As we develop better skills and processes in
needs assessment, we will be better able to
address the needs of older students and their
unique problems.

People are in better health today and are
more likely to reach their 80's and 90's than
were their forebears. By the year 2000, it is
predicted that nearly 12 percent of the U.S.
population will be 65 years of age and older.
Undoubtedly, a higher percentage of °Wei
people will live in Florida. One of the great-
est problems the elderly have is found in the
attitudes of younger people toward them.
We in Florida's community colleges are
dealing more effectively with part-time
students because they outnumber full-time
students, even in college credit classes.
Colleges here have a head start on meeting
the needs of older people.

Although a needs assessment has been
covered in an earlier section of this paper,
this Florida Assembly will want to recom-
mend again that educational agencies do a
better job in this regard.

5. Constantly keep in rnind the needs of the
educational consumer by regulc -ly consult-
ing the consumer of lifelong educational
services prior to the final development of
courses, programs, and other activities.

Many of Florida's community colleges do
outstanding work with advisory committees.
But they should take a step closer to the
consumer. The recommended community
forums for this fall should be a good start.
Not only must there be follow-through, but
direct input from the consumer of lifelong
educational services must become a regular
part of needs assessment and program
planning.

While this discussion paper raises many
questions and recommendations, it must be
said that Florida's community colleges are
providing leadership in the lifelong learning
arena and should remain in key and central
leadership roles in future development..[
hope the attendees at this Florida Assembly
will agree,
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The Financial Implications in Policy
Development for Lifelong Education in
Florida

The
American college student is no longer only
an 18-21-year-old post-adolescent. The pop-
ulation is becoming older each year, and the
majority of the people are beyond the age of
21. The response of higher education to the
new majority has been that of forcing or
requiring citizens to go through the existing
system, designed for the younger traditional
population, rather than developing new sys-
tems based on individual needs. Since the
new majoritythe older studentsare sig-
nificantly different, they require college
programming that is entirely different from
what we have known in the past. Education
has to be linked to development and learning
needs that go on through the life span of
individuals.

There are four points that should guide
two-year colleges in responding to the new
majority.

1. Lifelong education must be more student-
centered rather than institution-centered;

2. The majority age group should have ac-
cess to learning for greater periods of time
than is required for the traditional group,
often throughout their lives;

3. The institution should incorporate the
experience of the majority in developing
academic policies;

4. Lifelong learning cannot rely Solely on the
traditional methods of learning and its learn-
ing support systems.

Lee Pryor Young is vice president for business of
Valencia Community College, Orlando, Florida

Lee Pryor Young

National Stalistic
The most recent fact sheet on two-year
colleges, collected in October, 1979, by the
American Association of Community and
Junior Colleges, reflected that there are cur-
rently 1,230 two-year institutions in the
United States and outlying areas. Among
these are public and independent community
and junior colleges, separate campuses of
individual colleges and universities located
in all areas of every state in the United
States, as well as in Puerto Rico, Panama,
American Samoa, Canada, and in various
other foreign countries. There are an esti-
mated 64 million participants in various
kinds of postsecondary education. Of the 64
million learners, 83 percent named some
transition or specific event in their lives that
caused them to start learning. Of the 83 per-
cent, 56 percent cited job /carper transitions
and 35 percent cited family life transitions as
triggering their learning activities.

In 1979, about 85 percent of all two-year
colleges reported enrollments in continuing
education. The two-year college is one of the
biggest suppliers of education for adults.
Seventy-six percent of community, junior,
and technical colleges reported that no fees
were charged for the elderly learner. Almost
half of the two-year colleges have some type
of unit of measurement (Continuing Educa-
tion Unit"CEU) for funding an or-
ganized adult and continuing education
program. As the occupational structure of
the country continues to change becatise of
job retraining needs, technological innova-
tion, expanded social services, entry and
reentry of women into education and work,
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longer life spans of people, and growth of
leisure time, most providers of occupational
training seem likely to prosper. According to
the 1980 AACJC Directory, the non-credit
enrollment in two-year colleges increased
11.1 percent between 1978 and 1979.

In order to provide the educational needs
of the age majority (heyorki 21 years of age),
the real question is not if the two-year
colleges should provide such continuing
education programs, but how much financial
support can and will governmental agencies
(federal, state, and local) give in .order to
expand and change the educational concept
to meet the needs of such age groups.

Florida Community College
System
The Florida Community College system has
for many years demonstrated some commit-
ment to lifelong educatiori. Since the State
Board of education adopted the Community
Council's plan in 1957 to put post-high
school educational opportunities within
commuting distance of 99 percent of the
state's population, the funding for such
programs has been improved by expanding
the educational offerings, Now all citizens
may have the opportunity to acquire knowl-
edge and skills throughout their lifetimes, in
order to maintain or improve their occupa-
tional skills and academic or personal
development.

The Florida system has also received
national recognition because of its. unusual
balance of local control with state coordina-
tion and support. Florida's community
colleges are locally controlled institutions
operating within a broad framework of the
State Board of Education rules which
provide maximum standards and essential
system-wide- coordination. Originally, the
colleges were developed as components of
local school systems and were operated by
boards of public instruction. In 1968, the
legislature established independent local
boards of trustees and gave those boards
corporate authority for operating community

colieges within the framework of law and
state regulations. In 1971, the local school
boards were relieved of financial responsi-
bility .for community colleges, with the cost
now provided largely by the state and addi-
tional funding coming from minimal student
fees and limited federal grants. State admin-
istration and coordination is provided by the
Department of Education through the Divi-
sion of Community Colleges.

From the beginning, Florida's community
colleges have been designed as comprehen-
sive institutions. They have served post-high
school educational needs of local communi-
ties by providing education in the three
major areas of adult continuing education
community services, occupational educa-
tion, and general and academic education
parallel to that of the first and second years
of the State University System.

Florida's community colleges began in
1933 when Palm Beach Junior College was
established as a public two-year college.
From that date until 1947, when St. Peters-
burg Junior College changed its status from
private to public, Palm Beach Junior College
remained the only public two-year college in
Florida. In 1947, the Florida Minimum
Foundation _Program was enacted, allowing
for combined state and local support for
community colleges. In 1948, with this in-
centive, Pensacola Junior College was
established and Chipola Junior College.
established in 1947 as a private institution,
went public.

The legislature in 1955 established the
Community College Council, which forecast
"The Community Junior College in Flor-
ida's Future" in a report published in 1957.
This report, which was approved by the
State Board of Educittion, contained rec-
ommendations for needed legal changes and
a plan for establishing a system of public
community colleges in Florida which ulti-
mately would put post-high school education
within commuting distance for more than .99
percent of Florida's population. The legis-
lature then authorized the creation of the
Division of Community Colleges in the State
Department of Education and appropriated
funds to begin implementation of a master



plan which resulted in the c
colleges listed below:

ation of the

College
Palm Beach Junior College
St. Petersburg Junior College
Chipo la Junior College
Pensacola Junior College
Gulf Coast Community College
Central Florida Community College
Daytona Beach Community College
Manatee Junior College
Noah Florida Junior College
St. Johns River Community College
Brevard Community College
Broward Community College
Indian River Community College
Miami-Dade Community College
Edison Community College
La;:e City Community College
Lake-Sumter Community College
OkalDosa-Walton Junior College
tli Community Co II:;ge
Florida Keys Community College
Florida Junior College at Jacksonville
Santa Fe Community College
Seminole Community College
South Florida Junior College
Tallahassee Community College
Valencia Community College
Hillsborough Community College
Pasco-Hemando Community College

Year Established
1933

1947

1948*
1948

1957

1958*

1958*
1958

1958*
1958

1960*

1960

1960*
1960

1962

1962*

1962

1964*
1964

1965*
1966*
1966*
1966*
1966*

1966

1967

1968

1972*

*Community colleges with a department designated
as an area vocational education school.

History of State Funding
The community college system was created
in 1957, and since that time has operated
under only two funding allocation formulas,
with a few minor modifications made over
the years.

Prior to 1973, the method of distribition
of the tax dollars was determined through the
Junior College Minimum Foundation Pro-
gram (different from the Public School's K-
12 Minimum Foundation Program). The
funding model was devised by the state
legislature.

The Foundation Program was strictly an
enrollment-driven funding formula. The
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instruction unit was the unit of measurement
to determine the college needs, after which
the total units were converted into dollars to
be allocated to the colleges. In order to de-
termine the number of instruction units, the
college enrollment was diNided by credit
hours to give the number of instruction
(teacher) units. The instruction (teacher)
units then were calculated and funded at
different amounts for each faculty member
in terms of rank and longevity. These units
were used to determine the amount of funds
that were needed for instructional salaries.
There were instruction units (other than the
teacher instruction units) in the program that
were used to allocate funds for support per-
sonnel, current expenses, and capital outlay
for eachcollege.

The instruction units were base_ d on the
fall enrollment for the types of programs
given and the number of students served.
The enrollments for adult education and con-
tinuing education programs were considered
in the first Foundation Program in the in-
struction unit calculation; therefore, the
funding system did recognize adult and
continuing education on a limited basis.

There were several limitations to the Min-
imum Foundation process, and in an effort
to provide a more equitable system, the 1972
legislature enacted into law a new formula
for distributing state funds to community
colleges, called the Community College
Program Fund. Beginning with the 1973-74
academic year, the new funding formula
(CCPF) replaced the Community College
Foundation Program for determining the
state's share of the colleges' operating costs.

The unit of measurement for this formula
to determine the college need is based upon
the actual cost of instruction per full-time
equivalent (FTE) student, as determined by
an analysis of college costs during the most
recent years of operation. An FTE in this
formula represents thirty (30) semester credit
hours of instruction or 810 student instruc-
tion hours that are converted to FrE units for
non-credit instruction.

The cost analysis report that each college
is required to prepare and submit each year
to the state distributes and allocates expendi-
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tore data to courses and disciplines within
the following instructional programs:

1. Advanced and ProfessionalThese are
courses and instructional programs designed
to provide the first two years of course work
leading to an advanced or professional de-
gree. It includes only credit courses.

2. Occupational InstructionThese pro-
grams include both credit and non-credit
courses and instructional programs designed
to prepare for an occupation without subse7
quent training or education in an institution
of higher education, or to provide courses to
upgrade job related skills. Many of these
courses in Occupational Instruction are
transferable to state universities to apply
toward a bachelor's degree; however, they
are placed in the occupational structure
because they are required for an occupation-
al degree or certificate because of their
specialized content. This classification
standard was adopted to provide consistent
classification of those courses which serve
both a transfer and occupational preparatory
purpose.

3. DevelopmentalThese are courses and
instructional programs designed to prepare
persons for college entry, This would in-
clude compensatory education and instn
tional activities in adult basic education,
adult general education, literacy, high
school completion for adults, and prepara-
tion for the General Education Development
Test (GED).

4. Community Instructional Services These
programs include non-credit instructional
courses designed to meet community needs
or to provide recreational or leisure time
activities.

Adult Education and
Community Service
In 1973, course offerings for adults were
classified under the two major categories of
developmental instruction and community
instructional services. Compensatory and

adult elementary and secondary instruction
were placed under the major category of
developmental instruction, while Citizenship
and recreational and leisure-time instruction
were placed under community instructional
services.

Effective July 1, 1975, guidelines devel-
oped by a committee of selected community
college representatives were implemented in
the community instruction0 services cate-
gory. The guidelines for citizenship instruc-
tion required such instruction to be identified
with significant community problems to be
eligible for state support from the Commu-
nity College Program Fund. The six major
community problem areas were environ-
ment, health and safety, human relations,
government, education and child rearing,
and economics. The guidelines for recrea-
tional and leisure-time instruction excluded
such instruction from state support. Prior to
the 1976-77 fiscal year, the legislature
appropriated funds for the support of com-
munity instructional services in the budgetdf
the Division of Community Colleges to be
distributed to the colleges on the basisr of
full -time equivalent enrollments. Such fund-
ing was part of the Community College Oro-

gram Fund until 1976-77, after which itlwas
funded on a separate basis.

The 1976-77 legislative appropriation in-
cluJed a provision assigning resporibility
for the equitable distribution of community
instructional services funds to the commis-
sioner of education. The provision required
the commissioner to develop procedures for
the distribution of funds to the school dis-
tricts and the community collegeS for the
support of instruction identified with sig-
nificant community problems related to the
environmenthealth, safety, human rela-
tions, government, child rearing; and con-
sumer economics. Priority was to be given
to community instructional services that
included the cooperative use of facilities and
resources of other public or private institu-
tions, agencies, or organization.

The procedures developed Eby the com-
missioner call for the 28 community college
district coordinating councils /for vocational
and adult education and community instnic-
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tional services to identify significant com-
munity problems in order of priority and to
approve the courses to be offered to meet
those problems. The allocation of commu-
nity instructional services funds among the
coordinating councils is accomplished by
one of the boards in each coordinating coun-
cil district acting as. fiscal agent. Recreation-
al and leisure-time instruction for the aging
becomes ligible for state support when the
development of recreational and leisure-time
skills for the aging is documented by the
coordinating council as a high priority
community problem. The recreational and
leisure-time instruction for o_ ther individuals
(other than the aging) is not state - supported,
but has to be self-supported.

Under the rules of the Florida State Board
of Education, fees for courses providing
recreational and leisure-time instruction are
assessed under rules established by the board
of trustees of each college. The aggregate
income, from sources other than the Com-
munity College Program Fund, must cover,
as a minimum, the direct instructional cost
of those courses. This requirement is con
sidered to be satisfied when the income
derived for all such courses from sources
outside the Community College Program
Fund is not less than 125 percent of the
instructional salary cost for all such courses.

To insure the operation and maintenance
of the state community

and

system in a
coordinated, efficient, and effective manner,
the 1979 Florida legislature established the
State Community College Coordinating
Board.

Costs and Sizes of Colleges
When the cost data are used in the current
funding formula, it is accumulated in two
college groups according to size, and the
disciplines are assigned a relative cost level
based on the ratio of the discipline cost to the
average weighted cost of all disciplines.
Therefore, the current formula recognizes
that relatively higher costs exist in smaller
institutions and that significant variations in
costs exist among course offerings. The pri-

mary weakness of the existing formula is
that it assumes all costs vary dire.:tly with
the change in FFE student enrollment, which
does not necessarily follow. It has also been
determined that a greater division in the
groupings (by size) of colleges was neces-
sary since there are too many differences
among the large colleges to place them in
one group with a range of 1,601 to 35,104
1- IE. The costs in two of the largest colleges
(Miami-Dade and Florida Junior College at
Jacksonville) could significantly influence
the system's average cost.

The current program structure has made
the aduli and continuing education programs
more visible. The identification of actual
cost through the cost analysis and the recog-
nition of cost differences by disciplines in
the current funding formula distributes funds
more equitably to adult and continuing edu-
cation programs than did the Minimum
Foundation Program.

Additional Changes Needed
The national average population is getting
older, and since Florida receives more and
more retired citizens, the state and local
communities are going to have to respond
increasingly to the majority age by providing
more lifelong educational activities and
experiences for this group.

When a funding formula is once approved
by the state legislature, it is very difficult to
convince the legislators that the formula
needs to change as individual needs change
over the years. Most legislatures are so
accustomed to a well-structured formula,
geared to a traditional student for credit and
degree programs, that they find it difficult to
accept the notion that it is appropriate and
proper to fund other educational needs. We
know from past years that there is no prob-
lem in getting state funding for credit and
degree programs. Practically every college
can get funding for anything that is offered
for credit courses or as a degree program.
Many colleges receive funding for those
non-credit activities that are clearly voca-
tional in nature. However, very few commu-
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nity college systems fund community-based
programs that are in the form of classes.
Non-credit activities related to enrichment or
recreation are almost never funded; therefore,
they have to be self-supported by the user.

Other Funding Sources
I. Federal support is available for many
types of lifelong education programs, but it
does have its drawbacks. It is generally con-
sidered as "start up" money or "seed"
money; therefore, it eventually does run out
and normally the college does not have the
available funds to continue with the activities.

2. Private giving is another source in its
infant stage for community colleges. There
is more than one way to establish and main-
tain this function in a college organization
structure. It can be done by part-time staff,
full-time staff, or by contracting with a pro-
fessional consultant who has the expertise to
develop a program until such time as the
college can have a full-time staff or depart-
ment to handle this function. Some com-
munity colleges, such as Valencia, have
reached a size and commitment that such
functions are shared. At Valencia, respon-
sibility is divided between a department of
the college (office of resource develop-
ment), and The Valencia Community Col-
lege Foundation, Inc.. which was formed in
June, 1974, as a non-profit organization
designed to produce private monies to sup-
plement the college's regular financing. The
Foundation has its own board of directors,
which consists of promiment citizens of the
community, and a full-time executive direc-
tor. The Foundation is empowered to accept
gifts of money, real estate, other property,
and bequests on behalf of the college, and to
confer scholarships and endowments for pro-
fessorships and facilities or equipment not
available from public funding. The Founda-
tion is fully chartered by the state of Florida
and recognized as a charitable institution by
the Internal Revenue Service.

The Office of Resource Development is
mainly responsible for generating financial
resources from governmental grants, con-

tracts, and private foundation programs. A
well-organized resource development office
will more than pay for the cost of the opera-
tion of the office and will have the ability to
seek not only funds from governmental
agencies and private foundations, but can as-
sist the college personnel in finding sources
of funds in areas where needed for their
special programs, The resource development
office can be the central clearinghouse on the
campus to review all grant contract propos-
als to determine whether everything is in
order before submitting the proposal to the
governing board of the college and the agent
who has the funds.

3. Tuition fee waivers are being given more
each year in Florida under certain condi-
tions. The Florida state colleges and univer-
sities are allowed to give a certain number of
fee waivers to their own employees, and still
earn the FIE for the state funding portion.
The 1980 Florida state legislature passed a
bill (Senate Bill 902) that requires each
community college board to establish rules
to waive fees for residents 60 years of age
and older on a space available basis (except
in programs requiring selective admissions
criteria), permitting use of such enroll-
ment as part of the community college's
assigned FIE for funding purposes. The
effective date of this requirement was July 1,
1980. Several community colleges in Florida
had not only been giving waivers to senior
citizens before the law became effective, but
had been giving them to their employees and
members of their immediate families as well.
The new law will be of great benefit to the
older citizens as well as the college receiving
state funding for such FFh enrollment.

4. Selfsupported funding is the most tradi-
tional method of financing adult and con-
tinuing education programs. Either the user
pays the fees, private businesses and govern-
mental agencies pay the fees for their
employees, or both.

The ultimate goal is that of full recogni-
tion of the need for continuous lifelong
learning and equal funding for all programs
of the community college. An activity that is
valuable to the community is no less valu-
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able because it is a service rather
credit course.

th a

What N
Since Florida has had only two funding
formulas for community colleges during the
past 23 years, the question is, where do we
go from here?

Over the past decade state budgets have
become more strzuned, and many significant
needs other than education have emerged.
Improved health delivery systems, urban
problems, and environmental needs are
among the areas competing for funds with
higher education, Each area can clearly
show needs beyond current funding. Thus,
traditionally conservative state legislatures
have labored to priorities for fund-
ing, and in the competition. lifelong educa-
tion has not fared well.

In many states, as in Florida, the con-
tinuing education non-credit programs are
expected to collect sufficient revenues from
program participants to offset direct costs,
and the state legislatures are not willing to
fully support these programs with public
funds. Yet, there are many sound reasons for
supporting expansion of lifelong education
programs. Since our majority age is the
older adult, the preventive services of active
lifelong learning programs could be of
enormous financial benefit to the country
both by reducing social service costs and by
keeping the large elderly population as con-
tributing members of the society.

One of the most important implications is
that, since there appears to be a decline in
the typical full-time student and an increase
in older adults as pari-time students, there
will be more competition for clientele among
institutions within state systems and between
the public and private sectors. Institutions
are creating new kinds of programs to attract
a larger part of the shrinking dollar. The
increased enrollment of older and part-time
students, becoming involved in different
types of research and public service, and
providing more career-related programs,
will eventually expand the competition. If
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such competition is allowed, the result could
be unnecessary duplication of programs and
dilution of revenue so that the quality of
education might be lowered each year.

This is already happening in Florida. The
Florida state legislature approves appro-
priations for 67 public school districts, nine
state universities and 28 community col-
leges, and there is no continuity of funding.
One year might be the year for the public
schools, one year might be more favorable
toward the university system, or one year
might be the year of the community college;
but every year each level of education fights
for the same dollar, and the dollars shrink
each time

Lifelong education and credit programs
are being offered by the three levels; thus,
duplication is creating problems for many
institutions, Florida does have a system that
is supposed to minimize the duplication, but
there is a gap. A better program review
vehicle is needed, and clearer definitions
should be established to delineate missions
and roles for each level of the educational
system.

Future Changes in
Funding Formulas
Since the Florida community college fund-
ing formula has undergone only two major
changes in 23 years, resulting in both cases
in enrollment-driven models, there have
been recommendations to change the direc-
tion of allocating funds to the colleges.

Although the current formula has been
quite an improvement over that of the Min-
imum Foundation Program, the Florida
legislature recognized a need to improve the
process and included the following provision
in the 1975 Appropriations Act:

The Division of Community Colleges
shall continue to study the community col-
lege funding process with a view toward
the development of a more equitable dis-
tribution of funds, including means of
insuring that colleges which exceed as-
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signed enrollments do not adversely affect
the funding of the other colleges. Recom-
mendations, if any, shall be submitted to
the Legislature no later than January I,
1976.

The same language was continued in the
1976 Appropriations Act, except that the
date for submission of recommendations to
the legislature was changed to January,
1977. Therefore, for the past two years, the
Division of Community Colleges and the Ad
Hoc Committee on Funding (comprised of
presidents, administrators, and academic
deans of colleges) have been working on an
improved process (formula) which would
more equitably distribute or appropriate state
funds to the 28 public community colleges.

In view of the magnitude of the study, the
management consultant and accounting (inn
of Touche, Ross & Company was engaged
to work with the Division and the commit-
tee. The firm was employed to conduct an
evaluation of the current funding process in
terms of fairness and equity in the appor-
tionment of available funds among the
community colleges; evaluate and compare
alternative processes; recommend the most
desirable alternative process; and prepare
proposed legislation as necessary to imple-
ment the recommended processes. The
project was conducted in three phases:

An analysis of current fund generation
and apportionment procedures;

2. The development of alternative processes;

3. The presentation of final recommenda-
tions.

Final recommendations were also to in-
clude the results of testing the recommended
process under varying conditions and as-
sumptions and detailed rationale and justifi-
cation for the selection ,of the recommended
process.

After each phase of the study, a written
report was submitted by Touche, Ross &
Company to the Division of Community
Colleges and the Ad Hoc Committed on
Funding. The final report was carefully re-
viewed by the Division of Community Col-

leges, the Ad Hoc Committee on Funding,
the Community College Presidents Council,
and the State Community College Council.
All agreed that the proposed revision would
make for significant improvement in the
procedures for the determination and alloca-
tion of funds to the 28 public community
colleges.

The funding formula was submitted to the
1977 Florida legislature for consideration,
but because of concerns with regard to some
aspects of implementation, the process was
not enacted into law. After the recom-
mended funding formula was submitted to
the 1977 Florida legislature and was not ac-
cepted, no further attempts were made to
convince the legislative body to reconsider
the funding formula.

Governor Robert Graham recommended
in the 1980 Legislative Program that the
current enrollment-based funding processes
for post-secondary education be replaced by
a budget that focuses more directly on the
costs and resource needs of specific educa-
tional prOgrams. The recommended funding
process will be developed by a state-wide
finance study committee, and indications are
that the program-based budget will not be
required until the 1983-85 biennium. During
the interim, 1981-83, it has been recom-
mended by the governor and recently ap-
proved by the_State Board of Education that
the current funding formula be modified by
the finance study committee. The modified
process will provide funding for a basic
program based on enrollment and provide
categorical funding for programs to enhance
quality and meet priority needs. Transition
to a totally new process will require some
time to develop, test, and implement.

Conclusions
A recent report from the American Asso-
ciation of Community and Junior Colleges
states that the results of two Older American
Program surveys and various conferences
clearly show that the nation's two-year col-
leges have made a commitment to serve the
educational needs of older adults. A majority
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of colleges continue to provide education for
part-time older learners despite a climate of
fiscal restraint. Older adults are increasingly
seeking help from their local community col-
leges in retraining and acquiring skills that
can lead to learning opportunities and have
encouraged colleges to expand the counsel-
ing, training, and job referral services.

Valencia Community College has had a
strong commitment for several years from
the board of trustees, president, and staff in
providing adult and continuing education
programs to all citizens in the two-county
area it serves. Currently there are approxi-
mately 15,000 (headcount) students enrolled
in these types of courses and programs in
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150 locations, in addition to the credit
courses that are provided to the on-campus
students.

The history of the community college
system, the changes made in the program
structure and funding and the implications
they will have on lifelong learning, and the
recent recommendations made by the gover-
nor on future financing confirm that Florida
is doing much to provide opportunities and
services to all citizens in the state. When the
program structures and funding formulas are
being revised in the next two years, a strong
commitment should be reflected in such
changes for lifelong education.
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Final Report: Florida Assembly on
Policies for Lifelong Education

Florida
has one of the most outstanding community
college systems in the nation. The present 28
districts fulfill the 1957 long-range plan to
deliver postsecondary education within com-
muting range of nearly all Florida citizens.
Over 700,000 people are participating in this
opportunity each year. This Assembly spe-
cifically described the situation with these
words: "Lifelong learning in Florida pro-
vides easily accessible educational oppor-
tunities throughout the state to meet the
personal, professional, and occupational
needs of the citizenry."

Florida is also recognized for its unusual
balance of local control with state coordi-
nation and support. The state has many
strengths with which to face the future
learning needs of its population.

Members of the Assembly considered the
drastic social and cultural changes expected
during the rapid population growth in the
decades of the 1980's and 1990's. They dis-
zussed the structure and organization of
institutions undergoing rapid substantive
change; they also attempted to provide in
their recommendations for the adjustments
to an unknown future.

A number of specific recommendations
which follow also reflect the Assembly
views that current policies and legislative
mandates are needed that accurately reflect
the diverse present programs and services
provided by community colleges.

The 'action recommendations of the Flor-
ida assembly on Policies for Lifelong Educa-
tion are directed to nine specific groups:
state government, the legislature, the State
Community College Coordinating Board,

the Division of Community Colleges, the
Postsecondary Filucation Planning Commis-
sion, the 28 local coordinating councils, the
local boards of trustees, the individual insti-
tutions and their administrators, and the
citizens of Florida.

To the State Board of
Education, the assemb
recommended:
1. That the state plan for public education
should include distinct provisions for the
support of and the authority to provide ap-
propriate lifelong learning programs. That
the state plan encourage and recognize all
the providers and non-formal community-
based learning opportunities.

2. The support and endorsement of a funding
system other than the current enrollment-
driven process (based on Full Time Equiva-
lentI-TE) because
a. the large numbers of part -time students

participating in lifelong education neces-
sitates a more modern funding formula,
and

b. such new methodology should enable
institutions to provide the same scope of
services to part-time students as are
normally available to full -time students.

3. That the state consider the feasibility of
funding career awareness centers, perhaps
on a regional basis.

4. That the state of Florida maintain its
commitment to fund basic skills components
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necessary for coping in a contemporary
society, recognizing that:
a. these skills may differ by age, origin, and

geographic distribution of the population,
b. institutions also need to continuously

monitor, evaluate, and update these
skills.

5. That Florida maintain its commitments to
appropriate occupational classes and
courses, and to community development
activities at levels with the basic skills de-
scribed above.

6. That the state re-define thetroles of differ-
ing institutions in lifelong edfication, with a
goal of statewide planning and coordination
to eliminate unnecessarily duplicative pro-

--

grams. Advisory committees at the local
level should be used in this process to assist
in determining needs of particular popula-
tions, such as those of senior citizens. The
planning and coordination process should
identify learning needs which are not cur-
rently being filled by existing services.

7. That state and regional agencies and
economic development associations charged
with the responsibility of attracting indus-
tries to Florida should inform and promote
the availability of the comprehensive life-
long learning prograrns.

8. That local boards of trustees of commu-
nity colleges be recognized as being in the
best position to identify local lifelong learn-
ing needs. It is recommended that the execu-
tive and legislative branches not impede the,
prerogatives or capabilities of the local
boards to quickly and effectively respond to
these local needs.

9. That research be conducted to:
a. identify alternative models for funding

lifelong learning, with research extended
to include models from other nations as
well as the United States,

b. study the economic impact of lifelong
learning programs on the individual and
also on publicly supported health- and
social service agencies (such as mental
health, offender rehabilitation, and pro-
grams for the aging).

10. That the concepts of education informa-
tion centers and educational brokering be
expanded to the local community college
level, including sponsorship of lifelong edu-
cation fairs (similar to the Tampa model),
and including newspaper, television, and
radio information segments.

11. That the universities be encouraged to
emphasize the skills requisite to working
with students in lifelong learning situations.

To the Florida legislature,
the assembly
recommended:
1. Reaffirmation of its support of the mission
of Florida's community colleges, which
mission should include (but not be limited
to) the concepts of lifelong education. Spe-
cifically, the assembly recommends that the
community college statute be _.arnended to
include "lifelong education of traditional
and non-traditional students."

2. That the legislature revise the community
college. funding structure to insure reason-
able access to lifelong learning opportunities
for all Florida citizens. To accomplish this
recommendation, the legislature could ad-
dress the following issues:
a. FM versus headcount enrollment funding;
b. program-based funding;
c. funding for non-instructional services;
d. funding for new programs because fund-

ing often lags for some programs that are
needed in a rapidly changing society
(state discretionary funds be provided to
financially support such programs);

e. equitable student fee structures;
f. student-aid programs for non - traditional

students;
g. priorities of credit versus non-credit

programs.

3. That the funding for lifelong learning
should he considered equally important with
funding of traditional programs. Specifical-
ly, when the program structures and funding
formulas are being revised, consideration
should be given to the extra costs of servic-



ing a predominantly part-time student popu-
lation. This would include such cost centers
as counseling, registration, facilities, and
equipment.

4. That there should be an assessment of
local and regional lifelong educatiOnal needs
with appropriate methodology to foster
commonality and comparability of results
for the purpose of planning and minimizing
duplication of services. The assessment
should address the following:
a. identification of target groups (life

patterns),
b. program offerings,
c. delivery systems, and
d. gaps in service.
Specifically, the legislature should provide
categorical funds for on-going needs assess-
ments. The community college will conduct
the needs assessment with broad-based com-
munity input from community groups such
as: coordinating councils, Chambers of
Commerce, local employers, unions, EMS
health rehabilitative services, industry
services task force, - community agencies,
private institutions, Comprehensive Em-
ployment and Training Act; the silver-haired
legislature, and the Departinent of Correc-
tions, among others.

5. That a commitment be maintained to pro
vide programs that will assure all citizens the
opportunity for attainment of necessary skills
to deal effectively with a rapidly changing
society

To the State Community
College Coordinating Board,
the assernb
recommended:
I . That recognizing the emergence of com-
munity colleges as leaders and catalysts for
lifelong education in Florida, a position
paper be developed on the mission of the
community college in lifelong education.
The paper should include:
a. a definition or description of lifelong

education in a universal sense;
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b. the role of the community college in
Florida with respect to programs, co-
operative arrangements, and community
development; and

c. the setting of goals for the role that com-
munity colleges in Florida will play in
developing the reality of a learning soci-
ety and improved quality of life in the
1980's.

2. That acknowledgement and planning
consideration be given to the forces of-tech-
nology that are impacting the society and
culture at an accelerating rate. For example,
the integration of the mini-computer, the
video screen and the telephone, as well as
radio and television, have enormous possi-
bilities to enhance opportunities for learning.
Specifically, the assembly recommends that
colleges be provided with resources and in-
centives to provide non-traditional learning
modes of instruction with reward systems
that encourage faculty to engage in these
new technological delivery systems. Tech-
nically oriented business and industry should
have a major partnership with the colleges in
applying new technologies to expanding
educational opportunities geared to lifelong
educational needs.

To the Division of
Community Colleges, the
assembly recommended:
I. That visible and concrete examples of
ongoing cooperative ventures in lifelong
education are desirable and needed.

2 Specifically, the assembly asks the divi-
sion of community colleges to create an
index that measures the extent and scope of a
college cooperative enterprise, and that a
reward system or method be developed that
encourages more of this. This index meth-
odology shOuld gauge the level of coopera-
tive activities and their degree of impact.
impact.

3. That efforts be continued to remove bar-
riers to lifelong learners and to improve their
access to programs and services.
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4. That seed money be provided to foster
cooperative local projects to address identi-
fied local problems. These demonstration or
pilot programs could be funded by a five
cents per citizen allocation to the cooperat-
ing agencies.

5. That the division of community colleges
take the lead in developing state public pol-
icy to meet the financial aid needs and eligi-
bility criteria for part-time students.

To the 28 local district
coordinating councils, the
assembly recommended:
I. That councils implement the concept of
state harming and coordination based on
local needs assessment, planning, and input
from cooperating local agencies. Specifical-
ly, Florida should utilize the existing 28 co-
ordinating councils for direct, formal input
from concerned community agencies, ad-
visory committees, and lay persons.

2. That coordinating councils be expanded
where necessary to include representatives
from local community groups.

To the Postsecondary
Planning Commission,
the assembly
recommended that:
I. Florida's newly established Postsecond-
ary Planning Commission give emphasis in
its work to the needs of lifelong\ learners, and
the policy changes needed to serve their
needs.

Help be given to practitioners in lifelong
learning to identify the individuals who con-
trol policy making and funding at national,
state, and local levels. Further, that a list of
exemplary practices for influencing these
individuals be compiled and distributed to all
interested institutions in Florida.

To the Boards of Trustees,
the assembly
recommended that:
Local boards adopt policies and procedures
which foster lifelong learning, and which are
based on the results of local needs assess-
ment. To implement this recommendation,
modifications in current policies and pro-
cedures, will be required in the following
areas:

a. administrative servicesreview of Com-
munity College Management Information
Systems (CCMIS) in terms of appropri-
ateness of reporting methods, staff devel-
opment (awareness, sensitivity), teacher
education, marketing the concept of life-
long education, public relations (image in
the community, communication);

b. instructional servicesprovide for van-
ous r- odes of study, including but not
limited to independent study, remedia-
tion, credit for life experience, compe-
tency testing, and credit by examination;

c. student services and recruitmentpro-
vide for intensive community outreach
efforts to include more of the under-
served,- such as veterans and the disad-
vantaged, commitment to non-traditirmal
financial aid, admissions, registration,
orientation, counseling (career, personal),
child care, referral and brokering;

d. delivery systemsprovide for commu-
nity outreach utilizing mobile units (vans/
trailers), service to institutionalized
clients, such as personnel in correctional
institutions, nursing homes, hospitals,
etc., use of community centers, variation
in scheduling, such as out-of-phase,
weekends, evenings 24-hour time
blocks, etc.

e. facilities and accessexplore the use of
multi-media (TV, :adio, newspaper),
computer-assisted instiuction, develop-
ment of tapes for individual use, creation
of learning labs (on campus, in the com-
munity, in the home), telephone for
information and referral, on-site programs
in industrial complexes, use of "variable
time/variable credit."



To the individual
community college, the
assembly recommended:

I . That each community college examine
present policies and procedures to verify
their applicability in serving all students (and
are not limited to the traditional student pop-
ulation). Each institution should clarify its
commitment to lifelong learning and clearly
communicate this both internally_ and to its
public.

2. That community colleges join with other
community Organizations to sponsor local
assessment and other activities to obtain a
picture of lifelong educational needs. In
addition, community colleges should devel-
op programs which respond to the identified
needs of specific segments of the population.

3. That community colleges should serve as
catalysts for promoting cooperative efforts
among public and private agencies to build,
equip, and staff joint-use facilities. Exam-
ples of these facilities include libraries,
schools, recreation - facilities, auditoriums,
health facilities, and child service clinics.

4. That one important objective in institu-
tional cooperation and coordination is to
prevent unnecessary duplication of services
to the lifelong learner.

-5. That Florida's institutions of higher edu-
cation should explore the potential of all
media, especially television and radio via
cable/satellite, in terms of providing a vari-
ety of educational activities.

6. That community colleges utilize all pos-
sible additional delivery systems and not
limit themselves to the traditional systems.

7. That community colleges also provide
indirect services for the lifelong learner
through a community brokering process.

8. That community colleges should continue
to offer personal enrichment opportunities
on a self-supporting basis, providing finan-
cial aid and other special provisions avail-
able to economically deprived individuals.
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9. That colleges should consider the use of
staff and program development (SPD) funds
and other appropriate financing to ensure
that all staff and faculty understand adult
learners and are competent to deal with them
as individuals. The assembly recommends
that the colleges consider the provision of
peer counseling, and an emphasis on the
need to convey an attitude of acceptance of
the student, irrespective of the student's age
or purpose of attendance.

10. That part-time faculty and lifelong learn-
ing needs are intertwined as a managerial
and organizational problem. There is a need
to assure equal quality control measures for
part-time as well as for full-time faculty.
Specifically, the assembly recommends that
all community colleges provide appropriate
in-service training activities for faculty (in-
cluding part-time) designed to utilize their
talents to their full potential in meeting the
lifelong education needs of a learning
society.

1 L That colleges consider and discuss the
priorities of credit versus non-credit
programs and their effects on the emerging
institutional commitment to lifelong
education.

12. That a more sophisticated productivity
model than the load hour is needed. The load
hour is a unit of measure of a faculty
member's productivity.

To Florida citizens, the
assembly recommended:
I. That community colleges can play a
major and active role in serving_ lifelong
education needs, but that they cannot be
everything to everyone.

2. That there is a need to provide for the
diversity and needs of both the rural and
urban areas of Florida.

3. That public policy in lifelong education
should be comprehensive, covering cultural
and social development as well as occupa-
tional development.
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4. That users of recreational and avocatiOnal 5. That continued participation in lifelong
services should pay for maintenance of such learning provides benefits both to the i di-

services. victual and to the entire community.
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Sethi Goals for the Future of
Lifelong Learning in New York State

_Your
participation in a regional forum is a crucial
contribution to our state's effort to set goals
for lifelong learning for all its citizens. The
background and purposes for the forums are
explained in the appendix.

Looking Forward to the
Year 2000
The year 2000 is 20 years awayfar
enough into the future so that there is still an
opportunity to influence events to a sig-
nificant degree, yet close enough so that
some decisions must be made soon if there
are to be significant changes from what
might otherwise happen, without planned
intervention.

The rapidity of change will insure that no
amount of education during youth will pre-
pare adults* to meet fully the demands that
will be made upon them. To cite just two
examples:

Technology and the national and world
economy will generate many job and
career changes for most adults that will
require frequent and extensive learning.
Changes in the relations among nations
will require decisions by the public that
must be grounded in broad understanding
of other cultures and international politics.
Yet, no one can anticipate very far in ad-
vance what specific areas of the world will
call fir attention.

This is a background paper l6r New York's regional
for-urns on lifelong learning prepared by Adult Learn
ing Services, The State Education Department

In preparing the Goals Statement, the
Council on Adult Learning Services took
cognizance of the many alternative futures
that have been projected for the year 2000.
While members held differing views of the
future, there was solid agreement that

adults learn throughout life,
active learners get more out of life and
give more to their society, and
conditions in 2000 will necessitate learn-
ing throughout life.
In reviewing the goals, readers are asked

not to be constrained by reso tree limits,
competing social priorities, or tile political
factors that will influence the realization of
the goals. It is assumed, in this approach,
that if there is sufficient commitment to
goals set 20 years into the future, strategies
can be devised to deal with the constraints.

Indeed, the next step in the process is to
develop strategies for achievement of the
goals. This consists basically of determining
what must be done in the near term (this year
and next) and beyond to put society and
education on track to realize the goals by
2000. It is at this point that the realities of
resource limits, competing social priorities,
and politics-have to be taken into account.

*By "adults, throughout this paper and in the forum
discussions, is meant persons who have taken on the
roles and responsibilities of adulthood, For such
individuals, education is not the sole or primary ac-
tivity. as it traditionally has been for many lb- 22
year-olds in our society. They arc usually studying
part-time school through postsecondary education,
and they have special characterstics and needs which
will figure prominently in the following pages.
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What Role for You?
These forums are designed to solicit your
views on these proposed goals, and to pose
these questions only you can answer:

1. Does the picture of your fellow adult New
Yorkers presented here fit the people you
know in your community, organization,
or agency?

Does :le vision of a "learning society"
portrayed here fit your image of the prob-
able and/or desirable future?

3. Taking the goals one by one, do you sup-
port each one, or would you change or
modify it, and how?

4. What are the major problems you foresee
in reaching these goals in your com-
munity?

5. What are the most important next steps
which you, your community, organiza-
tion, or agencyand the Education De-
partmentshould take to follow up?

Following each goal, there are a number
of additional questions designed to help
promote discussion of the goals. During the
forum, each participant will be given an
cportunity, in small groups, to focus on the
goals and questions of greatest concern to
him /her.

Adult Learning in
New York State Today
Adult 'earning is an idea whose time has
clearly come. We all have friends and neigh-
bors who have returned to school, or are
advancing in their jobs through training pro-
grams, or who take courses in the evening to
pursue an urge to learn.

Moreover, everyone seems agreed that the
answer to many of our personal and social
problems lies in upgrading the capacity of
individuals to cope, and to enhance their
quality of life. The unemployed need job
skills, young workers need skills leading to a
better job, women who missed out on higher
learning early in life need a :second chance,

older people need the comfort and stimula-
tion of learning.

But just what does all this talk of lifelong
learning refer to?

Basically it signifies the fact that (1)
Americans are increasingly learning and
growing throughout their lives, in all kinds
of ways, for all kinds of reasons, and (2)
new opportunities and services are needed to
meet the rising demand and need for adult
learning, and to reach unserved people or
meet emerging social problems.

Much of the adult learning that is going on
is spurred by -futui, shock- that unre-
mitting series of major changes in our lives,
society, and culture. Today. nobody's edu-
cation, no matter how fine, can be complet-
ed with the end of formal schocling. The
-half-life- of knowledge in many fields is
ten years after that, 50 percent of what
was learned is obsolete. It's not hard to think
of numerous jobs, technologies, ideas, prob-
lems, and challenges ill our lives that did not
exist ten years ago.

As a result, more and more adults are
learning, and educators are providing a rich
array of services to support that learning.
There's a growing grassroots commitment to
the policy adopted by Congress in 1976 in
the "Lifelong LeamingAct- that -Amer-
ican society should have as a goal the
availability of appropriate opportunities for
lifelong learning for all its citizens without
regard to restrictions or previous education
or training, sex, age, handicapping condi-
tion, social or ethnic background, or eco-
nomic circumstance.

New York State today leads the nation in
fostering lifelong learning. Adults through-
out the state have rich resources and oppor-
tunities for continuing their education and
development.

The booklet, Adults Learning Here**
portrays how the State Education Depart-
ment, and other public and private agencies,
serve New Yorkers. Through se opportu-
nities, adults are constantly ling their
skills, knowledge, and undersi. g.

**Available from Adult Learning Services, State
Education Department, Albany, New York 12234.
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Unmet Needs, Unseived
Citizens, Unsolved Ftoblems
Despite these myriad opportunities, there is
compelling evidence of unmet needs, un-
served citizens, unsolved problems.

Adults most in need of further education
are least likely to obtain it.
Most adults report barriers that block di -=

participation.
Quality may be declining in some areas.
Certain regions of the state are unserved or
underserved, particularly rural areas.
Learning opportunities still tend to be
provided at times, places, and in modes
that are most convenient to the providers,
rather than accommodating the needs and
preferences of learners.
There is a "missing link in meeting
adults' needs for learning oppbrtunities:
information and guidance so that individ-
uals can find and use these opportunities.
The learning done by adults is not suffi-
ciently recognized, assessed, and rewarded
with official validation, especially when it
takes place outside formal education.
Funds for adult learning are inadequate,
and as a result, in part, too few persons
work full-time professionally in education-
al programs for adults.
The challenge facing us is highlighted by

some harsh statistics. In the latest year for
which figures are available, 36% of adults in
our state (age 25 or over) lacked a high
school diploma or equivalentand this does
not include out-of-school youth or the
burgeoning numbers of illegal immigrants
and refugees. Moreover, despite having the
nation's largest population of I6-year-old
persons out of school, and without a high
school diploma or equivalent, New York
State provides less than I% of the total
dollars devoted to helping these people. The
national average amount of state expendi-
tures for this purpose is 56.55; some states
spend considerably more (California spends
$35) but New York spends only 72 cents,

The proposed goals discussed in the pages
that follow aim at meeting these needs,
reaching the unserved, and using lifelong
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learning as the lever to improve the lives of
individuals and the quality of life in New
York State.

Goal #1: Scope of
Lifelong Learning:, Who,
Why, How

"Accelerating change requires that we all
become lifelong learners."

Alvin Toffler

The present scope of lifelong learning in
New York State is impressive. Consider
these statistics:

The state's public schools serve thousands
of adult students each term with a wide
variety of courses and other learning ex-
periences. In some school districts the
adult enrollment far exceeds the number of
children in the public schools, and often
involves upwards of one-third or even one-
half of the community's adult population.
Adults are the new majority on the state's
college campuses, comprising 54% of all
participants (degree credit, non-degree
credit, and non-credit). One out of every
four students pursuing a degree in public
higher education is an adult (25 or older).
Adults comprise more than one-third of
the total degree credit enrollment, when
undergraduate and graduate figures are
combined. Three out of every four gradu-
ates of public higher education are adults.
BOCES (Boards of Cooperative Educa-
tional Services) provide vocational and
occupational training for 80-90,000 adult
New Yorkers every year,
14,000 adults throughout the nation are
pursuing regents external degrees.
2,000 adults are pursuing degrees through
televised courses.
Our state population numbers 18 million,
yet almost 30 million visits were made to
our museums in 1978.
Over 80 million attendances were regis-
tered at _organizations sponsored by the
State Council on the Arts in the same year.
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Our public libraries are used by 51% of the
state's adult population.
Millions watch "Live from Lincoln Cen-
ter" and other New York-based programs
in addition to the wide variety of cultural,
educational, and science offering_ s on pub-
lic television.
Some 700,000 state employees receive
training each year through business and
industry.
These figures are certainly impressive.

But they point to a growing demand, rather
than an adequate supply, of adult learning
opportunities. For these participants tend, as
we have seen, to be already educated and
relatively well-to-do. While such learning
opportunities for those who can afford them
arc available in virtually any subject, public
support goes primarily for a limited range of
offerings: postsecondary credit work, occu-
pational education, training in basic skills.

In short, the adult who cannot pay for
education, who wants to learn, needs to
learn, and is ready to learn, is more often
than not excluded a situation we now

intolerable for children and youth.
MorLover, even for those who gain entree

to learning opportunities, our educational
system is still youth oriented. Institutional
priorities and procedures are often geared to
the young. Service to adults is seldom on the
agenda of policy makers. Public policy rare-
ly recognizes and reinforces the importance
of lifelong learning.

For the future, the state's Board of Re-
gents has announced its intention to advance
further towards a system of lifelong learn-
ing. In its annual "Program Directions
Statement," earlier this year, the
Board declared:

In the past, adult education has been
peripheral.to the mission of most institu-
tions within the University of the State of"
New York And peripheral to the State pol-
icy and appropriations for education. To
perpetuate the relative neglect of adults by
the educational community in the 1980's
would be a costly mistake for the State
and its citizens. The Regents will make a
particular effort in the next few years to
explore the needs of adult learners, to

encourage careful planning (in conjunc-
tion with industry) to meet those needs in
a cost-effective manner, and to support
institutional and local initiatives aimed at
integrating adults into the mission I the

University of the State of New York, as
well as serving adults in non-traditional
settings where these are more appropriate.
Counseling and referral services are a par-
ticular concern for adult students, who are
often not enrolled in a full-time compre-
hensive program of study. Student and
institutional aid formulas designed for the
young full-time student need to he re-
examined to see that quality standards are
maintained in programs aimed at adults,
as they are in other educational programs.

Goal #1 for 2000:
The Scope of Lifelok ig
Learning

In the year 2000 education is "age neutral."
Learning by adults is a natural continuation
or redirection of prior learning. Learning
activities are supported by a flexible and
diverse array of services that are based on
the recognition that learning is lifelong and
takes place in many different places and cir-
cumstances. Adults are actively involved in
the planning of learning services that are
available to all as a matter of right. Adults
are free to choose those services that best
meet their individual learning needs and
styles at each stag_ e of life.

There are no economic, geographic, or
physical barriers to full participation in
learning activities. Activities support the full
range of learning objectives: personal, so-
cial, and career development, preparation
for family and civic responsibility, and
enjoyment of leisure. Learning helps indi-
viduals cope with an increasingly complex
and crowded world through such means as
intergenerational and multi-cultural experi-
ences. Providers of learning services are
aware of and responsive to adult learning
needs and use a great variety of delivery



modes. Work schedules and employment
policies support involvement of workers in
education. Public policy is reflected in the
allocation of funds for adult learning. Public
policies recognize that formal and infomial
learning are necessary and appropriate adult
activities, and that participation in learning
activities may be on a Continuous or inter-
mittent basis. The solution to many social
problems is seen as residing in a better
educated adult population.

Some Suggested Issues
for Forum Discussion
I. Should adults have a right to learning

services"! If so, what limits should he
placed on this right? Does this require
that adult learning be supported with
public funds'?

2. Should some kinds of adult learning have
higher priority for public support'? If so,
how should priorities he set?

Goal #2: For Whom:
The Learners

Can We Break the "Iron L of Adult
Education?

,When we look closely at the participants in
adult education, we find that the more ad-
vantaged a person already is, the more likely
he or she is to take advantage of further
learning opportunities. Learning fosters
learning; education quickens the appetite `<)r
more education.

Note: The eorals quoted here and throught this
paper are those developed by the Statewide Auvisory
Council on Adult Learning Services, appointed Iry the
Commissioner. The goals are written troth the per-
spective eat the year 200. The present tense is used to
emphasize that the statements are expressions of
intention, and neither prediction.v, which would hae
been suggested if "will had been used, nor pre=
scriptionx, a hich would have called for the use of
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The more, the more" seems to be an
iron law of adult learning. A major question
for the future is: Can and should this law be
broken'?

The law leads to an increasing gap be-
tween the well-educated and those left
behinddespite the many public efforts to
reach the disadvantaged, The most frequent
participmt in adult education in New York
State today is:

white
a high school graduate
employed more than 41 hours a week
annual family income of $10,001 or more
Conversely, the person least likely to.

participate is:
black and Hispanic
elderly
less than a high school education
annual family income of less than $10,000
living in central urban or rural areas.
Moreover, this gap appear; to be widen-

ing. The greatest increases in educational
participation have been made by white
women with college degrees and family
incomes of $25,000 a year or over.

Goal #2 for 2000:
For Whom
Services are available to all adults regardless
of differences in age, sex, physical condi-
tion, racial, cultural and ethnic background,
economic and social status, intellectual abil-
ity, and learning style. Anyone who desires
knowledge and/or skills is able to learn
anything he/she is interested in, and capable
of, learning at whatever pace is appropriate
and in an environment compatible with cul-
tural differences and needs,

Some Suggested Issues
for Forum Discussion

. Is it enough to make opportunities avail-
able or should positive efforts he under-
taken to erisure that adults in need of
education receive it'?

2
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2. Should differences of ability to benefit
from education be recognized in the pro-
vision of opportunities?

3. In situations of shortages of opportunities
for learning, how should decisions
made, and who should participate?

marketplace has all the advantages, and
disadvantages, of a market situation in any

The challenge for the future is to maxi-
mize the advantages and obviate or address
the problemsgaps, poor quality, duplica-
tion -of such a system.

Goal #3: By Whom:
The Providers

"We found 614 different learning pro-
grams available in a 25 x 25 block square
in the center of the city."

A municipal study

Our society brims with opportunities to
learn. It has been estimated that over half of
American workers are involved in the proc-
essing of information.

A myriad of institutions and resources
provide adults with opportunities for
education:

public school adult programs
B OCES
colleges and universities
libraries and museums
unions and employers
social agencies and community-based
organizations
the media
learning centers, producers of learning
materials, and informal study groups
counseling centers
government agencies and agricultural
extension
CETA prime sponsors
churches and synagogues
the military.
On the campuses, colleges and universi-

ties are serving adults with a variety of
"non-traditional programs, including
"external degrees"; special programs for
women, the elderly, and others; courses at
convenient times such as on the weekends;
and televised courses.

But even as higher education expands its
services to adult students, there will still be a
teaming marketplace of other providers of
educational opportunities. Such an open

Goal #3 for 2000:
The Providers
The types of provider organizations may not
be greater in diversity, but many more indi-
vidual organizations are offering learning
services, particularly employers and unions.
Collaboration among providers is extensive.

The media play 'a greatly enlarged role, as
do producers of material's for use by individ-
uals and small groups of learners studying
together.

Many more adults do some teaching dur-
ing their lifetimes. Teaching personnel are
especially competent in designing courses of
study, using media, and helping others to
learn. They, like all professionals, require
continuing study to maintain competency.
Providers of learning services determine and
respond to adult learning needs and provide
access to varied and action-oriented projects.
Providers have a system for articulating their
respective offering_ s so that the former sharp
division between adult education programs
and postsecondary programs is eliminated.
Providers are engaged in joint planning,
curriculum and staff development, needs as-
sessments, and pooling of resources. There
is a special responsibility of the state and
federal education deparrments to provide the
impetus and leadership for such cooperative
arrangements, including financial incentives
to encourage collaboration among providers.

Some Suggested Issues
for Forum Discussion
1. How should respective roles of different

providers in. a community be determined
in order to maximize effective use of
resources?
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Should special responsibilities he as-
signed to specific institutions, e.g., teach-
ing basic skills to local school districts?

3. Flow should the heavy public investment
in the public school and colleges be taken
into account as the numbers of providers
increase'?

4. Should all providers be subject to some
standards, or just those receiving public
funds'?

5. How can effective collaboration between
education and industry be achieved'?

Goal #4: Where:
Towards Learning
Communities

Not I But the City Teaches."
Socrates

For much of American history, learning
went on constantly throughout the commu-
nity: through apprenticeships at shops and
stores, in libraries and Lyceums, in town
meetings and around the stove at the-general
store, in churches and synagogues, in close
families that passed along an intact culture to
each new generation.

In our time, education has come to be
encapsulated in special institutions: princi-
pally, schools and colleges. Such centraliza-
tion has served us well over the past hundred
years,' as a syStem of education for children
and youth who can and do spend the better
part of their time involved in formal learn-
ing. But it is not suitable for adults, whose
learning must be fitted into busy lives and
hectic schedules. For them, learn` g oppor-
tunities must be made much mo e flexible,
convenient, and diverse.

Fortunately', learning opporth ales are be-
ginning to permeate our communities again,
sometimes in distinctly contemporary ways.
(Executives aboard Long Island commuter
trains can take management courses on the
way to work in a specially equipped "class -
room on wheels, adults in the Syracuse
area can earn their GEDs through an ex-
ternal program that is based on the corn-

petencies they use in everyday living;
women with children at home can take tele-
vised courses in many regions of the state.)

Some adult learners prefer non-school
settings, particularly among those with less
than a high school diploma who favor learn -

ing at home or in a community setting. But
many middle-class learners, too, prefer the
privacy of televised courses as their intro-
duction to college instruction, fearing to face
a classroom of younger students or even
other adults. Moreover, as the cost of per-
sonal transportation soars, it is likely that
more and more would-be learners will find
car trips to a distant campus a financial
burden_

Goal #4 for 2000: Where
Learning opportunities are provided at many
locations to take into account the conven-
ience of students and the efficient use of all
community facilities, including schools,
colleges, shopping centers, and work sites.
There is increased sharing of sites, e.g.,
colleges offering programs in high schools,
shopping centers, and work places. There
are a variety of combination~ of providers
sharing a common site, e.g,, a high school,
a college, a BOLES, all offering programs
at a community center. Support services,
such as day-care, counseling, health and
social services, are also offered at many
learning sites. The home is an increasingly
important learning site, and there is in-
creased attention, to the family as a learning
unit. Through various media, particularly
computers and television; information and
instructional programs are available in
homes.

Some Suggested Issues
for Forum Discussion
I Should

facility
Should tk; .

learning?
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3. When new facilities are needed, who
should provide them?

4. Who will he responsible for pro-
gramming, for home learning, and for
strengthening the role of the family?

Goal #5:
When: Accommodating
Learners

"The readiness -I ,9

Shakespeare

Most adults find that problems of timing,
convenience, and scheduling often block
them from learning. Flomeresponsibilities,
inconvenience of class schedule, and cost of
tuition are the barriers to participation named
by the largest number of adults," according
to a survey of Needs and Interests of New
York State Adults conducted by Cornell Uni-
versity for the State Education Department.

Many adults overcome these problems by
going to school part-time. Indeed, most of
the part-time students on the campuses
todayand their numbers are burgeoning
are adults. And among adults who have
returned to education, most attend as part-
timers.

These part-time students are pioneers in
finding ways to fit into their busy lives the
learning they want and need. Significantly,
when' one looks closely at them one finds
that they are:

older than full-time students
likely to be women and Minority group
members whcitend more to part-time than
to full-time study
likely to be employed
more likely than full-time students tb

financially independent
likely to be academically good studentls
likely to have "financial need.
Responding to these students' needs,

many schools, BOCES, colleges, libraries,
and other agencies throughout the state now
offer programs at convenient and flertible

times. Courses are offered in the evening or
through "Weekend Colleges," or on-site
sessions are minimized and combined to
save time. Courses by television and by
correspondence permit thousands of students
to participate without leaving their homes.
Some institutions will admit students at any
point for short courses or self-paced instruc-
tional programs in which the student does
not have to fit into an on-going class.

But there is still much that could be done
to make learning more accessible and con-
venient for adults. Today, most educational
activities continue to be scheduled at the
convenience of the institution and its staff.
Adjusonents are made sometimes to meet
the special needs of adults, but these changes
remain minimal.

Moreover, the emphasis of the entire edu-
cational system focuses on earning degrees
and credentials, which are considered termi-
nal as in the past. Most people think that a
bachelor's degree signals the "completion"
of higher education, or that a master's pie-
pares one for a lifetime of professional work.
In reality, the "half- life" of knowledge in
most fields nowadays is 6-10 years: within
that period, 50% of what one learns will be
obsolete.

Education must, therefore, be spaced
throughout life.

Goal #5 for 2000: When
Adults pursue learning continuously
throughout life, and the concept of lifelong
learning is fully accepted. Work and educa-
tion are closely related, and learning on the
job is regularly recognized in education
assessments. At times, periods of Study al-
ternate with periods of work; at other times,
both occur simultaneously.

Planned learning activities take place at
times governed by learners' needs. Prcviders
are responsive to those needs through such

-arrangements as continuous admissions,
short-term offerings, modular learning pack-
ages and flexible scheduling. Flexibility is
the norm, rather than the exception.



Credentials are viewed not as terminal
points, but as indications of accomplish-
ments "to date.

Suggested Issue
for Forum Discussion
How should the relationship between work
and learning be promoted?

Goal ,#6: Information
and Guidance

"Not to eho is to eh
Proverb

Choosing wisely among learning opportuni-
ties is one of the most difficult decisions
facing an adult. Most people are unaware of
the wide variety of programs and offerings
that might meet their needs. Increasingly,
education comes in diverse "packages"
varying in cost, convenience, style, and
prestige.

Many adults ue not even clear in their
own minds on what their needs are. They
would benefit from sensitive help in clarify-
ing their life-goals, discovering how they
might best use education to achieve some of
those goals, and how they like to learn.

As a result, a whole new specialty has
emerged: "educational brokers." Their job
is to "broker" between the needs of the
individual adult learner on the one hand, and
the myriad of options to meet those needs,
on the other, The broker can help the learner
figure what he or she really wants or needs,
inform the learner about the possible ways to
get it, and help the learner gain access to
those opportunities. Brokers also sometimes
act as advocates for individuals, or for cate-
gories of learners, to pressure institutions to
serve them better.

Another recent development designed to
provide information and guidance to learners
is the Educational infotTnaCon Centers pro-

I
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gram conducted by the state. This system
endeavors to make information and help
available to learners in the most effective
and efficient manner possible, employing
public libraries and other agencies.

Despite these recent initiatives, however,
most information and guidance services
today are offered by providers of initruction.
Since most of these institutions have been
serving primarily young people, and since
they now need to recruit adults as the youth
population declines, there are obviously in-
adequacies and possible dangers to the con-
sumers in relying on them to counsel adults.

Goal #6 for 2000:
Information and ludance

amer-onented information and guidance
services are available to assist adults with
personal, educational, and career planning
and development through a state-supported
network of regional Educational Inforfnation
Centers. Counseling opportunities are avail-
able at all times. Services ate well publicized
to encourage use. The Centers directly or
through a network of cooperating agencies:

a. Provide access to all individuals in the
region by offering services at all learning
locations (see Goal #4)_ineluding homes,
by using a combination o; paraprofession-
al and professional staff and such media
as telephones, computers, and cable TV.

b. Train consumers in the wise and discrirn-
inating use of all forms of educazional
information. and serve as advocate for in-
dividuals in relationships with providers,

c. Provide an opportunity, for every learner
to develop an individual education plan.

d. Make special efforts to reach and serve
various groups, such as the handicapped.
elderly, illiterate, non-English speakers.
and other who experience special .dift--
sulties in t aining access to learning
oppopnities,

e. Solicit and update information describing
services available from all pfuvidcrs.
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including such support services as child
care, aid for the elderly and the handi-
capped, and financial aid. Incorporate
relevant information from other sources,
such as former participants in educational
programs.

Suggested Issues
for Forum Discussion
I. Should the state fully support the Infor-

mation Centers, or should there be some
charge to users?

2. Should special efforts be made to reach
those who do not initiate use of the serv-
ices by themselves, or is it an adult
responsibility to seek help when needed?

3. Flow can the quality and accuracy of in-
formation be assured?

Goal #7: Quality Control:
Giving Learners Value
"Lifelong Learning could become a popu-
lous fraud."

John Gardner

The consumer movement has awakened us
all to the need to assure quality in the
marketplace. That basic principle applies,
whether the product is an automobile or a
course of instruction.

Most educators are dedicated and honest,
but education is not immune to the kinds of
abuses, excesses, corruption, and outright
crookedness that occur everywhere in soci-
ety when things are bought and sold.

Thus, the state has periodically found it
necessary to crack down on flagrant abuses:
"satellite programs" of established colleges
that do not meet the standards set for off-
campus programs, proprietary schools that
promise more than they can perform in pre-
paring people for jobs. A great disservice
may be done to students and to society by
less-than-adequate degree programs, the
Council on Postsecondary Education Ac-

creditation has said, warning that "some
institutions are awarding inferior degrees
based on off-campus study because they are
desperate to pull in tuition income."

Significantly, the first four overall goals
of the state's 1980 Flan for Postsecon&ily
Education is concerned strati excellence.
Such concern with maintaining and improv-
ing quality should clearly inform the state's
efforts in adult learning, too.

There are two basic approaches to quality
control: strengthening consumer choice, and
state regulation. Obviously, informed
choices by consumers should be the basic
strategy, with the state intervening to assure
that minimum standards are met, that the
consumer is not defrauded or coerced, that
advertising is fair and truthful.

Today, however, the primary reliance for
quality control in adult learning services is
on regulation by federal and state agencies
plus accreditation by national and regional
voluntary accrediting associations. The con-
sumers play a limited role, limited largely to
voting with their feet.

Better information and guidance services,
and professionals who can collate and inter-
pret knowledge about the value of various
providers' offerings (see Goal #6) should
improve this situation.

Goal #7 for 2000:
Quality Control
Evaluation reports and related information
concerning programs and services are read-
ily accessible to all. Infomied choice by
consumers is the key to quality control. Min-
imum standards set by a public agency,
with advice for providers, consumers, and
interested groups. The agency:
a. Sets minimum standards and determines

which providers meet those standards and
are, therefore, eligible to provide services
supported by individual entitlements.
(See Goal #9.)

b. Sets standards for information to be pro-
vided by all providers and has authority to
com I disclosure of relevant informa-l-I



tion, conduct audits, and employ inde-
pendent evaluation teams.

c. Disseminates information about providers
to consumers through the Educational
Information Centers.

d. Provides guidance on interpreting the
information, including publication of
consumer-oriented reports.

e. Conducts studies and surveys to obtain
data on learner outcomes and assessments
of provider services.
Thus, providers who do not meet the ex-

pectations of adult learners either change or
cease to operate as the market declines.
Those who do not meet minimum standards
or lack evident qualifications are excluded,
thus setting a limit on complete market
control.

Some Suggested Issues
for Forum Discussion
I. Should the primary reliance for quality

control be on the informed decisions of
consumers?

2. Is the restriction of the public role to set-
ting minimum standards for eligibility to
receive funds sufficient to insure quality?

3. Should private agencies, such as volun7,
tary accrediting associations, also be
involved in setting standards?

4. Should there be penalties for failure to
observe minimum standards other than
loss of eligibility for funding?

Goal #8:
Assessment of
Learning Outcomes:
The Bottom Line

tbut they learned
A Professor

The real outcomes of education should be
knowledge, understanding, skills, values,
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and strengthened capacitiesnot merely
credits and a credential. Adults are interested
in those real outcomes, not just in fulfilling
requirements." Employers are interested in
what a job applicant can do. (A recent car-
toon portrayed a personnel director looking
over the resume of a recent graduate, still
wearing his cap and gown. The personnel
director is asking: What else can you do,
besides graduate ? ")

Such real learning should be rewarded
with appropriate academic credit or other
recognition, if the learner wants or needs it.
Such opportunities would both encourage
and reward real learning, and benefit society
by providing evidence to employers and
others of what a person knows and can do.

New York has made a notable start in this
field through its High School Equivalency
and External High School Diploma pro-
grams, and through the several ways that the
state validates learning wherever and how-
ever acquired: the Regents External Degree,
the College Proficiency Examination Pro-
gram, the Credit Bank, and the Program on
Noncollegiate Sponsored Instruction.

Through the Regents External Degree
(REX), anyone can "show what they
know" by taking examinations, earning
credits, and eventually a degree. More than
14,000 men and women are currently work-
ing toward one of the associate's or bach-
elor's degrees offered, and over 8,000 have
graduated. The degree is recognized by
graduate programs and employers.

The College Proficiency Examinations
developed by the state offer anyone the
opportunity to earn college credit, advance
in the REX program, satisfy New York state
teacher certification requirements, and quai-
ify for promotions, salary increases, or new
jobs. Most colleges and universities in the
state, and a growing number in other states,
accept the credits.

The Credit Bank is another state-initiated
innovation that helps learners get their
achievements recognized. Anyone can reg-
ister with the Bank, and for a modest fee,
have all records of their college-level learn-
ing evaluated, placed on a master transcript,
and provided to any institution or agency,
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thus facilitating many educational, military,
and employment requiminents

Trough these innovations New York is
already pioneering in fresh ways to assess
adults' learning. But only a small proportion
of adult learners are served by such pro-
grams. For the most part, throughout the
state, as in the rest of the country, an indi-
vidual can only obtain recognition of his or
her learning by taking classes, accumulating
credits, and earning a diploma or degree
when sufficient credits have been amassed.
Institutions or programs are just beginning to
award recognition to learning, demonstrated
competency. and even instruction received
in business or industry.

Goal #8
for 2000:
Assessment
There are opportunities for individuals to
obtain competency-based assessments of
learning outcomes. These assessments may
be used to qualify for certification of com-
petencies' when desired by the learner or
required or requested by a public or private
agency. Credentials are competency-based.
rather than time-based.

There are assessment agencies, separate
from providers, that have a broad range of
assessment procedures, not limited to paper
and pencil tests, for determining competen-
cies. Competencies to be measured are
developed with involvement of employers,
educators, government, and the public. Indi-
viduals use the assessment services as a part
of the process of developing their education-
al and career plans. Employers heavily rely
on assessment results in selecting and pro-
moting employees. Learning acquired out-
side of planned study is included in the
assessment. A national "credit bank" re-
cords assessment results. Credit evaluation
is available for all levels of educational
endeavor.

Some Suggested Issues
for Forum Discussion
I . What agencies should do the assessment?
2. Should institutions that provide instruc-

tion also be allowed to certify competen-
cies, or should certification be restricted
to specia'ly designated assessment
agencies?

3_ How should "competency - based" be
define 4.2?

4. Can the setting of minimum standards be
done in such a way aN to recognize the
diversity among providers and not ex-
clude unique and innovative approaches?

5. Should there be some minimum level of
competency expected of all adults? If so,
who should set the minimum, and what
should be done if individuals fail to met
it?

Goal #9: Financing:
Education as a
Universal Ri ht

When it was first proposed in the I% cen-
tury, the idea of public financing for the
education of all children and youth seemed
radical. But the demonstrable social need
gradually convinced the vast majority of
Americans that this was a proper, worth-
while, and necessary role for the state. We
do not take for granted that the education of
young people through high school gradua-
tion is a responsibility of our society.

Now the need for education has become
lifelong. Learning is rapidly becoming a
necessary part of life for everyone from
those who missed out on formal schooling
the first time around, in their younger years,
to advanced professionals who find that their
technical knowledge must be updated
regularly.

But part-time adult students have less
access to financial aidboth state and
federalthan do full-time students, for a
variety of reasons. For example, students in



many -non-traditional" college programs
are eligible for only a portion of a grant or
other aid, because payment is determined by
the number of hours a student spends in the
classroom, and these programs offer the
opportunity to learn in other ways.

The result is that, nationally, only one out
of every five part-time students gets federal
aid (and many of these are Gk), whereas
more than half of all "traditional" full-time
students receive some financial help. Again,
though part-time students represent 40 per-
cent of all undergraduate students and one-
third of all degree students, they received
less than 6 percent of the $529 million in
federal student aid and only one percent of
the $206 million in state student aid distrib-
uted in 1976-77.

For persons over 21 who lack basic skills
or a high school diploma, there's even less
prospect of public funding. The bulk of the
government money available to adult stu-
dents goes for study leading to a degree or
certificate. Less than 30 percent of the
estimated $14 billion per year available
nationwide for all forms of adult learning
goes to disadvantaged adults.

To rectify this situation, state education
authorities are weighing various policy
changes. One would let school districts
count for aid purposes students over 21 years
of age. who lack high school diplomas.

Another would provide financial aid to
needy part-time students in postsecondary
institutions.

The Advisory Council concluded that the
best way to support lifelong learning would
be to provide assistance to learners, rather
than by following the traditional pattern of
support for institutions. It' individuals could
be provided with wherewithal to purchase
those educational services which they truly
need, based on adequate information and
sensible judgment, a useful marketplace
would be created in which "providers"
could compete constructively and creatively
to meet the needs of educational consumers.

The Goals statement therefore proposes
an "entitlement" planfinancial aid
available to every citizen at any point in his
or her life, for serious educational purposes.
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Such a fund would enable each individual to
pursue continuing education at just those
times, in just those ways, that best suited his
needs, lifestyle, and other preferences and
requirements.

Goal #9 for 2000
Financing Core Skills
A right to appropriate education throughout
life is recognized. Funding programs to
reduce economic barriers to the realization
of the right are in place. Emphasis is on
insuring that all adults have acquired the
"core" skills. Procedures are in place for
defining "core- skills. Most public funds
for education of adults are provided through
the entitlement, thus giving adults primary
control over the programs and institutions to
be supported. These, along with the provi-
sion of good information, are the key ele-
ments in insuring quality (see Goals 6 and
7). Sufficient funding for education is avail-
able because of society's recognition of the
importance of lifelong learning in the reali-
zation of all other social goals, and because
of economies realized through such mea-
sures as increased self-directed and peer
learning, greater use of media, and alterna-
tion of work and education so as to reduce
the "opportunity- Was of education.

Each person has a publicly funded entitle-
ment to cover the tuition costs for "core"
educational skills_ competencies essen-
tial to function as a Citizen, a member of a
family, and a worker. These competencies
may include some skills formerly associated
with postsecondary education. They will be
redefined periodically to reflect changes in
society. The entitlement is financed from
genera -1 revenues. There is no limitation on
age, income, part-time/full-time attendance
for recipients. Since there are many who
cannot afford to participate in learning op-
portunities even when tuition is covered, the
entitlement program is supplemented by a
needs-based grant program for adults to
cover living costs.



Goal.#9B for 2000:
Financing Beyond
the Core

Beyond the core, there am individual draw-
ing accounts financed by an educational fund
(created out of general tax revenues) which
has taken the place of state and federal stu-
dent aid programs. The drawing account is a
fixed lifetime.amount, adjusted for inflation,
to be used for such education-related pur-
poses as the individual wishes. Adjustments
are made in the amounts available to indi-
viduals for such special purposes as to ( I)
encourage voluntary public service (i.e.,
additions for serving as tutors, for Peace
Corps and VISTA -type activities); (2) en-
courage military or other necessary services;
(3) encourage individuals or employers to
contribute to individual accounts; (4) recog-
nize special individual circumstances, e.g.,
handicapping conditions, hardship situa-
tions, or excessively high-cost areas of
training. Private industry and federal, state,
and. local governments are able to contribute
tc the funds (withi_n limits) to induce students
to train for occupations where there are
shortages of trained personnel, or to attract
students to certain locations, e.g., rural or
economically-depressed areas.

Individuals are able to: (1) supplement
their educational accounts with their own

resources, grants from other sources, in-
cluding employers and loans, and (2) pool
their accounts with other learners to obtain
desired services.

The public agency charged with quality
control (see Goal 7) monitors the use of
public funds. Students wishing to use their
accounts are required to have their educa-
tional plans reviewed by a counselor, but the
counselor does not have a veto over the
student's final decision.

Some Suggested Issues
for Forum Discussion
I. What kinds of adult education should be

publicly funded?
2. Should public finds be given primarily to

individuals or should greater use be made
of direct grants to providers?

3. Should there be any distinction among the
types of learning beyond "core" skills
that will be eligible for entitlement sup-
port, i.e., vocational, occupational,
cultural, credentialing, etc.? If such dis-
tinction is needed, by whom and how
should this decision be made?

4. Will a system controlled by consumer
interests, which often have a short-term
perspective, satisfy public needs that
often require a long -term perspective?



Appendix. Planning for the Future of
Adult Learning Services in lew York
State

In
1978 State Education Commissioner Gordon
M. Ambach appointed a 30-member State-
wide Advisory Connell on Adult Learning
Services to advise him on matters of concern
to adult learners and the institutions that
serve them One the first tasks undertaken
by the Council was the development of a
statement of "Goals for Adult Learning
Services.

The goals express what the Council be-
lieves should be the condition of adult learn-
ing in New York State by the year 2000.

In a parallel planning effort, the Board of
Regents in October adopted the 1980 State-
wide Plan for Postsecondary Education that
projects goals for 1990. Since postsecondary
institutions are one of the major providers of
learning services to adults, the two planning
efforts are, obviously, closely related. The
Council will, therefore, be examining its
goals, both in relation to the plan and to the
future needs of adults and of the state.

Because of the great interest nationally in
lifelong learning, the W.K. Kellogg Founda-
tion has made a grant to the Education Com-
mission of the States (ECS) to help states
plan for lifelong learning. New York was
selected as one of six pilot states to par-
ticipate. As a result, the state will receive
assistance in its planning. The results will be
helpful to other states as they do their
planning.

In preparing the goals, the Council had
the benefit of conuibutions from educators
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of adults, both on the Council and outside.
Before presenting the goals to the Commis-
sioner, the Council wants to obtain the views
of key persons in each community who have
a differing perspective on the learning needs
of adults, and who will play important roles
in achieving the goals.

For this purpose, the Council, working
it the State Education Department staff

and the ECS Project, will hold a series of
forums around the state.

The specific purposes of the forums are
to:

1. Inform key community leaders about
current developments in adult learning,
including the factors that account for the
growth in adult learning activities.

2. Receive comments and suggestions on
the goals.

3. Consider the implications of the goals and
the plan for their communities, including
possible follow-up activities.

Participants in forums will be community
leaders from government, business, labor,
media, and education. Each forum will be a
day-long meeting in a convenient location.
Prior to the forum, each participant will re-
ceive two documents:

I. "Setting Goals for the Future of Adult
Learning in New York State.

2. Adults Learning HereHow the Educa-
tion Department Serves Adults.
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Final Report: New York Assembly on
Policies for Lifelong Education.

New
York is one of the most active states in the
nation in fostering lifelong education. It is
widely recognized for its success in creating
diverse opportunities for adult learners.

The commissioner of education, the
Board of Regents, the State Education De-
partment, State University of New York,
City University of New York, and individual
institutions and agencies, in particular two-
yeas colleges, have been important in prog-
ress that has been made toward a society of
lifelong learners in New York.

This good work must be continued and
extended. There are new policies, services,
and programs needed to meet rising demand
and unmet need for lifelong education, to
reach unserved citizens, and to tackle un-
solved social problems.

Topics addressed in this report were de-
veloped by the assembly participants as
those they felt important in advancing the
policy structure for lifelong education in
New York.

The Special Role of
Community Colleges
While we recognize the present limitation of
fiscal resources for education, we believe in
the entitlement of all adults to lifelong edu-
cation opportunity through a wide variety of
providers, and we offer the following specif-
ic recommendations:

We encourage close quay by the Board of
Regents, the State Education Department,
and the governor of the state of the special
strengths which comprehensive commu-
nity colleges bring to educational services
for adults;

10.

a strong and well-established commitment
to career programs, arising in many cases
from the technical institute tradition;
continuing program flexibility and diver-
sity, with a taste for innovation whicli is
inherent in the community colleges;
a local base for commuters of all ages and
circumstances;
relatively low-costespecially important
for those increasing numbers of individ-
uals who have been affected by changing
economic circumstances;
ability to relate to local schools. busi-
nesses, industry, and government in a
particular direct and uncomplicated way:
a strong commitment to the liberal arts and
sciences, including teaching-learning
goals and competencies which will better
enable lifelong learners to cope with con-
ditions of complex and changing society in
the future;
most important of all, a missionary zeal
that focuses on the Open Door, the new
students, adult students, individualized
programs, experiential learning: the whole
constellation of interests that can be

n Door to Life-summed up as The
long Education.
These strengths have been recognized in

other states and other countries, yet currently
lack suitably strong and articulate advocates
at policy levels in New York. Among the
groups that might be served best by these
colleges are most of the groups that are
presently underserved by institutions of
higher or further education, for example:

rural populations
those who are below present college
entrance thresholds
those who seek preparation for a 'vocation
blue collar workers



business and industry, through contract
and credit courses
adults seeking basic education
returning adult students, especially women
and others in career transition
women in programs not traditional for
women
the handicapped
minorities
new immign, its
older adults
displaced homemakers
under and unemployed adults
inner-city residents.
The scope, diversity, geographic, and

economic availability of community col-
leges, and their uncomplicated commitment
to adult education, should be kept in mind
when reviewing the recommendations of this
assembly.

Recommendations to the
State Education
Department, Board of
Regents, local sponsors,
and other appropriate
state agencies:
I . We recommend that state policy for life-
long learners be based on a philosophy of
equal access tempered by the realization that
learners come to education with differing
motivation, aptitude, and ability.

2. We recommend that regulations generated
by the State Education Department (spe-
cifically its regulations on the quality of
education), the Division of Budget, the
Department of Audit and Control, the Office
of Employee Relations, and others be re-
vised in light of the lifelong learning goals
developed by the Commissioner of Educa-
tion's Advisory Council on Adult Learning
Services and by the American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges.

3. We recommend maximum flexibility to
local institutions to meet the objectives of
lifelong education. Policies and procedures

adopted by state agencies must be equally
applicable to all institutions receiving public
funds.

Participants in this assembly expressed
strong dissatisfaction with central control
and regulations that increase costs and in-
hibit the responsiveness, flexibility, and
successful operation of institutions under its
control.

4. We recommend that state regulatory
agencies encourage flexibility and local
autonomy to educational institutions for
program development.

5. We recommend that the State Education
Department encourage voluntary consortial
approaches when evaluating proposals for
funding of state or federally funded
programs.

6. We recommend. the inclusion of commu-
nity colleges in the implementation of edu-
cational information centers at a local level
throughout he state as a further development
and extension of their current brokering and

-information role.

7. We recognize the potential diversity of
dfelong education providers and recommend
that all providers receiving public funds be
subject to the same standards.

8. We recommend changing the state
funding formula for credit and non-credit
programs to include other recognizable self-
directed adult learning activities.

9. We recommend that the state investigate
future funding for student support services
for lifelong learners enrolled in programs of
occupational or career enrichment. For
example, support systems and services
normally provided during the workday are
also needed by adult students during nights
and weekends.

10. We recommend a review of the funding
formulas for agricultural and technical col-
leges to provide support for their community
adult education services on a parity with the
support of community colleges.

11. We recommend that students beyond the
age of comp_ usory attendance be provided
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lifelong educational opportunities in appro-
priate educational environments, without
limitations based on barriers of age or
subject matter. Providers of such services
should not be limited to traditional pro-
viders, The interpretation of the phrase
"appropriate" should be a decision of each
individual seeking such service.

We also recommend that the community
colleges work togethc:- with the appropriate
agency to develop a funding formula which
will enable the colleges to serve this popula-
tion. Such a funding formula should, provide
for support on a parity with that suggested in
ALI. 1 of the Adult Learning Services 1981
legislative package for adult funding.

12. We recommend that the State Education
Department and Board of Regents include in
their 1981-82 legislative package a proposal
to support state aid for contractual courses
offered by public institutions.

13. We recommend that the Board of Re-
gents review the "full-time majority of
faculty" rule as being inconsistent with
goals of lifelong education and the learning
society, and with the experience of many
si.ccessful adult learning programs. We be-
lieve such a rule limits the desired flexibility
of programs. The review should examine
measures of faculty competence and other
services available to students, rather than a
simple numerical count of full-time and part-
time faculty.

14. We recommend that a network of edu-
cational information centers be created
through self-initiated consortiums of existing
institutions, with funding assistance from the
state. The centers would provide neutral
counseling information. We believe it is
appropriate for local communities to partici-
pate in and control the information and
advisement for local adults.

15. We support competency-based assess-
ment. We recommend, however, that as-
sessment activities be carried out by locall
credentialling agencies in line with min-
imum standards which recognize the diver-
sity among providers and do not exclude
unique and innovative approaches.
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Recommendations to
the Office of Adult
Learning Services:
1. We support the efforts of the office of
adult learning services in the recent process
of setting goals for the future of adult learn-
ing in New York and in taking a unified
approach to the financing of specific adult
learning needs.

2. We support the concept of ahublic entitle-
ment to "core" skills (as developed in the
Goals for the Year 2000 statement). We rec-
ommend, however, clarification of what
specific core skills are deemed "essential"
in order to set realistic limits on this
entitlement.

3. We recommend significant rethinking of
the goal #9B, "Financing Beyond the
Core," in order to study carefully the conse-
quences on institutional stability and current
forms of financial aid and institutional sup-
port. For instance, would modification in the
current TAP program meet similar objec-
tives of the goal without the major changes
in the financial aid approach'?

4. We support the 1981, legislative package
for adult funding with the following expan-
sions: (a) that ALI be expanded to include a
wider spectrum of educational possibilities
and choices, including postsecondary institu-
tions; (b) that AL2 be increasingly specific
in amending the education law authorizing
state funds to be appropriated for occupa-
tional and pre-occupational programs by
diverse local groupsincluding community
colleges, unions, industries, EICs, and
coalitions of such groups--to attract and
maintain business and industry.

Recommendations to
all educational institutions
and providers:
I. We recommend further devcloprnent of
linkages and resource sharing based on suc-
cessful existing models such at: the 15
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industry-labor-education councils in New
York. (b) New York Chapters of the Amer-
ican Society for Training and Development
(ASTIR), (c) the American Society for En-
gineering Education, (d) the Academy for
Science, (e) Program Impact located in
Buffalo, (f) the health advisory councils, (g)
the High Technology Council of Bingham-
tOn, and (h) Industry Outreach at Onondaga
Community College.

2. We recommend that two-year colleges
develop and disseminate specific informa-
tion about these industry-education linkages
for the purpose of establishing new connec-
tions at the local level where they do not
presently exist.

3. We recommend the continued support,
study, and dissemination of information
relative to the role of the two-year colleges
in future learner-paced" technology. For
example, AAC1C and the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting are collaborating on
televised courses and the use or future tech-
nologies, such as video cassette and video
disc. Public TV stations in New York State
have a working relationship with local col-
leges relative to televised courses.

4. We recommend that additional resources
and funding be developed for faculty trained
in teaching adults:

Recommendations to New
York Business and Industry-
I. We recommend that a statewide "think
tank" group, composed of representatives of
business, industry, labor, consumers, and
educational providers, be created for the
purpose of assessment, planning, and feed-
back evaluation of lifelong learning policies
and programs.

2. We recommend that business and industry
groups work together with the community
colleges and the adu t learning services
office to supporta 1981-82 legislative pro-
posal for state aid for contracted courses.

3. We recommend that future funding for
lifelong education opportunity should not be
exclusively a state government responsibil-
ity, but should include business and industry
as additional sources of support.

Recommendations to the
members of the New York
Assembly on Policies for
Lifelong Education:
I . We recommend that initial steps be taken
to create a consortium in New York State to
bring together all public interest educational
organization! to ,..onsider and take action on
policy, fiscal patterns, and planning for
lifelong learning.

2. We recommend that an initial ad-hoc
group (to initiate the process and develop its
guidelines) be composed of members of this
assembly representing the various constitu-
encies that were included.

We further recommend that, in order to
achieve the above objectives: (a) a clear set
of guidelines for implementing the process
be developed, and (b) these guidelines
should include outcome evaluations of what
the consortium wishes to achieve, what is
achieved, what actions to take if desired
outcomes are not achieved, and a timetable
for action and events.

3. We recommend that a mechanism be
created to seek support of private sources of
aid in the funding of lifelong education.
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Final Report: California Assembly On
Policies for Lifelong Education

California's
education is unique in that it is free of tui-
tion. The concept of lifelong education
needs to be analyzed with this California
circumstance in mind.

One state official recently remarked that
California had the resources ($168 billion
"G.N.P-) and taxing level to make it the
eighth major power in the world. California
has less than the United States,
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Japan,
West Germany, France, China (Mainland),
and the United Kingdom. The state is ahead
of Italy, Canada, Braz.1, Poland, Spain,
India, and all other nations than the top
seven listed above. California out-performs
most nations with its $7.7 billion agricultural
industry and the ability to provide 25 percent
of the U.S. food supply. With increasing
consumer goods per capita, a thriving export
trade, and higher family incomes, the Cali-
fornia economy continues to diversify. This
will bring changes in the service industries
including education and finance.

Because California has grown so large,
diverse, and complex, a uniform community
college system or uniform lifelong education
program would not appropriately serve all
citizens. Each community must develop its
own program, uniquely suited to its loaf
needs. However, lifelong education is a con-
cept variously defined and practiced in
community colleges (as well as in the other
educational institutions). It is offered under a
variety of labels: credit and non-credit con-
tinuing education, adult education, night,
school, extension service, retraining, up-
grading, community services, and a host of
other practices.

California's community colleges provide
an astonishing diversity of servicesa re-

ll

Election of their abilities to react immediately
to local community needs. The state should
capitalize on community colleges' respon-
siveness for continued success in both credit
enrollment and in community services.

We believe it is time to redefine the com-
munity college role as more than a collection
of parts. We believe that lifelong education
is the role and that the college's components,
however titled, whether traditional or not,
are all equally important parts of the service
we provide to local adults, regardless of age.

In the recent past, community colleges
have operated around the traditional 18 to
21-year-old "college age student.- We be-
lieve that age as the criterion for defining the
major thrust of the community college is a
concept whose time has passed. In 1980, the
average age of the community college stu-
dent is close to 30.

Once we educated our youth so they could
take productive roles in societyfor benefit
not only of themselves but for society at
largeand we felt that one chance was all
they deserved or needed. But if society
educates citizenry so that it can continuously
maintain productivity and quality of life,
then the state must recognize that the world
served by today's education is no longer so
simple; and both society and individuals
require almost continuous opportunities to
prepare for changes in an increasing life-
span. In the early 1900's we did not worry
about training people for four or five career
changes in their lifetimes. In the early
1900's we did not consider the personal
development needs of people undergoing
their -passage" through stages of maturity
in a stressful world. In the early 1900's, we
had no "re-entry women" movement. In the
early 1900's we had no upwardly mobile
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minority. In the early I900's we were a
more simple, agrarian society, not a service
oriented society with 38,000 job titles.

The externals of our society force our citi-
zens into retraining and re-education if they
are to survive. And it is in the enlightened
self-interest of our society to provide them
with the educational mechanism for surviv-
al. They need and demand basic skills,
occupational training, retraining, transfer
programs, personal development, and cul-
tural growth at various times and in various
fashions.

In unprecedented cumbers theythe
citizens--are opting for education in all the
stages of their lives. The community col-
leges, although not the only institutions
providing services, are the best mechanism
our communities have for providing what the
citizenly demands and no doubt deserves.

It is in the best interests of society that it
designate the community colleges as the
pivotal agency in each community to assure
that such services are provided. Either di-
rectly, or indirectly as a brokering service,
the community college can bring the re-
sources of other institutions into the lifelong
education continuum,

The California Assembly endorses the
"Bill of Rights for the lifelong learner,
formulated by the 1979 AACJC National
Assembly on Policies for Lifelong Educa-
tion, as a philosophical basis for its recom-
mendations. (See Appendix.)

Recommendations to.
the state government:
I. That a major function of community
colleges in California be that of providing
opportunities for lifelong education.

2. That the community college has the pri-
mary responsibility for providing education
for adults it its local service area. Lifelong
education need not, however, be the exclu-
sive responsibility of any one agency.

3. That policies for allocation of fiscal re-
sources and program offerings in adult and

continuing education should be determined
at the local level.

4. That a system of providing adequate and
timely funding should be established to
allow effective planning and implementation
of lifelong education.

5. That future state funding should be based
upon total enrollment as well as upon aver-
age daily attendance (A.D.A.) in order to
support continuing education:programs and
services.

6. That space utilization formulas be revised
to include pe:._!. enrollment demands whether
late afternoon, evening, or weekend instruc-
tional activities.

7. That the state provide the necessary in-
centives to industry and business to establish
cooperative relationships and 7rograms with
the community colleges, especially in areas
of advanced technology.

Recommendations to the
chancellor and state board:
I. That with the exception of spectator en-
tertainment functions, the total community
college programdetermined by local
interest and the market test of enrollment
be accepted for full and equal funding by the

ate.

2. That legislation be written to allow greater
flexibility in partnership efforts between in-
dustry and the college to fulfill our lifelong
education needs.

3. That CCOA, AACJC, ACCCA, CCCT,
CCCCEA, and other appropriate agencies be
enjoined to assist in a state-wide campaign to
change the perceptions of citizen, legis-
lators, faculty, and other educatOrs regarding
the colleges' role in lifelong education. Such
a camp_ aign would stipulate:

that community colleges are the pivotal
enabling agency in the state for the life-
long education of the citizenry;
that one million users are a great test
market of the validity of the assumptions

4,



that the services are needed, useful, and of
sufficient quality to be offered and funded:
that the regional accrediting agencies and
local boards and staff are sufficient guard-
ians of quality control;

e that lifelong education is the total program
of the college and that there are no in-
appropriate programs if the citizens need
them at some stage of their development
for quality survival in our changing
society.

4. That an economic impact study be under-
taken to document the results of community
colleges.

Recommendations to
the community colleges:
I. That lifelong education for individual and
community development should continue to
be a major mission of community colleges.

2: That community colleges should concenl
trate on educating legislators and other state
policy makers concerning the societal and
economic benefits of lifelong learning,

3, That support services should be provided
for continuing education students based on
needs assessments; and that traditional serv-
ices should not, necessarily, be duplicated.

4. That colleges encourage the use of new
technolu;:cal methods and new strategies to
meet the lifelong education needs of the
nonmobile populations, sL-h as home-bound
Or institution-bound students.

5. That greater consideration be given to
life-learning experiences in student place-
ment, and that credit be accepted for such
experience. Credit by examination must
receive more acceptability. State and local
policies should encourage non-traditional
learning strategies in both credit and non-
credit programs.

6. That colleges be even more flexible in
meeting the needs of local adults. Outreach
programs, length of classes, and methods of
instruction must be adaptable and locally
determined.
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7. That the institution that offers the program
must accept the responsibility to evaluate the
program. This responsibility also carries
with it the need to report regularly to the
college district governing board and to the
constituency about the success or failures of
the program. Accountability is -operative.

8. That lifelong education in the community
college is a shared responsibility with all
those in the commodity. In some instances,
shared cooperative ventures among the vari-
ous agencies need to be developed.

9. That staff development programs for both
full-time and part-time faculty should em-
phasize teaching strategies for and sensitivity
toward adult learners.

10. That colleges review their policies on
financial aid for part-time students.

Recommendations to
the California public:
1. That we consider it sound public policy
and in the best interest of society in general
to provide tuition-free lifelong learning at
public expense. Lifelong education is a
sound public investment.

2. State funding is recommended with an
equitable formula that does not make it fis-
cally advantageous to a college to offer
certain courses and not others.

3. That education programs must be deter-
mined by student needs and not by existing
funding formulas.

4. That lifelong learning opportunities will
result in economic development and im-
prove tie quality of California life. The state
and local governments should effectively in-
form the public of these op_pounities and
encourage its participation. In this process
we must recognize our rapidly changing
learning clientele and their changing needs.

5. That lifelong education must be an inte-
gral part of our comprehensive community
colleges with all segments of the colleges
participating. The college will need more
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flexibility to respond faster with new and
different configurations of course content,
scope, and sequence.

6. That community colleges need more local
control, freedom, and flexibility to act efti

ciently and effectively in all college matters,
including the area of lifelong learning. The
scope of lifelong learning programs must be
as vast as the educational needs of our
constituents.
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